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Collect Waste Paper

•

His Chief Regret

Work Being Done By the Sea Elmer B. Crockett Nominat Facing Major Operation Cpl.
Wm. Burns Hopes He
ed To Serve As Presi
Scouts Today — Ship
Will Not Be Discharged
dent the Coming Year
Gets New Recruits

_____
At the last Sea Scout meeting
plans were made for a collection of
waste paper to 'be made in the area
as assigned to the Sea Scouts, which
. is the Southend district. A house
y to house collection will be made.
Please have all paper done up se
curely in bundles, or in cardboard
cartons. All kinds ol paper, card
board, etc., are in great demand.
The collection will be made late this
afternoon and evening. If necessary
a second collection will be made
later. The collection is in charge of
Kenneth Mignault.
Thanks to the efforts of Skipper
Southard 56 pilot charts have been
obtained from the hydrographic
offlee in Washington. These charts
cover all the seas and oceans of the
world, and also have a great deal
about piloting and navigation on
<^|he reverse side.
Over the week-end work was
started fitting out Mate J. A. Perry’s
18-foot sailboat. ^Those reporting
for work were Carl Gray, Cliff Cam
eron, Raymond Bowden, Jr., Dick
Simmons and Sunny Sleeper. Two
would-be "Girl Mariners” also were
present and) certainly earned at
least one sail ln the boat for doing
their share in serrping off last
year’s paint.
Plans are being made for the an
nual Sea Scout ball and Bridge of
Honor to be held some time in
May.
New members of the Ship are:
Crew 2. Robert Gamble, Earl Smith
and Raymond Bowden; Crew 3,
Francis Gibbs.
At the last meeting the movies
that were taken two weeks ago were
shown; also the film that was taken
last Summer of the Fleet in ac
tion, Elmo Crozier furnishing the
projector and screen. In the movie
taken indoors of the Sea Scout
meeting, there is a very excellent
picture of Skipper Southard. In
fact the whole movie came out
quite well.
J. A. Perry.
80 Grace street, Rockland.

A striking instance of the in
vincible morale and superb spirit ol
the American fighter, is contained
in a letter written home 'by a cor
poral in England. This soldier has
not been marking time, has not been
sightseeing while cooling his heels
for the mucl^-proposed invasion
but from a hospital cot during te
dious months of recuperation from a
jeep smash-tya, he has searched the
depths of his mind for wholesouled
convictions. Wracked with pain,
cramped from a leg cast, vision im
paired from an eye Injury, this gal
lant lad faces yet another major
operation—a bone grait.
Out of the searing misery of lone
liness in a foreign land, despair at
repeated and grilling treatments,
and black moods of melancholy,
there yet remains enough Yankee
spunk in Corp. William Burns of
Rockland for him to write this
sentence: “I do hope they won’t
discharge me after they operate,
for if the war is still going, I want
I to volunteer for overseas duty again.
Maybe if I get it, I will be luckier
next time.”
By boys such as this, are wars
won.
Just how nigh this youngster
rates with his buddies ls best dis
closed by a casual mention to this
effect: “I went down to visit my
Squadron on a pass Just before I
left the other hospital, and they
couldn’t do enough for me. They
had a party, put a command car
with a driver at my disposal for the
five days I was there, and also
called up the hospital and got an
extension on my pass.
"While I was there I designed the
official insignia which will be wom
by officers and enlisted men of my
Squadron. I do hope they will have
them made before I leave for home.
A company in London is having the
emblems made for us and we will

Ebner B. Crockett

wear them on our flight jackets.”
Corp. Bums has just been notified
that he must come back to the
States for another operation on his
leg. A piece of bone will be taken
from his good leg and put into
the injured one. The surgeon stated
that they could do it over there
but it involves time and the inva
sion rumors are spreading. So, said
he, "It would be better to have it
done in the States where sunshine,
milk and all the other good things
cf life are plentiful."

Howard Butler, field executive of
the Abnaki district. Boy Scouts of
America, told an Interesting story
of scouting at Rotary Club meet
ing Friday.
"Scouting was 34 years old Feb.
10, and since it was started, more
than 14,000,100 boys and men have
come under its influence." Mr. But
ler said at the opening of his talk.
"The Pine Tree Council, in Maine,
has some 6000 boys enrolled, and
the Abnaki district, under his su
pervision, comprises Knox, Lincoln
and the Southern part of Kennebec
counties," the speaker informed his
hearers.
Mr. Butler, who came to Maine
from California, said there were
three main divisions: Cubbing, in
cluding boys from 9 to II years of
age; Scouting, from 12 to 14 and
Senior Scouting from 14 upwards.
The senior scouts hkve three
classes: Sea Scouts, Air Scouts and
Exploration Scouts.
Mr Butler said that one out of
every ten in the armed forces had
been scouts. An open forum was
held at which it was brought out
that General Mark Clark, U. S. "no man who has been a scout
Subscribe to The Courier-Gasette Army had been a "scouter;’’ and lias ever been conv'ctcd of a capi
•3 00
Tea*
that, as far as Mr Butler knew, tal crime.”
F fty-two were present: Gilbert
Harmon of the Camden club, Kenne;i’ C. I-'.«’etoy ti the Belfast
Club; Robert B. Lunt. superintend
PAULINE GRAHAM TALBOT
ent of scho us, guest cf Joseph E
El. isdell; Arthur F. Lamb* who
Three One-Act Plays
played the piano for the group
singing, led by Kelley B. CTie„ 47
Universalist Auditorium, Rockland
Rockland
Rotarians and the
speaker.
Thursday, April 13—8.00 P. M.
Arthur L. Ome, reporting for the
I
nominating committee, presented
Admission: 35 cents, plus seven-cent tax
tne following 11st of officers for
1944-1945:
Elmer B. Crockett,
28&29
president; Horatio C. Cowan, Sr„
vice president; Louia A. Walker,
secretary; Herbert C. Newbegin.
treasurer; and Harold P. Blodgett
and Jerome C. Burrows, members
of the executive committee. Nomi
nation is virtually an election, but
the formal election takes place at
the last meeting in April.
President Joseph W. Robinson
WALDOBORO
appointed as an “On to Quebec”
committee: Stunner C. Perry, Ray
Saturday, April 15
mond E. Thurston and Jerome C.
Burrows.
Music by
'Mr. Butler was introduced by
Junior Collegiate Orchestra
Allan F. McAlary, a scout com
mitteeman, and chairman of Ro
Sponsored by
tary programs for April.

DANCE

STAR THEATRE

New England Merchandise
Exchange

A Gold Maple Leaf
Now Worn On Uniform Of
Major Olive P. Shadie, For
merly Of Rockland
A gold maple leaf. Insignia of
Major, is the emblem worn on the
uniform of Olive P. Shadie, former
Rockland girl, whose rise in the
ranks of the Army Nurse Corps has
recently resulted in this significant
promotion. Her meritorious record
has been a matter of steady, rather
than spectacular, progress; and
continues in the calmly efficient
execution of duties so characteristic
of the nursing profession.
Major Shadie. a graduate of
Rockland High School, received her
basic nursing education at 6t.
Elizabeth’s .Hospital in Brookline
Mass. For a time she was engaged
in public health work in the Boston
area, following which she served
as operating room supervisor in
Glens Falls, N. Y. She is best
known in this vicinity for her cred
itable work as district nurse in Cam
den where for several years she was
in charge of school and community
health problems.

Upon entrance into the Army, her
career took on the colorful experi
ence of life in many climes and
under varying conditions. After a
short term at the medical center,
Walter Reed Hospital in Washing
ton, D. C„ she was transferred to
the then peaceful cavalry post of
Fort Bliss where the William Beau
mont Hospital in El Paso received
her services as Second Lieutenant.
As next assignment, her home
for three years was on the since
battle-scarred Corregidor in the
Philippines. While on leave in that
area, Lt. Shadie visited in China,
Malay States, Borneo and adjacent
territory. Transfer back to the
States took her once mere to the
Walter Reed Hospital where she
remained stationed until outbreak
of World War 11.
Promotion to First Lieutenant
was followed by shipment to the
station hospital at Chanute Field,
Rantoul, Ill. Her stay here was
relatively brief,

however,

and she

was shortly sent to Chicago where
as principal chief nurse she was
instrumental in the opening of a
new hospital, the Gardiner General,
named in honor of the first nurse
casualty in the present conflict.
While at this post she was awarded
the double, silver bars of a Captain.
Uncle Sam had further plans for
this energetic offlcer, and he pres
ently ordered her far afield, precise
destination not to be revealed, but
permissible to mention the Carib
bean area. With her shipment or
ders, she likewise received the re
ward for duties correctly performed
—promotion to Major, and it is
under that title that the Rockland
girl is now earnestly carrying out

Admission: 45c, inch tax
30Ftf

PARENTS OF ROCKLAND CHILDREN
We need your co-operation

in enforcing

PLUMBING AND HEATING

the quarantine if that method is to be effec
tive. If yon accept the responsibility of keeping
your children at home and away from other

Have your repairs and replacement

children the period of the Scarlet Fever emerg

V.

ency can he shortened.

work done by men who have

ROBERT B. LUNT,

spent years in this field

Superintendent of Schools.

29-32

All necessary materials for repairs and replace

ment in stock

CHINA LAVATORIES, CLOSETS, SHALLOW-WELL
PUMPS, PIPE AND FITTINGS, RANGE BOILERS.

ADDITIONAL HELP WANTED
AT

Boilers, Steam and Hot Water, 10 days del.
Radiators are still taking some time

HOTEL ROCKLAND
, WOMAN to bake pies, cakes, etc. Experience pre

Furnaces, Hot Air, 30 days* delivery

ferred, but not necessary.

Unit Heaters, 30 days’ delivery

meals furnished.-

Radiator Valves In Stock

THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
Tel. 744
ROCKLAND, ME.
4S5 MAIN STREET,

29-lt

Well paid,

excellent

All-daylight kitchen.

ROCKLAND HOTEL OFFICE

SCARLET FEVER SITUATION

The Black Cat

Dr. Kent, Local Health Officer, Makes Plain

Statement, and Asks Co-operation
This is a statement of fact regard
ing the mild scarlet fever epidemic
u* Rockland. During the Christ
mas days a three-year-old child was
seen by a doctor It developed that
the child had scarlet fever.
The case was not reported. Sub
sequently two cases were reported
in one room at the McLain Build
ing. I immediately investigated,
found a sister of the above men
tioned child with peeling hands and
ten children absent froan that room
Two of these were found to have
scarlet fever.
Since then we have had two or
more cases a week reported. The
symptoms of scarlet fever are head
ache, paleness, sore throat and
vomiting on the first day One of
more symptoms may be present. The
rash generally follows on the second
day and can easily go undetected,
it may be so light. Peeling may or
mav not follow.
It is imperative for tiie safety of
the child and the public that a
physician see every case cf sore
throat.
The public and physicians ln

some cases have been negligent in
reporting the disease.
The quarantine is 21 days. Notning must leave the house. All
school and library books must be
destroyed.
The responsibility of clearing this
epidemic is on the public. The local
health officer can only enforce the
known cases Any questions on the
conduct of the case and care of the
patient should be referred to your
physician. The local Health officer
does not give such advice except in
his own private practice.
The quarantine will continue dur
ing the epidemic. The public will
be informed through press and radio
when conditions are again normal
My office has been deluged with
needless phone calls. Please be fair
about this and avoid it. Please
observe these two rules:
Have a physician see every case
of sore throat.
Keep your children under 16 years
of age in the vicinity of their home.
I ask your hearty co-operation.
James P. Kent, D. ,O,
Local Health Officer.

(By The Roving Reporter)

, waved. Both planes dipped their
wings in answer to the salute, and
circled the house. Just how the
crash occurred she does not know,
but ln her possession today is a
wing from one of the planes and
an anuunition box, telling their
grim story of the double 'tragedy.
Mrs. Jackson has two sons in the
service, the other being Pfc. Henry
B. Jackson who is ln the South Pa
emphasized particularly the clus cific war zone.
One-Act Plays
Told Them Facts
tered filthy streets of Boston.
“ ‘Camden. Maine,’ he said, ‘is The Rockland columnist bemoans
the passing of graceful bicycle rid
the cleanest andi most attractive ing, such as prevailed in the Gay
Spinner
of
“
Yankee
Yarns
”
Three To Be Presented By
town in all New England and there i Nineties.
They’re just humpers
Hits Out At Unsightly
Thomaston Students Next
is less dirt and junk in Connecticut now —Lewiston Journal,
Highways In Waltham
And if they could but see them
than in any other New England
Thursday and Friday
selves
in action they might stop
state.
People
there
take
personal
Lecture
humping
and ride as Nature in
pride in their towns.’
Three one-act plays are to be
tended
Alton Hall Blackington, spinner
presented by the underclassmen of
Thomaston High School in the au of “Yankee Yarns,” recently broad
To Appear In Finals
Women are being advised to
ditorium Thursday at 3.30 p m. for cast the tale of the Concord grape.
think of their age when planning a
students only and Friday, at 7.30
Discovered1 by Ephraim Bull in
“hair-do.” Now that the Summer
p. m. for adults only. The casts of September, 1848, the grape was Rockland High One Of Five season is approaching that might
also apply to shorts, which make
the plays are:
cared for by a “magic formula” for
Schools Competing In some
women look anything but at
“Dress Reversal”— "Don.” Roy more than 16 years before success
tractive
—Bridgton News.
Drama Contest
Swanholm; “George,” Gilbert Be ful exhibition at the Massachusetts
Will Editor Shorey please define
attie; "Bliss,” George \ Grafton; Horticultural Society. It was a
Rockland High will be one of five the wordi “some,” in this connec
“Chuck,” Peter Barton; “Ches,” tale cf patience and fortitude, un schools to compete at Bowdoin Col tion.
Say ward Hall; “Coach,” Russell rewarded) by material gain.
lege Saturday in the Western di
Neil; “Horace,” Carleton Sawyer;
I was in a place of business the
Following the broadcast Mr. vision finals of the Maine Inter
‘“Ted," Blaine Jack.
Blackington in a Waltham lecture, scholastic Drama Contest. Besides other day where there was a dis
“Darkness at the Window”— gave an informal talk of previous Rockland there will be casts from cussion as to the number of Rock
"Doctor,” Russell Miller; "Minnie,” “yams.”
The Waltham News- Cony High of Augusta; St. Francis land attorneys. The list ran as
Marjorie Cushing ;"Emnia,” Mary Tribune says:
College Preparatory of Biddeford: high as 17, including Mrs. Helen
Richards; “James,” Philip Spauld
“Mr. Blackington, who has ap Westbrook High and Brunswick Knowlton Ome, who is still a
ing;
"Frank,” Larry Kangas; peared lb Waltham on a number
member of the Knox Bar.
High.
—i>"Lois,” Jean Cushing.
of occasions, believes that people
Rockland’s one-act play is “GrenA group’ of Rockland men who
“Thursdays at Home”—Mrs. Lar are mainly interested in ship
achika,” a gay sophisticated comedy, enjoy a friendly game of hankykins,” Gertrude Hanley; “Sarah,” wrecks, ghost stories, unusual hap
which
was presented here recently pank now and then got a laugh
Grace iPaulsen; "Jane Post,’ Vir penings, and strangely enough, in
in
the
preliminaries in competition lecently when one of the members
ginia Stanley; “Prudence,” Joan tombstones. They like to be car
with
Bridge
Academy of Dresden to whom a question had been put
Jenkins; “Mrs. Meltz,’” Lillian ried back also to their own memo
Mills, with “Kidnapping Betty;” allowed he could talk better with
O’NeiP; "Hilda.” Earlita Porter; ries.
Cony High of Augusta with "Gray out his store teeth. Suiting action
‘‘Henrietta,’’ Winifred McFarland;
" ‘There is more story and pic Beard” and Rockport High with tc his words he removed the ar
“Rhea,” Doris Vinal; "Vera," Mary ture material and more natural i
“Hold Everything.” Cony High and tificial dentures. "So can I,” re
Sheffield.
beauty in New England than in Rockland High were adjudged win marked another man, and followed
any other part of this country,’ he ners by the judges, Fred L Per suit. Eventually there were five
her missions of mercy.
stated in an interview after the kins of Warren; Mrs. Florence sets of teeth on the table, some of
Her address is: Major Olive P. broadcast.
Gardner of Thomaston and Millord them “partials" to be sure.
Shadie, N-7022C6, APO 851, care of
“A New Englander with true love A. Payson of Camden.
Postmaster, Miami, Florida.
of his heritage, he is rightly dis
William Clement of South
Louise Veazie as Grenachika was
turbed by papers cluttering lovely the star of the Rockland play ana Thomaston is decidedly proud of a
Lieut. Commander Isaac L. Ham roadsides and) the unsightliness of
the other two parts, Appelzine as white Plymouth Rock which has
mond, U. S. Coast Guard, Captain billboards and advertising signs,
Just laid a 6-ounce egg, measuring
Molo, were capably handled by Ral
of the Port, is a medical patient at
“ ’New England is slipping,’ he
814 inches the long way and 7*4
the Marine Hospital in Portland. He said. ’It’s grown careless and van Welker and Richard Stevens. inches around the middle.
is making good recovery from a cheap with wartime conditions. Allston E Smith was director and
throat infection. Lieut. Com. H. R. And it’s high time we New Eng Albert Hallowell was stage director.
One year ago: Ernest C. Raye, 73,
Committees in charge of the was fatally burned when the Tol
Bartlett is in charge while Lieut. landers had a Spring cleaning.’
Rockland High production and ar man place on the Old County road
Com. Hammond is away.
“The Newburyport turnp.ke is
ranging for entertainment of the was destroyed by fire. Merton
the only highway in the country
visiting
casts were: Christine New Sawyer’s family had a narrow
Miss Mabel A. Spring was hostess where yellow paper cups are
hall,
general
chairman;
Betty escape.—Hollis Orff, 26, of North
to the Sleeper Bible Study Club thrown from roadside stands and
yesterday afternoon.
Miss Spring dumped by motorists for a distance Holmes, assistant chairman; Mr. Waldoboro died as the result of
gave the members a treat, with pic of 30 miles. Such conditions, he Hallowell, stage manager; Douglas injuries received in an automobile
tures of foreign cathedrals shown declared, would) not be tolerated on Curtis, assistant; Lawrence Bldod, accident.—Harold S. Leach was
Picnic refreshments were served and either the Providence turnpike or William McLellan, Robert Gat- made assistant to the president in
combe, Robert McWilliams, Morris Snow Shipyards, Inc.—The obitu
a general good time was enjoyed at the Merritt Parkway.
ary’ column contained 17 deaths.
this last of the season’s meetings.
“Approach to the State of Maine, Perry, and Ervin Wooster, stage
Among them: Rockland, Mrs.
with its sagging sheds, half-bum. crew; Peggy Jackson and Joan Look,
Jeannette Dunton, 83; Camden,
property
and
costume
managers.
buildings, and broken wagons, is
Mrs. Francelia Richards, 93; Cam
Gloria
Witham,
Virginia
Witham
the worst that the speaker has
and Ruth Emery had charge of the den, Mrs. Nathan A. Barrett of
ever seen lt.
Hope; South Thomaston, Jona
“ ‘Trailer camps ought to be re banquet; Sandra Hallowell, Virglna than Norton, 76; Camden, Percy
moved,’ he said, ‘and the natural Witham, Gloria Witham, Ruth Em A Bryant, 57; Rockland, Charles
loveliness of the typical country ery, Joan Baum, Elsie Norton, Mar W Winslow, 74; Stamford, Conn.,
farm and neat New England vil garet Economy, Shelby Glenden Leo S. Brault, formerly of Rock
lage able to be seen. Today New ning, Georgia Stevens and Betty land; Waldoboro, Mrs. Webster
England is full of strangers—busi Dolliver were waitresses; Joan Simmons, 67; Union, Frank L.
ness men. Army and Navy offi Baum and Pauline Havener com Stratton, 75; Washington. D. C.,
Save money and time by
cials, industrialists traveling be prised the decorating committee; Mrs. John F. Creighton of Union,
having your floors covered
tween shipyards and war plants— Charles Seaman, Vina Delmonico 83.
with
and these people from the outside, and Onni Kangas, printing commit
tee.
filled with advertising copy, are
IT IS NOT THE TEAR AT THIS
INLAID LINOLEUM
MOMENT SHED
Lois Nichols, Alice Hall, Betty
appalled at conditions they find
We have many beautiful
It
la
not
the
tear at this moment Shed.
Hempstead
and
Melzine
McCaslin,
here, conditions not depicted in
When the cold turf has Just been
patterns *
tickets;
Fred
E.
Allen,
Reginald
hotel and travel booklets.
He
laid o’er him.
can tell how beloved waa the
Withington, Kenneth Mignault. That friend
In the yard goods and in
that’s fled.
Horatio Cowan, Austin Ulmer, BenOr how deep ln our hearts we de
the blocks
plore him.
RUMMAGE SALE Jatnin Shapiro, William Jordan, Tis the
tear, thro* many a long day
wept.
Harold Wiggin, Wehdell Webber
Floors Contracted For and
Through a life, hy hls loes all shad
Wednesday, April 12
and Onni Kangas, ushers; Ruth Mc
ed;
the sad remembrance, fondly kept.
Opening at 9.00 A. M.
Guaranteed
Mahon, Lincoln McRae, Norma Tis
When all lighter griefs have faded 1
Blom, Vance Norton, Ernest Munro Ohl thus shall we mourn!—and his
METHODIST VESTRY
Phone or Cali For
memory's light,
•nd Albert Havener, hospitality.
Mrs Addle E. Jackson of Waldoboro was a visitor in the city
Saturday and rehearsed the story
of the recent airplane crash near
her residence, which cost the lives
of two pilots. Her son, True S.
Jackson, who is in the service, was
expected home on a furlough, and
when Mrs. Jackson heard the
planes she ran out of doors and

FREE ESTIMATE

WAITRESSES wanted. Congenial working con
ditions, good pay, good tips.
Apply at—
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ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
27-31

While it shines through our hearts,
will Improve them.
For worth shall look fairer, and truth
more bright.
When we think how he liv'd but to
-love them
And, as burled saints have shed per
fume
Through shrines where they've been
lying.
So our hearts shall borrow a sweet'ning bloom >
From the image he left there in dying I
—Thomas Mooia
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[EDITORIAL]

TWICE-A-WEEK

This is the week of the Republican State
STATE
Convention, which will be held Thursday
CONVENTION and Friday in the Bangor Auditorium—
WEEK
the scene, as many older Knox County Re
publicans will recal. of the famous conven
tion which nominated Rockland’s distinguished townsman,
'William T. Cobb, for Governor. The excitement which
marked that convention, with three active candidates in the
field and seven brass bands blaring on the stage, can, cf
course, have no counterpart in these later days when Gov
ernors are not nominated in State conventions, and when the
chief business is speechmaking, adoption of a platform, and
(once in four years) election of delegates to the National
Convention. Gatherings like that which will be witnessed
this week are good for party morale, and necessary for
reasons above stated, but when the State adopted the Pri
mary system it tock the real pep out of State Conventions.
With two days at their disposal the convention this
week should net act hu:riedly cr rashly. It should be able
to frame and adopt a State platform which should be in
keeping with the spirit of the times, and reflect a sentiment
which can be wholeheartedly supported by the Republican
and Independent voters. Not so long that nobody will ever
read it. but with real meaning, tersely expressed. As to the
selection of delegates there can be but little question that
Willkie men would have been named, had he not withdrawn
from the race for the presidential nomination. What to do
now? Shall it be a delegatioy, pledged perhaps to Dewey,
or shall it be an unpledged delegation ready to act as the
emergency demands. Should Dewey be nominated and em
phatically decline, the convention will be faced with a new
and dismaying problem. The Maine delegation, in our opinion,
should be left free to act as the occasion requires.

My son., if sinners entice thee,

consent thou hot.—Prov. 1:10.

Book Review
B.T.)
An Adventure in World Order.
By Philip Curtis Nash. Publish
ers, The Beacon Pres, Boston.
This brilliantly conceived and
faithfully studied argument for
procedure in the study of peace
Is dedicated to Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Jo
sef Stalin, and Chiang Kai-Shek,
who have the unique opportunity
and responsiollity of leading the
world forward to a just and last
ing peace for the two thousand
million members of the human
race.
•After reading the arguments,
one's mind is ready and in a
better condition for study of the
problems relative to his own
country, also encouraged to believe
ther6 can be and must be organ
izations of official statesmen to
study the Atlantic Charter and
international co-operation.
Those who have to do with prob
lems of state and country will find
much of justice and sound argu
ment in these pages fcr the frame
work of peace. Mr. Nash lias given
a close study to a tricky matter.
The United Nations may not pass
binding legislation on minority
matters, their faith may set stand
ards however for study and help in
vitally needed questions and ans
wers.
An excellent deductiion in im
portant matters which must be
thrashed out with settlements of
the peace.
Kathleen S. Fuller
Triumph of Treason. By Pierre
Cot. Published by Ziff-Davis, Chi
cago.
This book is a study on behalf of
the Vichy government sufferers,
those whom that government at
tempted to silence. This is not a
book of generalitiies and vague ab
stract concepts of freedom and
democracy.
Cot sees the picture as a whole
and gives it to the world in all Its
sides and issues. There is a mes
sage in it for all of the world to
ponder, for they find the same
thing happening to their land. It
shows all countries hew to watch
for the evil of fascists and how to
avoid this menace.
The grim events of France and
her downfall, the Hitler evil and
how he brought this conditiion to
pass, is told, with clearness and sin
cerity. It takes an enlightened and
alert people to preserve its freedom,
as France learned to her bitter sor
row; and as our own country may
learn if we are not alert to trends.
This is truly like an hiistorical
novel built on the truth. Lessons
to be learned for every nation.
Kathleen S. Fuller

BUY

WAR BONDS

“Youth must be served,” is an old ex
pression, but it now’ appears that youth
must serve, for the country’s 6400 Draft
MUST
Boards
have been ordered to sidetrack, tem
SERVE
porarily at least, the older men, and to get
those under 26 years of age into combat training.
YOUTH

In spite of the reassuring opinions
ROOSEVELT offered by the radio newscasters as to the
MAY NOT condition of President Rcosevelt’s health
ACCEPT
there exists throughout the country a feel
ing of apprehension which is difficult to
explain, but which will not down. Several keen statesmen
have expressed the belief that Mr. Roosevelt will not hazard
another four years of strenuous life in the presidential chair
and that when the time comes he will renounce the honor
which his party, or apparently a very large majority of it,
seems so insistent upon bestowing. The situation inspired
in yesterday's Press Herald the following timely editorial:
This matter cf the President’s health is vitally important,
to the country. It must be demonstrated: one might think,
before he is' re-elected, if he is to be re-elected, and even
before he is nominated, if he is to be nominated, that he can
carry on under the terrible load of responsibility that for 12
years has ridden him. There are net a few who believe that
he will refuse to accept a fourth nomination. In recent weeks
tlieir number has been increased toy those who profess to
think that he will be unable for reasons of health to accept
a nomination. That becomes more than a Democratic worry.
A Nation exposed to the tender mercies of a Mr. Wallace
would be in dire distress indeed.
But whether all this suspicion and worry means anything
or not, and. of course, it cculd be politically inspired, the
Republican Party must see to it that it offers its adherents
a candidate who is young and physically robust enough to
have, under actuarial standards, every chance of possessing
the strength to be President in these exhausting times. Poli
tics is a severe taskmaster; if a siege of it could tire Wendell
Willkie, it could kill anyone less physically flt. There are
signs, unhappily, that the cares and duties of state have very
nearly broken Winston Churchill. It is extraordinary that
both he and Mr. Roosevelt have carried their loads so long.
But the country needs a President w’ho can stand up under
the strain which is to get not easier but greater. That is a
consideration that ought to influence not merely the poli
tician but the people themselves.

NEVER ANY GROUNDS
FOR COMPLAINT
VACUUM PACKED IN GLASS
DELANO. POTTER & CD.,INC.,BOSTON, MA55

President and Vice President
Of Daughters Of Onion
Veterans Visit Rockland

car
88T96

Petition for Allowance granted:
Estate (Harry C. Edgecomb, late of

Shirt" at Warren
tional Circle

Appleton, deoeased, presented by
Sadie E. Edgecomb of Appleton,

Talbot at Unlvers
April 13-14- Rep
ventlon In Bancor
April 14. .6 30
Club Annual Mei
Hotel Rockland.

April

widow.

Petitions for License to Sell Real
Estate granted: Estates, Emily F.
Page, late cf Friendship, deceased,
presented by Howard G. Page, of
RockTand. adimr.; Joseph Basil Al
len of Rockland, presented toy Dons
A. iRutoenstein of Rockland, guar
dian.
Accounts allowed: Estates, Wild
er W. Perry, late of Camden, de
ceaesd. Eighth Account presented
by Harcld V. Davis and Charles A
Perry, trustees; Grace C. Payson,
late of Thomaston, deceased, first
and final account presented toy
Ethel B. Cameron, admx.; Irene
Belle Wincapaw, late of Friend
ship. deceased. First and Final Ac
count presented by Alfred H. Mor
ton, of Friendship, admr.; H. W.
Fifield, late of Vinalhaven, de- <
ceased, ninth account presented by
Ambrose A. Peterson and Doris F.
Shields, trustees; Robert E. Payson, late cf Rockland, deceased,
first and final account presented
by Carlton B. Payson, adimr.; Nellie
A. Perry, late of Rockport, de
ceased, First and Final account
presented by Maria V. Keller,
admx; Fred1 H. Eastman, of Rock
land, First and Final acoount pre
sented by Oscar S Duncan of
Rockland, conservator.
Petitions for Probate of Will filed
for notice: Robert H. Barham, late
of iRockland, deceased, Osborne E.
Ripley of Rcckland, named execu
tor; John H. Hawkins, late of StGeorge, deceased, Annie J. Hawk
ins cf St. George, named executrix;
Delia M. Miller, late of Union, de
ceased, Marion R. Miller of Union,
named! executor.
Petition for Administration filed
for notice: Estate, Elizabeth M.
Ingraham, late of Rockland, de
ceased, Maynard L. Marston of
Rockland, named adtoir.; Clarence
H. Stratton, late of Camden, de
ceased, PhylTis M. McGrath of
Camden, named admx.; Sarah E.
French, late of Rockland, deceased,
iFnak B. French of Rockland,
named administrator.
Petition Perpetual Care of Burial
Lot filed for notice: Estate Delia
Evelyn (Bartlett, late of Washing
ton, deceased, presented by Arthur
A. Bartlett of Washington, admr
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A GOVERNMENT JOB

★ JOBS FOR DISABLED

★ SERVICE IN USCG

Help in getting a job is available to
you through the special Veterans'
Employment Service maintained by
the United States Employment Serv
ice (War Manpower Commission);
also through State and local veter
ans' representatives. Latter also ad
vise and assist members of veterans'
families seeking work. Go to the
nearest office of the United Stares
Employment Service.

By law, veterans are given preferance in appointment to positions in
the Federal service; 5 points are
added to their examination ratings,
10 points if they are disabled and
entitled to compensation. In certain
cases, wives of injured veterans may
bo qualified in their stead. If you ap
ply for a government job, file Civil
Service
Commission
Preference
Form 14, and proof of honorable
discharge.

There is a reemployment program
for honorably discharged USCG
personnel disabled in line or duty. If
disabled, you will be interviewed
prior to your discharge by repre
sentatives of U. S. Employment Serv
ice, who can assist you in securing
employment in USCG shore estab
lishments or private industry. Civil
Service physical standards are being
lowered to help qualify many dis
abled men for employment.

By law, enlisted men of the regular
Coast Guard and Reserve, disabled
in line of duty, may be retained for
the convenience of the government
and assigned to duty commensurato
with their physical disabilities. Re
tention and assignment to duty,
wherever
possible, are
handled
under provisions of directives issued
by the Navy Department.

March we started

★ VOCATIONAL AID

VOCATIONAL AID

IF UNEMPLOYED

HOSPITALIZATION

★ OUT-PATIENT CARE

I. SERVICE-CONNECTED DISABIL
ITY. Vocational training to fit dis
abled veterans for jobs is available
through the Veterans' Administra
tion to those honorably discharged,
whose disa bilit is or would be pen
sionable, and who need such train
ing. During training, pension is pay
able at rate of $80 monthly if single,
$90 if married, plus $5 per depen
dent child, $10 per dependent

2. NON - SERVICE - CONNECTED
DISABILITY. Vq^erans whose disabil
ity is (a, not incurred in line of duty,
or (b) not pensionable, or (c) in
curred AFTER discharge from the
service, may obtain medical aid,
hospital treatment, and vocational
training and rehabilitation through
State agencies. Apply through your
State Board of Vocational Education
or the nearest United States Employ
ment Service office.

All but three states have adopted
some method of assuring benefit
rights to covered workers who com
plete military service. Provisions vary
greatly from state to state, but gen
eral idea is to provide benefit rights
equivalent to those you had before
entering military service. Information
as to your state can be obtained
through the nearest office of the
United States Employment Service.

Hospital treatment for SERVICECONNECTED disease or injury is
available through the Veterans' Ad
ministration to any man honorably
discharged from this war. Treatment
for NON - SERVICE - CONNECTED
conditions is available if (a) appli
cant has not been dishonorably dis
charged, (b) a bed is available, and
(c) he is financially unable to supply
the necessary treatment himself.

Veterans suffering from conditions
which are service-connected but
which do not require hospitalization
can be provided medical care at a
Veterans' Administration facility, or
in their home, if they are unable to
travel. Apply to nearest Vetorans'
Administration station (or through
organizations which cooperate in
extending authorized services to vet
erans).

YOUR OLD JOB

A NEW JOB

On 26 January 1944 Congress ap
proved and sent to the President
tor signature a mustering-out pay
bill for personnel discharge from
the armed services: $300 to those
who served outside the U. S., $200
for more than 60 days within the
U. S., and $100 for 60 days or less
within the U. S., limited to person
nel with pay of $200 or less monthly.

If you left a position (other than
temporary) in private employ, you
are entitled by law to be restored
to it or to one of like seniority, status
and pay unless the employer's cir
cumstances make it impossible or un
reasonable to do so. You must (I)
complete Coast Guard service satis
factorily ,(2) still be qualified for the
job, and (3) apply within 40 days of
discharge. Similar rights are guaran
teed former Government employees.

APPRENTICE TRAINING

Virtually all of the 30,027 appren
tice training programs in the U. S.
extend opportunities to returning
veterans: a steady job, training for
advancement, lifting of age restric
tions and other limitations. Informa
tion as to specific progiams and op
portunities may be obtained through
your nearest United States Employ
ment Service office.
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HOMES FOR DISABLED

★ AIDS SUPPLIED

SICK TRAVEL

★ DISABILITY PENSION

INSURANCE (GOV’T)

INSURANCE (PRIVATE)

H6mes are provided where veterans
may live and receive care if (I) hon
orably discharged for disability in
line of duty, or (2) pensioned and
(a) permanently disabled, (b) in
capacitated from earning a living,
and (c) without adequate means of
support. Also availalbe to any vet
eran not dishonorably discharged
who is (a) unable to defray expense,
(b) suffering from chronic disability
likely to prevent his earning a living.

Artificial limbs, braces, hearing de
vices, etc., can be supplied or re
paired in cases of service-connected
disability; also, under certain lim
ited conditions, toilet articles, tobac
co, cigarettes, stationery, postage,
barber services and personal cloth
ing. Arrangements can be made
during medical or hospital treatment
by Veterans' Administration repre
sentative.

Transportation with incidental ex
penses may be supplied by the Gov
ernment for out-patient examination
or treatment (unless examinee lives
in vicinity); for hospital treatment
for service-connected conditions (if
disciplinary record is clear) and for
non-service-connected condition (if
applicant unable to defray cost).
Prior authority from the Veterans'
Administration is necessary.

Rates range from $10 per month for
10 percent disability to $100 per
month for total disability; certain
special and extensive disabilities
permit payment of pension up to
$250 a month. Disability must be in
line of duty, and without miscon
duct, and veterans Vnust have been
separated from active service under
honorable conditions. Apply through
Veterans' Administration.

Your National Service Life Insurance
will still be a valuable asset after
your discharge. You may continue
it on the level-premium plan for 5
years after its effective date, or.
aftdr you have had it a year, con
vert to Ordinary, 20-Payment or 30Payment Life. If lapsed, it may even
be reinstated under certain condi
tions; write direct to Veterans' Ad
ministration, Washington 25, D. C.

You can, upon application while in
active service, postpone payment of
premiums for most private insurance
until 2 years after your discharge;
back premiums, with interest, must
be made up, but you' are protected
against lapse. Apply on Veterans'
Administration Form 380, sending

original to your insurance company
and copy for Veterans' Administra
tion, Washington 25, D. C.
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Petition for Distribution grant
ed: Estate Irene Belle Wincapaw.
Tate of Friendship, deceased, pre
sented by Allred H. Morton, of
Friendship, adimr.

AS A VETERAN OF THIS WAR

YOUR RIGHTS AND BENEFITS

SEAT COVERS
car

TALK OF

PROBATE COURT NEWS

Wills allowed: Florence M. Bol
duc, late of Rockport, deceased,
i
Hattie V. Farmer of South Hope,
■Mrs. Marion Girrell of Bangor, executrix; Mary E. Quinn, late of
department president, and Mrs. Camden, deceased, Kathleen B.
Grace Mayo of Belfast, senior vice Brown of Oamden, exx.; Flora
president. Daughters of Unicn Vet Maudle Davis, late of Rockport, de
erans, were guests Saturday night ceased. Arthur P, Ames of Camden,
at Hotel Rockland as a banquet and exr.; Maggie L. Davis, late of
... ,
reception. Nine members of Ruth Thomaston, deceased. Hele nlL. Hal
Mayhew Tent were present: Mrs. lowell. cf Thomaston, exx.; Maude
Lizzie French, Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs. A Pratt, late of (Rockland, deInez Packard, Mrs. Ruth Bartlett, j ceased, Harry <M. Pratt of (Rock
Mrs. Annie Aylward, Mrs. Priscilla land, exr.; Flora M. Clifford, late
Corporal Trafton T. Sprowl, who where he had been on leave and Smith, Mrs. Blanche Shadie, Mrs. of Rockport, deceased. F. Irving
recently graduated and received there was plenty of talk between Jennie Pietroski and Mrs. Lina Shattuck of Mount Vernon, exr ;
Martha P Hewett, late of Cam
his wings from the Kingman, them for Wooster has never been Carroll.
A
special
meeting
of
the
Tent
den, deceased, Alexander R. Glll
Arizona Army Air Field, has been home since he left to join the
with
good
attendance,
was
held
at
mor of Camden, exr.
spending a 12-days furlough with armed forces June 29, 1943 It was
Petitions
for
Administration
Mrs. Sprcwl at the home of his a great pleasure for both boys and Grand Army Hall, following the din
mother, Mrs. William Colby at the trip was much more interesting. ner. Remarks were made by the granted': Estates. Millard Gilmore
Spruce Head; in Rockland as guest They had the gocd luck cf having department officers and Mrs. Pie- late of Thomaston, deceased,
of his sisters, and in Newport, a watch duty together, so when it treski .local president, in behalf of Adella T. Kirkpatrick of Thomas
guest of Mrs. Sprowl's father. He was time for these two boy% to go the tent, presented gifts to Mrs. ton. admx.; Harry W. Brann,
went Sunday to Tampa, Fla , for on duty. Rockland was talked over Girrell and Mrs. Mayo. The patri late cf Washington, deceased
advanced training. Friday he had plenty. Their addresses cannot be otic instructor conducted a pro Eelle A. Brann of Washington,
the pleasure of seeing his brother, published but they may be obtained gram of readings by members and admx.; Cora IB. Crabtree, late of
vocal solos by Mrs. Pietroski. The Vinalhaven, deceased1, Mildred V.
Robert Sprowl, Seaman, lc, for the from the parents of the boys.
first time in 15 months. Robert, an
commendation
cf the department Hcpkins and Albra V Smith both
• • • •
Armed guard, who had a 72 hours'
Charles A. Babbidge, B.M. lc, on president, especially concerning de of Vinalhaven, admrs; Marietta R.
pass, had just returned frorrf his
leave, following service in the fense work of the Tent, was an in Blethen, late of Rockland, deceased,
fourh trip overseas.
Gladys V. Blethen of Rockland,
Southwest Pacific, is visiting his spiration to all and an incentive to
■ • • •
admx.; Lottie E. Starrett, late of
do
still
more.
Mrs.
Bessie
Haraden
Maxwell Field, Ala—Stanley E. parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bab- read a letter from Mrs. Mary Coop Warren, deceased. Gilford B. But
McCurdy. 19, son of Mrs. Lillian M. toidge, and his wife and son, Charles er asking to be remembered to all ler of South Thomaston, admr.;
McCurdy, 15 Pleasant street, Rock A. Jr., of Lake avenue, Rockland. He
members of the tent and stating Abbie Meservey, late cf Warren,
land, is now enrolled as an avia came home on special leave granted
deceased. Clifton W. Meservey of
that she would be home shortly.
tion cadet in the pre-flight school on account of the illness of his
Warren, admr.; Harold D. Layr,
Mrs.
Girrell
stated
that
the
Grand
at Maxwell Field, Alabama, an in father.
late
of Union, deceased, James L.
Army
Convention
would
be
held
in
• • • •
stallation of the Army Air Forces
Dornan
of Union, admr.; Ralph L.
The address of Pfc. Carl R Perry, Augusta, June 11, 13 and 14, with
Training Command.
Here the
Hunt,
late
of Union, deceased,
headquarters at the Augusta House.
cadets are receiving nine weeks of j son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry
Members of the tent are invited Ralph E. Hunt cf Union, admr.
intensive military, physical and of Warren, who has been trans
to
the home of Mrs. Pietroski fcr
academic training. Cadet MoCurdy ferred from Camp Edwards, Mass.,
Red
Cross sewing and picnic sup another step forfward in arming
graduated from Rockland High is: Hq. Btry., 836, AAA. A.W. Bn.
ever housewife with her most pow
School class of 1943. He has been Semi. Farmingdale Air Field, L. I., per Friday. Members should take
dishes, butter, sugar and a ten erful weapon in the fight against
in the service eight months.
N. Y.
rising food costs. The cost of food
cent prize for game party.
• • • •
* • * *
living of most families. Chairman
Sgt. Roger A. Newhall, on fur
The address of Pvt. Carl B. Erick
is the biggest item in the cost cf
lough, is visiting his parents, Mr. son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles1
The
Cost
Of
Food
Perry said. “To more than, 43 out
and Mrs. Edgar L. Newhall of Rock Erickson cf North Warren, recently
cf
every 100 families, it represents
land. His address Ik: 72d Ferrying inducted into the army is: Co. A,
45
cents out of every dollar they
Sqdn., Palm Springs Army Air Base 1258, Engineers Combat Bn., Camp Community Price List Power
earn
or have.”
Palin Springs California.
ful
Weapon
In
Fight
Swift, Texas.
Every
other week, members cf
• • • •
• • • •
the
Rocklandi
War Price and Ra
Against
Increase
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Wooster of 34
Miss Evelyn Newborg of Arlington
tioning
Board
conduct an Educa
Holmes street, Rockland, recently
A quantity cf reprints of “Com
Heights, Mass., entertained at
received a cablegram from their luncheon April 8. Miss Dorethy munity Ceiling Prices,” a chart tional Price Survey designed to
son, Milton, advising that he had Sylvester, formerly of Rockland, and which lists top legal prices for more help merchants keep abreast of
arrived safely overseas. A few days Pfc. (Milton Robarts, who was en than 300 of the most popular gro new developments in price control.
later they had a letter telling of route to Maine from the South. cery items, has been received at the Eoard personnel visit retail stores
his trip across. Just before leaving The latter made his home with Rockland War Price and Rationing in the Knox County area to check
prices on six different items. Co
these shores a large group cf fellows the iNew’borgs w’hile attending Eoard it was announced today by
operation on the part of local mer
came on board the transport. Northeastern University last year.
Chairman Morris B. Perry. These
chants has been-found excellent,
Wooster did not think much about
charts are reduced in size so they Chairman Ferry said.
• * • •
it until he heard his name called.
The address of Parker K. Starrett cp.n be folded1 to fit into ration
When he turned around, much to of Bath, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred books and used when shopping
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
his surprise he saw a boy from his Starrett of Warren .who is in train Copies may be secured at board
A devcticnal meeting will be held
home town, Howard Marston. Need ing with the U. S. Marines at Parris headquarters, Rockland. The price
less to say, young Wooster was Island. S. C., is as follows: Pvt. Par list will also be posted on school Sunday at 1.30 at the parsonage.
very much pleased for Marston ker K. Starrett, 932342, Plat. 173, and library bulletin boards.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
The new Community Price List is
has just returned from Rcckland, Rec. Depot, Parris Island, S. C.

parent.

GARDEN’AUAH
COFFEE

Tendered Banquet

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Tuesday-Fri

Benefits of retired end retainer pay
are of interest to naval personnel
who may wish to make the Navy
their career. In general, long serv
ice or physical disability are among
the requ:rements, but the condi
tions, provisions and extent of such
benefits are covered by many dif
ferent statutes and provisions, and
do not lend themselves to brief

summary.

EDUCATION

TRANSPORTATION

(a) If taking correspondence course
of the U. S. Armed Forces Institute,
you may continue with any course
under way at time of discharge; (b)
you can apply for school and col
lege credit for your off-duty educa
tion and your regular Navy traiping
and experience (as well as to pre
sent to a prospective employer); (c)
proposals for educational oppor
tunities after your discharge ere now
before Congress.

In general, OFFICERS and NURSES
get mileage to place from which
ordered to active duty; ENLISTED
PERSONNEL (unless discharged for
punishment or own convenience) get
5c per mile to where enlisted, or
local board. Transportation of de
pendents and household goods may
be provided (from petty officer, sec
ond class, up) for regular USCG
Reserve (including WR) and retired
personnel of regular CG.

The benefits shewn here are those available as af 26 January 1944

INCOME TAX
By the Civil Relief Act (right), pay
ment of your income tax may be
postponed, upon proper applica
tion, for 6 months following dis
charge. In addition, "forgiveness"
provisions of 1942 tax and increased
exemptions "for servicemen ih 1943
probably leave little Federal tax
hanging over most servicemen. If re
lief is needed, apply to Collector of
Internal Revenue, Treasury Depart
ment.

{Reprinted from Patrol—U.S. Coast Guard]

CIVIL RELIEF

ACT

In general, dependent upon proven
impairment of vour ability to pay,
the Soldiers' and Sailors* Civil Re
lief Act protects servicemen up to 6
months after discharge by making
it possible for the courts to suspend
enforcement of certain civil liabilities
during that time: lawsuits, judg
ments, taxes, etc.
Legal counsel,
without charge, is available to ser
vicemen through State Chairmen of
the American Bar Association.

PROPOSED BENEFITS
More than 100 bills dealing with vet
erans have been introduced into the
78th Congress. Proposed are meas

ures to extend benefits of the Social
Security Act to veterans, and pro
vide for credit toward their Old Age
and Survivors* Insurance ... to prov'5*e Postwar education end training,
with tuition, fees, end e monthly al
lowance paid by the Government.
Additional bills deal with insurance,
retirement pay, employment, etc.

♦ Special baaaSft far panaaaal tflMMaH la Hat of duty

BUR
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TALK OF THE TOWN

»n grantfincapaw,
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April 12 8 15 p. m.. Spring concert
Rubinstein
Club,
Congregational
Church.
April 13—Comedy "Man ln the Green
Shirt" at Warren, auspices Congrega
tional Circle.
April 13—-Recital by Mrs. William
Talbot at Universalist auditorium.
April 13-14—Republican State Con
vention ln Bangor.
April 14, .6 30 p. m.—Methebesec
Club Annual Meeting and Banquet,
Hotel Rockland.
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Corp. Everett L. Spear, home
from Camp Edwards, Mass.,. Miss
Pauline Spear, student at the Uni
versity of Maine, and Miss Ruth
Spear, student at Gorham Normal
School spent Easter with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Erwin M.
Spear, and grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett L. Spear.
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Austin Day, custodian of the
American Legion building was up
town today for the first time in
five weeks, during which he has
been confined to his home by ill
ness
The meeting of District 16 will be
held April 13 with Megunticook
Encampment at Odd Fellows hall in
Camden. The Grand officers will be
present. Suppper will be served at
6 30.

Members of the Rockland dele
gation to the Republican State
Convention will leave Hotel' Rock
land at 1.30 p. rn., Thursday travel
ing to Bangor in a specially char
tered bus.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
617 Main street. Complete Philco
Une.
60-tf

of Will filed
Barham, late
Osborne E.
tamed execu-

is, late of SL
[nie J. Hawkned executrix;
of Union, de
aler of Union.

Lieut. Richard P. Bird announces
that the Civil Air Patrol meeting
scheduled for this week at the High
School will not be held owing to
the scarlet fever epidemic.

Recruiting officers from the WAC
headquarters in Augusta will be at
the offlee of the U. S. Employment
Service, 447 Main street, Rockland,
tomorrow’ from neon until 5 o'clock

Seated around tables laid out in
the form of a cross members ol
Claremont Commandery, K. T., en
joyed their annual Easter Sunday
breakfast, featured by the tradi
tional ham and eggs, and flanked by
"smokes” passed around by the
popular commander Percy McPhee.
The Commandery then marched to
the Littlefield Memorial Church,
Where the members listened to an
able sermon by Rev. Charles A
Marstaller.

Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will meet
Wednesday night at Legion Hall.
Supper will be served at 6 w’ith Mrs.
Myra Watts as chairman. Members
will take prizes.

Earl J. Alden, veteran postcffice
department employe, recalled yes
terday that it was 27 years ago,
April 9. that some 50 men left Rock
land for Commonwealth Pier, Bos
ton, to enter the Naval Reserve. A
band headed a parade to the rail
road station and the boys were given
a gyeat sendoff by a large number of
citizens assembled. Weather was
fine when they left Rockland but
w’hen they arrived in Boston there
were four inches of snow’ on the
pavement.
BORN
Cushman—At Thomaston, Arpll 1 to
Mr and Mrs. Shannon L. Cushman,
a daughter- -Priscilla.

MARRIED
Bateman-Soule—At Augusta. April
8. Stall Sergeant Robert Taylor Bate
man of Bar Harbor and Mary Morton
Soule ol Augusta, lormerly ol Rock
land*—by Rev. Charles Asa Clough.

DIED
Little—At »ocklr.nd April 8 Wallace
M Little, age t>3 years 8 mouths 13
days Funeral al St. Peter’s Episccp >1
G.'urcb. Wedne’-lay nsornu,; at 10 30
Inte-ment in O..
Vt
Messer—At Un’on, Arpil (. tennle L..
widow of Tin mv’ G. Messer, age 61
years. 6 months 2 davs.
Funeral at.
ihe residence Friday 2 p. tn
Interrrt' nt Lakeview Cemetery
Mannincn—At Ban.; *r. April 8, Enur
Manalnen ol Lent Cove, age 37 vears.
6 months, 11 days. Funeral Thurs
day at 2
from Davis funeral

home. Thomaston.
Calderwood—At North Haven. April
3. Frank Calderwood age 69 years, 8
months, 5 days.
Pierce—At Dorchester, Mass . April 5,
Sumner Pierce, lormerly ol Vinal
haven.
Moody—At Warren, April 7, Clement
T Moody, aged 70 years.

7 ;

istration filed
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tockland. deMarston of
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Camden, deMcOrath of
(nx.; Sarah E.
iland. deceased,
of Rockland,

1941

IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Nellie Shadie

1944

Lovingly remembered.
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Oh what a
Care of Burial

Estate Delia
e of Washlngnted by Arthur
ington, admr.

beautiful

morning
You’ve got to expect it ta rain
eats and dogs in April . . . it's

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all the neighbors
and lriends for their many expressions
of sympathy during the illness and
death of our Father; also special
thanks to Dr. Benson. We extend our
sincere thanks to all.
Grace Lumsden. Jennie Teele, Ethel
Blanchard and Bertha Stone. <
»

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my lriends for
their many kindnesses during my re
cent bereavement.
•
Katherine Cassie Morse
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors lor their kind sympathy
during our recent bereavement and
lor the beautiful floral tributes.
Roger T. Creamer, Orrin W. Cream
er and family.
*

been doing it every April since

we can remember.

iCG

So along about the last part of

the regular
je. disabled
letainod for

March we started getting in rain
coats in nearly every express.

jovernmont

lmenturofo
lilities. Reto duty,
le handlod
ptives issued
It.
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Today

a

complete stock for

keeping you dry now and well
dressed on the evenings when it’s

clear but chilly.

Priced to bring yon straight
here instead of stopping enroute.

CARE

conditions
Inected but
jspitalization
lal care at a
In facility, or
|re unable to
ist Veterans'
(or through
tooperate in
rvices to vot-

$12.50, $15.00, $18.50,
$22.50

BOYS’ RAIN COATS
$6.00

GREGORY’S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
IIVATE)

stion while in
le payment of
}ato insurance
jur discharge;
[interest, must
|are protected
on Veterans’
380, sending
snee company
is' Adm^nistre'D. C.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my frienas lor
their many kindnesses shown me
while ln Knox Hospital; especial
thanks to Dr. Jameson and Dr. Fro
hock.
Kenneth Wing

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ONE new 2-unit DeLaval Milker
$225, 1 new 4-can Wilson cooler $260; 1
used dl.se Harrow $25; 1 new Cultlpacker $85. 1 used Riding Cultivator
$40. 1 new Perry spring tooth Har
row $20, 1 used spring tooth Harrow
$20. 1 used 60 tooth smoothing Har
row $15; 1 used sulky plow $65; 1 used
sulky plow $50; 1 used Myers deep well
water pump with copper pipe $75: 1
new Hand plow $30.
W. S PILLS
BURY <fc SON, Farm Equipment, Wa
tervllle.
29-30
FOUR carloads ol Wilson life tested
coolers received. Only a few left.
Order now. Low cost operating, quick
cooking. Wilson coolers not the low
est price, but the most lor your
money. Two factory trained service
men. We have a few DeLaval milkers
not sold. W. 6 PILLSBURY & SON.

in lino of tMy

Able Preacher and Singer To Arno Hangas Guest Speaker
At Anniversary Of Trad
Be At Friendship Church
ing Club
For Ten Days

The Woman's Educational Club
will meet at 3 p m.. Friday. Mrs.
Diana Pitts cf Rockport whi he the
afternoon speaker. Dr. Chnton A.
Clauson of Augusta will speak at 7
p. m., on ‘‘Your Tax” and F. A.
Winslow will give a talk entitled
“My Greatest Thrill.”

A meeting of the Educational
Committee of the Municipal Re
search Group will be held at 8
o’clock Monday night at the Tower
Room on call of Chairman H. Layton Jackson.

Miss Lelia Hills is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mid. David Newcomb of Maine
Maritime Academy, now cruising in
Long Island Sound, spent his liberty
over Easter at the home of his aunts
the Misses Bernice and Evelyn New
borg in Arlington Heights, Mass.

Frederick H. Ward of Springfield,
Mass., was in the city over the
weekend.
Rounds Mothers Class of the
Congregational Church will present
a Spring play Thursday at 7.30 in
the vestry.

Evangelist Arthur Allen is coming
to the Advent Christian Church at
Friendship, for special meeting^,
April 13-23. There will be services
every night except Saturday. The
meetings begin at 7.30.
Evangelist Allen is a good singer
and a Bible preacher. Great things
are ln store for those who are hun
gry for God’s Word. Residents are
asked to back up these meetings
with their prayers.
Brother Allen was the evangelist
last year at the Washington Advent
Christian Campground. His early
pastorates were at Middle Simmonds and Woodstock, N. B., in
Canada. He is at present, pastor of
the church in Lakeport, N. H.

Officers from the WAC recruiting
office in Augusta will be at the U. S.
Employment offlee tomorrow from Rockland churches all had excel
noon to 5 p. m.
lent congregations Easter Sunday,
The Rockland Hotels were busy despite the fact that children under
with guests Easter day with dinner 16 w’ere not in attendance. Clare
parties from this city and out ol mont Commandery attended at the
town. At Hotel Rockland one par Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church.
ticularly bright spot was a table Jarvis C. Perry arranged the deco
Congregational
graced with brilliant red roses, rations at the
Church.
A
cross,
which
was made
throwing their lovely message of
many
years
ago
by
Rev
.Charles
A.
beauty and fragrance on the well
Moore,
the
minister
at
that
time,
filled room—a gracious touch of
courtesy from the hotel head, deep w’as covered w’ith galax leaves sent
from Florida. It had the appear
ly appreciated.
ance of being a wood carving, bronze
Ex-Mayor and Mrs. Leforest A. in color. There were three bap
Thurston are visiting in Fort Lau tised at the First Baptist Church
Sunday night and there were four
derdale and Miami, Florida.
infants baptised at the Methodist
F. R. Burnham of Roslindale, Church Sunday morning.
Five
M^ss., and Miss Dorothy Burnham new members united with the Uni
of Boston were in Thomaston Sat versalist Church at a candle light
urday to attend the funeral of Mr. service held Thursday night.
Burnham’s brother-in-law, Norman
An enthusiastic well attended
W. Lermond.
meeting of the Rockland Church
The last monthly Bible conference Women’s Study Group was held at
of the season will be held tomorrow the Littlefield Memorial Church
night at 7.30 in the First Baptist vestry last night. Mrs. Ralph Nor
Church. Rev. William H. Nagel will ton presided and the principal
give a message of unusual interest speakers were Mrs. Kathleen 3.
on “The Song of the Shepherd,” il Fuller, Mrs. Roger Conant and Rev.
lustrating his talk with actual dem Charles A. Marstaller. The next
onstrations of the use of the shep meeting will be May 8 in the Con
herd’s crook and sling, from hls own gregational Church. A complete re
experiences in the land of Pales port of last night’s program will
tine.
appear in Friday’s issue of The
Courier-Gazette.
The meeting of Knox Hospital
Alumnae Association to have been King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
held Wednesday has been post will have work in the Royal Arch
degree Thursday night. There wiil
poned.
be a banquet at 6.30. Royal Arch
The Elks look forward to a large Masons are invited.
gathering at their installation to
night. Banquet at 6.30.
An organization meeting of the
Education Committee of the Rock
Miss Mary Cavanaugh, R. N., land Citizens Committee on Munici
graduate of Knox Hospital School of pal Research will be held at 8 p. m.
Nursing, who has been at Gardiner April 17 in the Tower Room.
General Hospital the past two
years, is now at her home in Rock
Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday 2 15
port. She contemplates joining the p m. April 13
29*lt
Knox Hospital staff within a few’

Members of the Union Farmers
Co-operative Trading Club cele
brated the 12th anniversary of the
Club at Glover Hall Saturday night.
Arno J. Hangas, manager of the
United Farmers’ Store in Fitchburg,
Mass., spoke in geweral of the grain
situation and the future of co-op
erativeness. He pointed out that
ecfci and cereal grains are scarce at
present, but that protein is more
plentiful due to the fact that the
government has set aside oil meal.
Hence vitamin and milk supply con
tent of grain will be sufficient, foR
the needs of production.
‘‘The shortage of corn is due of
course to the inflexible price-freez
ing. and over lapping controls, in
an effort to control inflation. Becouse of the inflexibility of price
pontrol, black markets have come
up. Inflation control through price
control is questionable,” he pointed
out.
“Feed short and disappearing fast
is endangering the food supply.
Prices are higher but the farmer is
not getting his share of the national
income. Farm prices are not out of
line, and really are not in line with
city wages and returns from in
dustry.
“The farmer co-operatives in
general have served a useful pur
pose, and are of value to the farmer
in buying and selling. Co-opera
tives are needed by the farmer as a
part of his business, and are worth
protecting in the future. They have
gone through hard times and there
are more ahead. Farmers during
the first World War had no such
protection as co-operatives.
Hie
farmer is one of the little men in
America. A co-operative is the tool
of the little man. It is the means
by which he preserved and exercises
his right of free enterprise.
“In America, today, there is no
more effective way of wanning the
war; no better training school for
the peace of the future; no better
guarantee of the rights and dig
nity of the individual on whom any
lasting peace will rest, than the
voluntary co-operation of folks in
co-operatives
like
the Union
Farmers.”
The members of the Club were
then given a short program under
the direction of William Mononen,
Mrs. Bruno Rissanen favored with
songs in English and Finnish, Da
vid Hesselgren of Union gave a
poem. This program was followed
by dancing and the Finnish coffee
service. One hundred and sixtysix tickets were sold to the affair.
Organized in February, 1932, the
first directors of the Union Farm
ers Trading Club were: John Niemi,
late of North Warren, Jonas Hirvela
cf Coopers Mills, Henry lives, Sr.,
of Waldoboro, the late William An
ttila of North Warren, Otto Kari,
John Lilja of Union and F. Jajunen

SOMEONE wanted to take down
building ln Rockport: lot at good
lumber. TEL CAMtJEN 8612.
29-30

The W.C.T.U., will hold its an
nual meeting with the Women’s
Mission circles of the local churches
TAXI SERVICE
Friday in the First Baptist parlor.
The subject will be: The Missionary
PHONE 1142
Field and Our Boys in the Service
25 Park St., Rockland, Me. Mrs. William F. Brawn will be lead
27-tf er. Mothers and wives of service
men are especially invited to attend
and to bring souvenirs and letters
from overseas.
ALAN L. BIRD

OPTOMETRIST

OFFICES IN NEW LOCATION

21 Limerock St., Rockland
Opposite the Post Office

22-tf

Has opened an offlee for
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hoars 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 F. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

BEANO
8.15 o’clock

,

MASONIC TEMPL$ HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

SPORT COATS, SUITS,
TOPCOATS
SEPARATE PANTS
SUITS
$28.50, $33.50 up to $48
TOPCOATS
$27.50 to $37.50
Just Received 50 Samples
All JTool Fabrics

Funeral Home

Tel. 662

Tropical Worsteds

TELS. 390—1174-M
lit-112 LIMEROCK ST.

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Oxford Grey, Navy Bine Serge

ROCKLAND. ME. "

Ambulance Service

MZ1

GEORGE F. RYAN

Thorndike Hotel
Formerly Coast Guard Offlee
OPEN EVENINGS

29*lt

May

May

May

2 Rockport at Thomaston
Camden at Rockland
5 Thomaston at Lincoln
Rockland at Rockport
Camden at Vinalhaven
9 Vinalhaven at Thomaston
Lincoln at IRockland
Rockport at Camden

May 12 Rockland at Thomaston
Camden at Linooln
Rockport at Vinalhaven

May 16 Thomaston at Camden
Vinalhaven at IRockland
Lincoln at Rockport
May 19 Thomaston at Rockport
Rockland at Camden
Vinalhaven vs. Lincoln
(at Vinalhaven—2 games)
May 23 Lincoln at Thomaston
Rockport at IRockland
Vinalhaven at Camden
May 26 Thomaston at Vinalhaven
Rockland at Lincoln

Camden at Rockport
May 30 Thomaston at Rockland
Rockport at Vinalhaven
May 31 Lincoln at Camden
June 2 Camden at Thomaston

Rockland at Vinalhaven
Rockport at Lincoln
The rummage sale to be conducted
by the Rockland Junior Women’s

Club, has

been

indefinitely post

poned because of scarlet fever.
Sidney Pierce of the Rockland
Savings Bank staff is laid up with a
broken ankle. Mrs. Maude K. Smith
is substituting in his absence.

O€»°’•flit**5

car you've got...

POULTRY FARM
Modern home, barn, garage, out
buildings, and large new hen
house with capacity for 4600
hens; 18 acres land.
Fine lo
cation.

ELMER C. DAVIS

Play safe! You can't afford to let your
car deteriorate. It’s wise to figure you
may have to drive it several more years.

This is Spring Tune-up Time. Ask

REALTOR

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 77

our Plymouth, Dodge, De Soto or
Chrysler dealer to check your car’s en
gine, brakes, steering and lights.

J

29-30

Don’t wait till the last minute. Under
the pressure of wartime work, dealera'
shops are often filled early in the day.
Why not phone and make an appoint
ment for a time when your dealer can
give your car the prompt and thorough
attention it deserves?

You may need things like these
Because of wartime restrictions, many items such as hoods, chroma
mouldings, bumpers, sheet metal body parts, hardware, etc., are not
being made today. Yet replacements from stack may still be availabla

for those damaged beyond repair.

New Brake

If interested in selling your car, fill out

and mail the Form below to us
’38 to ’42 Inclusive

Lining...

New Grille . ..

Don’t neglect brakes.
Quick stops are still
necessary to protect
your car.

because the old one
was “bashed in” by
collision.

New Muffler . ..

New Oil Fitter ...

In place of the worn
one that has become
noisy and inefficient.

To
keep
lubricant
clean and protect
your car’s engine.

I am interested in selling my car.
I own...........................................................................................................
year
•
make
model

LMJ H

1—C°'»fu/

accesiowies

aZc0*'"9 Corr'
S,^Hng a„e

. - t0
Undt

mileage

.

sir

______

Wo,D

accwshtj

condition of tires
radio

.

Vo,Jr -oa
•or good
f*diou»car
p-

J

,

hr Chr

Vued rt,
•dd‘ou*° depatt D« Sot° orcwy*let

___

heater

Name

Tune in Major Bowes every Thursday,
9 P. M., E. W. T., over CBS Network

........................................................................................................

Street and Number.........................................................................

also

Schedule of the Knox and Lin

coln Baseball League.

fc*:

YES, WE ARE!

Tailored by

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Baseball Schedule

don 't neglect 'llT

BUYING USED CARS’

HOMELAND TAILORS

102Ttf

BURPEE

MADE TO MEASURE
CLOTHING

. tors, naming, those arrested for be
ing intoxicated, for forgery and for
those charged with serious moral
Hears From Lieut. Shaw ! infractions. With respect to drunk
About Traffic'Courts— en drivers, those charged with leav[ ing the scene of an accident and
Roughneck Table
, reckless drivers, he said that he had
i
“Traffic Courts” was the subject no sympathy for them, and would go
of talk by Lieut. George I. Shaw of so far as to “deprive such persons
Rockland, safety director of the of their right to drive on the high
Maine State Police at the Kiwanis ways, fcr life, following a second
, conviction.”
meeting last night.
Referring to “minor motor vehicle Lieut. Shaw thought it would be
laws violators,” Lieut. Shaw said he a good idea to set up traffic schools
believed that it would be better to for the education of drivers as to
have these cases tried separately I the motor vehicle laws in effect. He
from those of more serious viola- does not believe that violators of
minor motor vehicle laws are crimlinals
in the commonly accepted
of Union. The present officers and
term.
He said the national record
directors, are: President, Frank
I for January, 1944 showed an in
Silonen of North Warren ;vicp
president, Henry lives, Jr., of Wal crease of 30 percent in fatal acci
doboro; secretary, Henry Saasta dents. There was a short open
moinen of Cushing;
Treasurer, forum period.
President Grossman designated
Charles Kiegel of North Warren;
Table
No. 2 as the “rough neck”
directors acting with the officers as
a board of directors, Anton Riutta table, and appointed Francis D.
of Warren, Karlo Nurmi of Waldo- Orne chairman . Grossman read an
bro and Edward Latva of Cushing. ' invitation from the Waterville
The Club represents 12 communi club, which is to hold an important
ties of which Union, Warren, Wal [supper meeting at the Elmwood Ho
doboro and Thomaston form the tel in Waterville, May 8.
greater part.
The Honor Roll League of the
Ray Atherton, extension econo
mist cf the University of Maine, and Congregational Church meets Wed
Ralph Wentworth of Hope, County nesday at 4o’clock. Mrs. Harold
agent, aided with the formation of Karl will be in charge of the pro
this co-operative. This Club con gram.
trols through its directors the
All officers of Anderson Auxiliary
United Co-operative Farmers, Inc.,
grain store in Rockland, which is a S.U.V., are to meet at Grand Army
branch of the United Co-operative hall tomorrow night at 7 o’clock for
rehearsal.
Farmers, Inc.

The Kiwanis Club

FOR SALE

weeks.

■NEFITS
saling with vetIduced into the
ased are measIts of the Social
|rans, and protheir Old Age
ice ... to prosn and training,
a monthly il|e Government,
with insurance,
(loyment, etc.

Talked About Grain

Evangelist Alien

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Clinton F. Thomas
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Tuesday-Friday

City.................................................. . Tel.............................................

HAROLD C. RALPH

TELEPHONE 170,

WALDOBORO, ME.
25-40

Chrysler Corporation — Parts Division — Factory Engineered and Inspected Parts for

PLYMOUTH • DODGE
DE SOTO • CHRYSLER
let's

Back the Attack—Buy Mere War Bonds

Tuesday-Friday
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I
cloud cover to hide in.
We had
all kinds of rank aboard that day—
Australian Air Force generals and
other visiting firemen—and some of
them weren’t used to scuttling
through gullies in a four-motor
plane, and by the time we got into
that cloud they were sprouting some

gray hairs.”
“By May, though,” said Frank,
“we began to get the situation in
hand at Moresby. We got some dis
persal fields back in the hills for
our planes and an operational alarm
net so now we can intercept, and
also the Zeros run into an intense
W-N.U.FEATUftZ?
cross-fire from the ground which
fighter plane and read its pilot’s sends them trailing off across the
mind. That’s how it was with this jungle on fire. So presently atraflittle Jap.
He starts in, thinking j ing is out, and we have only regular
here’s a chance to pick off a Fort, ! raids by high-altitude Jap bombers
and then suddenly he sees all those pounding the field, dur fighters are
guns and thinks how sweet and cute getting better every day, and pretty
his little almond-eyed geisha is back soon they’re chasing them but over
home, and how nice it would be to the coast, jettisoning their bombs,
get back to her, so about half a mile v*iich whistle down harmlessly to
away he pulls out in a turn, out of tear up empty jungles.
range, and continues parallel with
“For a while we had a labor prob
the six Forts, thinking it over. Well, lem. The tame village natives we’d
the little geisha finally wins out
hired to work on the field didn’t like
«ver , the
Emperor,
because he the bombs, and when the alarm
doesn’t go in, but he thumbs his nose
sounded, instead of jumping into the
at them in his way: Hying alongside,
foxholes they’d beat it into the jun
with a11 of our gan<? watching, he
gle, and maybe not come back for
slarts doing Immelmann turns. It’s
a couple of days. However, this
a half-loop, which brings you out
soon stopped, because the cannibal
uPside down only flyin« backward,
head-hunters who lived in the jun
quickly followed by a half-roll,
gle used to stalk them and chase
which turns you right side up again, them back, and as between the
And it’s one of the hardest tricks in bombs and the head-hunters, the na
the book if done properly—beautiful tives chose the bombs, so we got
flying, the boys said, and he kept plenty of work done.
doing it over and over, just out of
“By now we weren’t worried
range, as much as to say, ‘Boys, about Port Moresby. We had that in
I’m not coming in, but don’t think fair shape, and our bombers were
I can’t fly.’ Kept it up for fifteen going over almost every day to
minutes in his latest-model super pound the Japs. But we were un
charged Zero, and just as he flipped easy about the other shore of New
off into a cloud, our gang waved Guinea. The Japs had already dug
their applause for the flying circus, in at Lae and Salamaua—suppose
and he gave them the high sign they came on down the line and put
back. To me he was Kobi Ishi. I’d in an airfield at Buna, right opposite
like to meet him after the war
Moresby? They could cause us plen
“In early April Port Moresby on ty of trouble, intercepting our bomb
New Guinea was our problem child. ers on the way out and back.
Our air base there was a single jun
“General Brett was particularly
gle-hewn landing strip with no ade anxious, and wanted to move in and
quate antiaircraft guns. We were take Buna in May. There was noth
building dispersal fields, but they ing there then but a native village
weren’t done yet, so that the aircraft and an old Catholic mission. But
had to be lined up along the side of Melbourne said no, because it would
"^77^7 and “of coJrs"e mean landing troops to defend our
were slow in getting off, which made airdrome there.
it a setup for the Japs. Also, our
“But the Air Force knew if the
equipment was flown by green Japs ever got Buna it would take a
youngsters from the States.
The first-class expedition to get them
big problem was supply. Moresby is out. Finally General Ralph Royce,
T
a
,
„
.
as «ar from Melbourne as^Los Ange- who was General Brett s operations
les is from Pittsburgh. Then at ev- chief, flew out over northern New
ery state line the Australian railroad Guinea on a personal inspection of
changes gauges, so all the freight the whole coast, and sent to Mel
cars had to be unloaded. We had bourne a detailed report, endorsing
about a dozen B-24’s to bring sup a field at Buna as vital to our fu
plies in over the water from the ture air operations.
end of the railroad at Townsville, ■
Presently his reply came. In retbut only about four of these were erence to his report on the estaboperational; the rest were under lishment of a landing field at Buna,
repair.
Melbourne headquarters commend"And the Japs were still a nui- ed him for his initiative in making
sance at Moresby—dropping down the reconnaissance, but found that
from the overcast to strafe our field owing to lack of facilities, it wasn’t
at 40 feet altitude. We spent a lot of possible at this time.
our time there, and had some close
"But this friendly little ground-air
calls getting out to save the argument over Buna was soon setSwoose.”
1 /led. Hie third week in July our
"I’ll never forget our closest one,” reconnaissance spotted a Jap Naval
said Master Sergeant ’Red’ Varner, task force moving toward the north
coast of New Guinea, and now just
off Rabaul. We weren’t sure where
they were headed—maybe around
the island, to capture Moresby itself.
"We were taking no chances, so
on July 24 General BretJ hit them
with everything he had, little as it
was—medium and light bombard
ment, Forts and obsolescent dive

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY

€>. WMITB
r

CHAPTER XXII

“ ‘Because the real truth is.’ he
said, ’our present Army fighters
don’t climb fast enough, or high
enough—and they don’t have the
range.
Every Jap knows this, if
the people back home don’t. Maybe
it would hurt their morale to find it
out, but I’m only thinking ot the
morale of my pilots.’ That’s why he
wanted to come home. Poor guy.” !
“Meanwhile Florida played on in »

the sunshine,” said Margo, “and I
was trying to write letters to some
of""the"other"gir’ls’we knew whose !
husbands would never come back. I
Some of the letters I wanted to
write I couldn’t.
For a while I '
had been on exhibition because my
husband was supposed to be dead
ln Java, and they’d look at me !
and groan with patriotic sympathy, (
and then get to work planning the
next golf tournament. I'd look at
those strong, healthy young golf pro- j
fessionals, coaching flabby men on
the putting greens, and wonder why
they weren’t in uniform. Only that
• was the wrong attitude; they’d tell
you we need recreation now, more
than ever, to keep our morale up
during the war. I suppose it was
true, but I kept wishing the weary
boys in uniform I knew could be
getting more of it, instead of these
stagnant, contented men.
“Their morale was fine, and I was
trying to write to Tex's mother, and
to Marian, and to Willow McIntyre,
whose husband Pat, one of the finest
of our Air Force, died in Australia,
and to Becky Gibbs, and Frannie
Cocke, and Pat Webb. The Webbs i
lived near us in Albuquerque and he 1
was killed in Australia, where he'd
done a wonderful job, but somehow
never got mentioned, like so many
others.
They’d been high school ,
sweethearts and she’d spent three
years nursing and one year in prac- 1

tice to fill in the four years of
waiting. I wanted to write to a lot
,of Navy wives we knew—to so many
girls, still so young, who were now
trying to pull themselves together
and make new lives, without ever
forgetting what swell boys they had
been married to. They knew better
than I that this hero business and
all its jingling medals is only years
of hard work, plus the fact that a bit
of shrapnel didn’t tear through the
bomber skin and kill. I wanted to
write them something, too, about
what a really fine country this was,
and how much it was worth dying
for, but somehow here where they
all thought the war was so exciting,
inspiration ran a little thin. And a
lot of those letters didn’t get writ
ten.”

“There were some more names to
be added to that list of letters,” said
Frank, “but with us the feeling had
changed. It was wonderful to be
able at last to smash them back,
as the fighters had done at Darwin.
And from its base in North Austra
lia, the old 19th Bombardment Group
—which included the 7th now—was
flying out over New Guinea and New
Britain
islands,
landing
heavy
punches on them at Lae and Sala
maua, and at Rabaul.
“Now the Jap lines of communica
tion were as far extended as ours
had been; now we had something
like the equipment they had put
against us. We knew, of course,
they were busy digesting Java and
the Philippines. But we felt now
they could never knock us back on
our heels again, because we were
getting solidly dug in so we could
soak up their punches and put out a
few of our own. It was a nice feel
ing.
“Also the Japs were getting a
healthy ^respect for the E-model
Forts. A lot of the stuff you read
about the Japs may be true, and
yet all the ones I’ve met turn out to
be only people—starting with Kobi
Ishi, who was a fairly nice guy and
just a pretty good diver. I com
peted against him in both the 1932
Olympiad in Los Angeles, and in
the 1936 one in Berlin. Happened
to beat all the Japanese entries both
times, and thought nothing of it
until after I returned this time from
the Far East and began reading
they were supermen.
“Not long after the Olympics, I
heard Kobi Ishi had entered the Jap
Air Force. After that I thought of
them all as Kobi Ishi, a pretty good
diver with some fair tricks and a
toothy smile, but nothing yot/ can’t
handle if you train for it. Maybe
they’re all fanatics, craving to die
for the Emperor, but I remember a
story the 19th told me in Australia.

“Six of our Forts were coming in
over Rabaul to give the Japs a
pasting when one lone Zero showed
up. The six Forts were all brandnew E models, and the Japs had
learned about them. The Forts continned
tzAAninr,
tinued in
in fnrmatinn
formation, h,,t
but keeping
their guns trained on the Zero. Now
most fighter pilots, whether they're
American, Jap, or German, are
nervous and quick like fox terriers.
There's no gap between thinking and
acting, so you can almost watch a

JOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM>

HOT HASHES

If you suffer from hot flashes,
weak, nervous Irritable feelings, are
a bit blue at times—due to the func
tional "middle-age" period peculiar
to women—try Lydia E. Plnkham’a
Vegetable Compound to relieve such
symptoms. It helps nature! Follow
label directions.

LYDIA EPIXKHAM'S’”'™"

;
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I

j

'
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bombers.

The cannibal head hunters who
lived in the jungle used to stalk the
tame village natives.
the Swoose’s crew chief. “We got
just a minute and a half’s notice
that the Japs were coming. Now
the General could have stepped
down into a foxhole and been per
fectly safe there, watching the Japs
pound the field. But not our Gen
eral—he wanted to save that plane,
and we had to run like hell to jump
in. the General leading everybody,
slam the doors, and lam out of
there’ We had to take off down wind’
?’hich ,was bad’ ™issin8 a litu« hill
by a ,ot ^ess ^an 100 feet. " e
wouldn t have missed it if it hadn t
been for those smart trees they have
on New Guinea growing on top of
that hill—the most intelligent ones
I’ve ever seen. Because they saw
us coming and ducked, I happened
to be looking out and saw them.
Then I looked back, apd bombs
were already breaking on the field
right in the dust of our take-off.
“The Colonel here, who of course
was doing the piloting, pulled a
smart one. The Japs were right
on top of us, so he hugged the
ground — figuring then the Zeros
couldn’t dive on us without mashing their own propellers into the
bush. We went hell for breakfast,
wiggling in and out of gullies hardly
40 feet off the ground, and then out
oyer the sea, where we could see a

“But for twenty-four hours the
fog closed in, hiding them. When
it lifted they were sixty miles off
Buna. Now we knew the Jap High
Command was thinking in the same
strategical terms as we were in
the Air Force.
"Even though the weather gave
us this very short time to pound
them, we made them pay for their
Buntt landing. But still they could
sneak a transport through during
the night to put troops ashore. Had
we had only a little infantry and
artillery at Buna, they could have
held them off, giving the Air Force a
chance to pound their landing barges
at dawn. But we didn’t have, and
when morning came their transport
was steaming away etnpty.
“In only two days the enterpris
ing little devils had chopped a land
ing strip out of the jungle. A few
days later their fighters were rising
off it to attack our bombers as they
took off or returned to Moresby aft
er pounding the Jap base at Rabaul.
“It took almost six months of
hard fighting by both Australian and
American infantry, down over the
Owen Stanley range—finally led by
General MacArthur himself — to
clear the Japanese out. What we
have now is real co-operation. The
ground forces know the vital importance of airfields, and I hope we in
the Air Force have come to appre
ciate the tremendous importance of
the unity of air, land, and sea."
”A man doesn’t know what distance means until he flies that end of

the world," said Red, the crew chief.
“Remember the time we had to
make a forced landing right in the
middle of the place?”
•‘I’ll never forget,” said Charlie,
the bombardier. “It was about the
time of that Buna business.”
“We had left Darwin," said Red,
“and were flying across the Austra
lian desert headed for Cloncurry.
We had umpty-ump rank aboard,
about sixteen in all—General Royce,
General Perrin, General Marquat.
and some Australians—Air Marshals
they probably were—and also Lyn
don Johnson, a big lanky guy from
Texas, a real Congressman, only
now he was out inspecting thia area
as a Navy Lieutenant Commander.
“Well, we're flying along over this
wilderness which looks like the rum
pled parts of New Mexico or Arizo
na, heading, we think, for this Clon
curry, only our arrival time goes
by, and no Cloncurry.
“Harry, the navigator, begins to
check things, and discovers that his

octant has gone out on him—it's like
a sextant on a ship, only you use
an air bubble instead of the horizon.

It wasn't Harris fault—the prism
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tered the house, after being in the
yard a few minutes, when he was
stricken and died before Dr. Fred G.

Mathews,

Correspondent

Easter was observed Sunday ln

Weston i

The annual speaking contest, aus
Every Lincoln County town went
pices
of Warren High School will be
over the top in the Red Cross drive
Earl Spear, chairman, reported that presented Friday night at 7.30 at
the quota of $1425 has been ex Town Hall, . with Principal Fred
ceeded and $202805 has been col Perkins, Jr", in charge, assisted by

to the other teachers. Beginning at
7 30 p. m., ten speakers will be pre
sented
ns follows; Robert Wyllie,
The play “Junior’s Moustache” in
WHty
conjunction with the band concert “The PA.I.L W.R ;’’ Ethel

one

more worker

by the High School band, will be “The Black Veil;’’ Louie Cogan.
given by the High School April 14. “Ihe Lie;” Prances Wren, "Patsey;’’
Ethel Wotton, “We, Too
Were
Students at the Brick school are
There;
”
Mary
Drewett,
“
Bittei
to present a Penny Fair at the Ele

mentary Building April 14, from 1
to 3 p. m.

“Bride

Sweet;” Ruth Pease.

and

Broom;” Joyce Butler, “Beauty is
Skin
Deep;” Beth Robinson “Ma’s
Charles Mathews of Hopee is guest
Monday
Morning;” Irma Snowdeal,
of his aunt, Mrs. Annie Richards..
“
Banner
of the Dawn.” Prizes will
Mrs. Gerald Dalton and Mrs. Ir
be
given
by Miss Carolyn Hayden
vin Pinkham and son Wayne were
of West Newton. Mass., formerly a
in Portland las tThursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenlgw
and two children of Kittery are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Greenlaw.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
hold a public card party Wednes-

day night in Odd Fellows building
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig is chairman.

teapher at the High school, who is

now located at Stuart Hall, Staun
ton, Va.,' as teacher. A small ad
mission charge will be made.
Mrs. Andrew Wilson, who
has
been visiting1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Castner in glford. Mass., and Mr.

and Mrs. Martin Wilson in Worces
The Homemakers Society will
ter, Mass... during the Winter, re
meet Thursday night at the home
turned Saturday. She was accom
of Mr. and Mrs Wendell Blanchard,
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Kaler’s Comer.
Castner and their daughter, Miss
The Star Sewing Circle and
Patricia Watts, and Miss Virginia
friends gave Mrs. Leila Blanchard
Wilson, the 'latter cf Worcester,
a surprise shower Wednesday night
MMss., who remained for the weekat the home of her mother, Mrs.
and', and returned home today.
Fannie
Brooks, Kaler’s Comer.
Str. and- Mrs. Earl Hall of Water
Present were Mrs. Olive Crowell,
guests of
Mrs. Armin Hauck, Mrs. Elsie ville were Easter Sunday
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Walker.
Schwawrtz, Mrs. Faye Schwartz,
Mrs. Ruth Hinckley, Mrs. Anne
Waltz, Mrs. Thelma Benner. Mrs.
Lillian Ellis, Mrs. Mildred Abbotoni,
Mrs. Bessie Brown, Mrs. Gladys
Winchenbach, Mrs. Marion Hall,

William Stickney of Framingham,
Mass., passed the weekend with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stick
ney.

Mrs.

Stickney

is

recovering

from
4 !. an illness.
•
Mrs. Florence Sewall, Mrs. Annette
Miss Dorethy Edwards passed the
Brooks, Mrs. Hilda Boggs, Mrs. weekend in Poland with her par
Laila Benner, Mrs. Eva Monahan ents
and Mrs. Fannie Parcher.
Frank D Rowe attended a meet

ROCKVILLE

ing of the Southern Schoolmen’s
League held this evening at the

Misses Vivian and Helen O’Jala of B T.W. club rooms in Belfast.
Waltham will spend the Easter WWk in the surgical dressings will
weekend with their parents, Mr. and be resumed Wednesday by the War
Mrs. William O’Jala.
ren unit, which has been recessed
Mr. and
entertained
Port Clyde
Wednesday

Mrs. Merton Anthony
the Sixty-Three Club of
and Tenant’s Harbor,
night.

due to the lack of material. Ladies
will work from 9 to 12 noon, and !

from 1 to 4 p. m. as usual on Wed
nesday. It is hoped there wffl be a
Mrs. Lester R. Sherer and chil good attendance, because there Is a
dren Dana, Marilyn and Napcy of large quota to be made.

Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Pipkin ol
North Haven and her sister Mrs.
Flora Crockett of Rockland pasted Knoxville, Tenn., formerly of this
tlie day Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. town, visited friends in UrJon and
D. A. Sherer.
Warren recently. Mr. Pipkin is soon
Mrs. Edith Crockett, Mrs. Alice to be inducted into the army from
Gray, Misses Josephine, Gladys and j Florida, his native state.
Mary Tolman and Mrs. Madeline

Gray, members of the Meet Again
Club attended the movie at the
Strand Monday night, then enjoyed
refreshments at Mrs. Jane Hal
lowell’s home.

Pupils of Grade 8 who have passed
the first aid tests in junior first aid
are:
Evangeline Barbour.
Willis
Berry. Sylvia Hill, Frank Overlock,
Theodore Overlock. Ernest Perry,
Hazel Snowdeal, Phyllis Tolman,

Virginia Underwood. Agnes
Elden

Young

and

Wiley,

Arthur

Jura.

Those in the 7th grade, who have
passed- the tsets, the class having
been completed are. Dorothy Aho,

WOMEN’S FIELD ARMY

was turning all right, but now he
could see the recorder wasn’t. He
came up out of the navigator's com
partment into .the cockpit shaking
his head, and told Frank here what
had happened—that he had no idea
where the Swoose was. ‘You can
have her now. Major,’ he says.
‘She's all yours!'
“Well, first the Major got our ra
dioman to working, trying to wake
up some Australian station which
would give us a bearing.
But I
guess they were all asleep. Our
gas was getting lower and lower.
And the sun was sinking, too. And
that country below us was all rum
pled up like someone had slept in it

(To be continued)

Merrick Beane, Mary Jane Boggs,
Helen Carroll, Beatrice Elwell, Ma
rion Farris, Arthur Jenkins Alice
Kenniston, Dale Messer, Phyllis

Payson( Irene Penney. Lucille Perry,
Eini Riutta. Anita Robinson, Glenden Simmons, Emily Smith, Barbara
Soule,

Waino

Waisanen,

George

Wiley, Charles Wall, Norma' Ranquist. The classes were instructed
toy Mrs. Wellington, the teacher,

who is a qualified teacher of first
aid, American Red Cross.

The

E.

A.

ft ft

day edition.

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash. 'Stanhope, Mrs. Lowell Moody, Miss
Mary Drewett and Mrs. Willis ViMrs. Audrey Mack and Miss Addie
I nal. The curtain will rise at 7 30.
Feyler were in Rockland last Thurs
I Mrs Moore is being assisted in the
day ..
presentation by the following com
Mrs. Armin Hauck of Quincy,
mittee: Mrs. Boynton Maxcy, Mrs.
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Henry K.
Maurice Hahn, Mrs. Fred Perkins,
Crowell.
Jr., Mrs. Parker McKellar, Mrs. Em
Mrs. Doris Emerson, a graduate
erson V. Perkins, Mrs C. E. Overof the American School of Music
lock, Mrs. Nancy Clark, Mrs. Sam
and a former supervisor of music
uel Norwood. Mrs. Walter Starrett,
in the Houlton schools, will super
Mr.s. Donald Mathews and Mrs.
vise music one day each week in
Lowell Mocdy. Proceeds will benetlt
the Waldoboro schools.
the Ladies’ Circle.
William Jameson, stationed at
Public supper will be
served
Camp Edwards, and Miss Edna
Thursday night by the Congrega
Wood of Brockton. Mass, .spent the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Foster tional Ladies Circle at the Congre
Jameson. Miss Peggy Jameson, a gational Church The committee in
student at the U. of M., was also a charge includes: Mrs. Laura Star
rett, Mrs. Harold Boggs, Mrs. Boyn
week-end guest of her parents.
ton Maxcy, Mrs Emerson W. Per
Mrs. Frank Wotton and Mrs. Lor
kins, Mrs. Donald Mathews and Mrs.
na Winchenbach were in Rcckland
Robert Walker.
last Thursday.

lected and
report.

VINALHA1

rived. Obituary is deferred for Fri

®

Mrs.

1

Campbell, the family physician ar

both churches with baptisms, spe
cial Easter messages by the pastors
and specially arranged Easter music.
Decorations, arranged by Mrs. E.
V. Oxton, at the Baptist Church
Sunday were potted plants and two
bouquets of cut flowers, one loaned
by Mrs. Emery Simmons of mixed
flowers of the season, which were

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

the other of mixed carnations, sent

Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additions!
lines five cents each for one time; 10 eents for two times. Fire

Under the direction of Mrs. Earle
Mrs. Harriet Gay of Damari
Moore,
three-act mystery comedy
scotta has been guest at the Gay
home on Friendship street the past “The Man in the Green Shirt" will
be presented Thursday night at
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller left Town Hall, auspices of a commit
Tuesday for Washington. D. C„ to tee from the Congregational Ladies
On the cast will appear,
be guest for a week of Major ana Circle.
Herbert Thomas, Mr and Mrs. Fred wlied her by her son. SSgt. Lloyd
Mrs. Frederick G. Payne.
Ferkins,
Jr., Alfred Wilson, Mrs. Wellington, of Ncrth Africa; and
Mrs. Della Hall and Edward Phi^|

brook of Damariscotta were recent 1 ^°ua^d

Starrett Auxiliary,

SUV, will

meet Wednesday. • Dinner
will be served. Members not solic
ited are requested to furnish sweets.

Mr. Moody had en-

The Atlantic Street 1
was entertained Frida
;Mrs. Margie Chilles.
served.
Honors at can

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

58^

Mrs. Evelyn Chilles Pat
Mrs. Carrie Fifield, secor

Miss iMarion M Little
3c WAVES arrived Thin

the Naval Training Set.
sity of Indiana and spei
end with her parents M
Littlefield.
Mmi's. Ethelyns Arey

' by Mrs. William Stanford, in memsmall words to a line.
_ _ .
.
{Special Notice: AU “blind ads" so <*u®< **•*•*’
dry of her mother and father, the
Lsents which require the answers to bo
to T**
late Mr. and Mrs.. Alden Feyler.
Gasette offloe for handling, cost
eents addltionaL
Two babies dedicated at the morn
ing service were, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Meservey of
Pleasantville, and the oldest son of
SMALL farm. 20 acres with shore
RATION Book No. 4 lost.
MRS.
Mr. and Mrs. Niilo Hill. A large
STELLA M ELLINGWOOD. 67 Talbot front on black road at Head of Buy
number to receive the ordinance of Ave
_________ 27 1 " for sale. House of 8 rooms, shed barn,
garage. TEL. 667W
29 31
baptism at the evening service in
lost.
RATION Books 3 and
65
GAL
Range
boiler
for
sale;
Oen
cluded the following: Misses Alice GLADYS ROWE. 19 Myrtle Street.^
Elec Reducer, 1-3 h.p. Washer motor.
FRANCIS E HAVENER. Tel. 370. 29*lt
Kenniston, Ruth Pease, Mary Far
BED and box spring for sale; 9 MILL
ris, Flora Simmons. Elma Moon, Lois
ST , Camden.
29*30
Norwood, Mary Norwood, Mr. and
GUERNSEY Bull for sale, 2 years
Mrs. Jack Austin, Mr. and Mrs.
old. Also one 3 mo. old; heifer 2 yrs.
MACHINE made Lobster Plugs for old. 2 nice sheep. CHAS ERICKSON.
James Ewing, Glendon Simmons sale. $1 10 per 1000; samples free Warren
29* lt
Braided Rugs for sale
Call and see
and Herbert Moon.
PIGS. 6 wks. old. for sale; Inocu
them
R T. CREAMER Thoma^, lated. $7
CITY FARM. Tel 117W
At the Congregational Church Me Tel. 11 4.______ __
29*32
29 30
Sunday morning during a baptism
CIRCULATING
heater
for
sale.
FOR SALK
ALBERT BROWN,
of children Paul Howland Dillaway, Practically new
Real good 85 acre farm near Rock
Ingraham Hill. Tel 175W_______ 30
land; 8 room house, bathroom; large
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dilla
SMALL flock of Hampshire sheep barn. Good woodJot. Excellent farm
way, was baptized.
Decorations and lambs for sale. C. H WALES. land, $2700.
3-acre village property; nice chance
placed by Mrs. P. D. Starertt and Cushing. Tel. Thomaston. 188 4129*30 for poultry and garden. Town water,
bathroom furnace (almost new). Nice
Mrs. Philip Simmons consisted of
SLAB WOOD 4 ft and fitted slab home. Good barn. $1850.
baskets of pussy willows, potted wcod delivered
7-room bouse at North End; good
ROBERT ESANCY.
location;
city
water;
electricity
plants, two Easter lilies, potted Liberty. Tel. Washington. 12 23
28*29 flush toilet, $1100
15-acre shore farm ln Waldoboro;
plants including- ferns, and orchid
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, lovely home; barn connected. Build
ribbon in bows.
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM ings first class condition.
Two nice homes ln Thomaston vil
At the Lenten service hed Friday ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W.___ 9 T tf
lage.
BIRD
houses
for
sale.
Buy
now;
night at the Baptist Church Mrs.
F H WOOD
good
assortment to
choose
from
Court House, Rockland
Flora Kalloch and Mrs. Nida Cope RAYES CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St.,
29 30
•_________ 23*T-29
land were accepted by letter as City.
FOR SALE
’MAPLE SHADE Farm does offer
The so called Ambrose Mills home
members of the Baptist Church.
GREATER Opportunity—success and No 87 Limerock St. has been listed
The April meeting of the Warren contentment assured. Cozy Cottage with us for sale. There are 8 rooms, a
Ihe
Women's Club was held Thursday style dwelling 6 rooms, electricity, and fire place, 2 porches and garage
waiter in house, garage and barn, ( price $5500 ls very reasonable as it is
night
at the home of Mrs. HerDert phone. Kineo kitchen stove, storm nicely located; hot air heat.
_

Thursday night to th
Club, a shower party w.

SB

LOST AND FOUND

-with juTts

a

Flste Wank

screens,

cultivator,

separator,

plow.

FOR SALE

THB TRAVELERS IN'DEM
Hartford, Connrctir
ASSETS DEC. 31.
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agent*' Balances
Interest and Rent*
All other Asset*
Gross Assets
Deduct item* not admitted

Admitted

Also

have another

very

LIABILITIES DEC. 31
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus
•Include* $8,209,097.26 Specn
-------------------------

AtCWENT A CASUALTY
CO. OF WINTERTHUR. SW
U. 8. BKANt H
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1
Stock* and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agenta'

Gross Assets

Deduct items not admitted
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 3
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities

Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus

PHKMX MUTUAL FIKE
Concord. New llamiisl
ASSETS DEC. 31, U
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
^vsents’ Balances
ff^Ttcrvst and

All other

nice home

THE TRAVELERS INSURA
Hartford, Connecticut

ASSETS DEC. 31. 194
Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Offic? and Bank

RENT wanted In Rockland, single

Interest and Rents

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,

Net Unpaid Losses
$
Unearned Premiums
Liabilities—Accident Dept.
^^All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities
and SutdIus
$1.31
MANUFACTURERS AND MI
MUTUAL INSURANCE CD
Concord, New llampsl

ASSETS DEC. 31, IS

Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Interest and Rents
All other Assets
Gross Assets
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
Surplus to Policyholders
Total Liabilities snd Surplus

THE HOME INSURANCE d
New York. New Yorl
ASSETS DEC. 31, 19

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds

Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Interest and Renta
All other Assets
Gross Assets

Deduct items not admitted
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE
ACCIDENT AND LIABILI1
Hartford, Connectiru
ASSETS DEC. 31, H
Real Estate
$
Mortgage Lokns
Bonds and Stocks (Book Value)
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Bills Receivable
Interest and Renta
All other Assets:
j Accident & Liability Dept.
i Life Department
Gross Assets
$9i
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC. :
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities:
Accident & Liability Dept
Life Department
Cash Capital
Surplua over ail Liabilities
Total Liabilitiea and Surplus

heaters, iron beds and spring.', large

5 or 6 room house, bath, garage, gar coffee urn, C E. OROTTON. 138 Cam__________ 2itf
Desir dth St Tel. 1091W,
home made cookie^ were served by den spot, near good school.
able location. Write B A BROWN, 23
BUNCH of Pre-war 8tudlo Couchee,
the hostesses at the conclusion of Page St., Hallowell, Me
27*30 srme new. some used, some good, and
the meeting.
BUS wanted. Seating about 20 t/T 30 some no good, lots of used table model
passengers. State condition, year and radios, over-night case, portable, batprice.
LAFAYETTE PACKING COM terV. Electric, like new; two Phil Gas
cream enamel and white
PANY Rockland. Me Telephone 1271 oomb.
the white one with oil burn
:__________________
27-31 enamel,
er. tanks regulator, ready to use Very
GIRLS and women wanted, to work nice large size pot burner oil heater,
WE are now booking orders for Sexed ln essential Industry. Experience not garage air compressor, with >,5-horse
Pleasant work, good pay power motor. 5-Con floor Jack, 1938
or Straight day old Rhode Island Red necessary
Chicks from our Malnlr U S Approved We will train you LAFAYETTE PACK
A CouPe. first class, 1938 OldsING
COMPANY,
Rockland. Me
Tel
Pullorum Clean Flock
Hatches every
Ooupe. first class, 1934 Chev_____________ _______ _ _______ 27-31
Monday. Order earty for date prefer
nC^Sr' not Massed but good, one
ence Telephone 33W
HUGH W.
WTLL buy rags, metal, all kindB of 1938 G B C. a$-ton truck extra good. I
LITTLE. Rockland. Me.
18tf paper, and secon d - h-> nd furniture have a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
P O. Box 862. TEL 314R.
29tf vmh an oil burner ln It. that I will
t
bar8aln. Does anyone
GENERAL trucking and hauling need a wind
charger? I have a factory
coal, rubbish and ashes
TEL 902W made one. somebody ought to need
24tx .h?36 Jafnee-Way wood brooder stoves.
USED lumber, wood sawing out'lt
J have ®°me good used furnlRUSSELL Shaw wfll be available to Model A Ford; revolver with skeleton
' ,thal ought to be used by somrdo carpenter-repair work, shingling stock: and electric drill, wantei
I
else- 1 also have a very nice 60-acre
and general repairs Call or leave wcrd buy anything what have you? C F
ori ? good road- that I will
at 12 ELM ST.. Cfty.
29*32 GROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091W sell, good
buildings, electric lights, waPROPERTY Management, collecting
21 tf k’,,' “ardWood floors lumber, wood and
and selling. Let me list your property. „,USEP, Furniture and Stoves wanted
,Why we have ^most everyhlng here in Washington, Earl BoynHERBERT B. BARTER. 10 Fulton St.. We will pay cash or trade for new'
Rockland______________
27*T-33 Call 1154. V. F STUDLEY INC
Ch^vmT*. 4 lot of 19401 '4l1 auO '4J
7
CarSl Murdlck Cramer, has
”
PERMANENT WAVE. 59c) Do your Main St.. Rockland.
ijorse<’’ and plenty of Oos«:p
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted
1416 NelKhbors. lf you
Ccmplete equipment. Including 40 also marble top tables. and old npert
let us know. HAROLD
curlers and shampoo Easy to do. ab books CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park Rt
w
ashl
ngton, Me. Tel. 5-25.
*
solutely harmless
Praised by thou Tel. Rockland, 1240.
Always home Sundays.____________ 18tf

THB

B.

CROCKETT
23*31

Buy War Bonds and stamp-

PropwtT tor sale la
i?’
««ate. J. HERBERT
OOULD, T«. 2300 or 3170. Camden

$

Stocks and Bonds

Cash in Office and Bank

FV

Agents’ Balances
Bill* Receivable
Interest and Rents
All other Assets
Gross Assets
Deduct items not admitted

$1

Admitted

LIABILITIES DEC. 31.
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
AU other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Burplus over all Liabilities

Total Liabilities and Surplu* $•

MISCELLANEOUS

E.

AMERICAN INSURA
Newark, New J»rse
ASSETS DEC. 31, D

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans

EGGS AND CHICKS

not satisfied.
STORE.

$

Gross Asset*—Accident Dept. lit
All other Assets
Gross Assets
$1.32
Deduct items not admitted
li
Admitted
$1.31

WANTED

Coffee and

Kents

Assets

Gross Assets
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus

TO LET

Mrs. Leland Philbrook.

Balances

Interest and Kent*
All other Asset*

black roadi 4 mHes to Village of Hamp- located on Limerock St . known as
den, 9 miles CiOv of Bangor, excellent j the Nate Allen bungalow. Priced at
schools, 28 acres Including wood $2500, $7500.
tor of District 9, Women’s Clubs, easy terms.
THE TREAT AGENCY.
Another on Union St., 8 rooms, Lath,
27-601-31 hot air heat; priced at $3500.
present to make her official visit. Winterport.
South End
PAINT. Varnish, Inside and cut;
Mrs. Mank brought the greetings of
One small double tenement with
4-Hour Enamels, Pure Shellac, white barn. One rent for $12.00 per month,
the Maine Federation, and the and orange, glass knob inside door
the other occupied by owner; proved
front door sets. Asphalt shingles at $2500.
president of the Maine Federation. sets,
asphalt
paper, ro'l roofings,
oak
South End
Mrs. Leroy Folsom of Norridgewock. flooring, moldings. Wire screen cloth,
One 3-family house ln very nice
and many other things you will need
She also reported on the mid- this Spring while fixing up. Expect condition; priced at $5000.
One 2-famlly house, very nice con
Winter meeting of the Maine Feder to have some lumber later, at W. J. dition, $4500.
ROBERTSON Gleason St., Thomas
Another 2 family house, nice loca
ation held in January in Augusta, ton.
28-31 tion,
price $4500
and on the meeting last November
FORD pick-up truck 1936 model
Head of the Bay, Owl’s Head
Known as the Ralph Philbrook
of
for sale. A.199.22
E LAINE Oushing.28*29
Tel.
01 the
tne New
mew Envlnnd
rmgiana Council
CzOluk.ii of
01 1’ Thom3Bton
house. This proeprty will be vacant
Women’s Clubs held at the Statler
You can then
TWO-FAMILY house for sale at sometime this week.
JENNIE DUNTON Inspect it In your own way. The price
Hotel in Boston, and -to which Mrs. once reasonable
ESTATE Spear St. Rockport.
28*29 $3500 for this property with an esti
mated 8 acres land running to the
Mank was delegate. She read a bul
shore, serins a real nice property with
letin from Mrs. John L. White
many advantages.
Have a 1938 Dodge sedan; 17,000 ac
hurst, president of the National
tual miles (one owner) been in stor
Federation which pointe dout that
age 2 years. Owner wants $1000 for lt.
ROOM for light housekeeping to let,
Have several other properties that
peace conference groups will be 97 Union St. TEL 970M.
29 tl will be listed later. Have cottages,
appointed after the Congressional
OARAGE to let at 64 Summer St. farms, business properties listed. Been
in this business 25 years, learning lt
FRANCES H. PERRY
Easter holiday, and that clubs are Tel. 186R
29* tf the hard way and still learning lt.
Thanks for reading.
asked to write Secretary Hull or
TEL.
ROOM with bath to let.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
29
30
296
W
or
262M.
Senator Tom Conally, giving the
163 Main St.
Tel. 730
PAIR of Eye Glasses found. Eastern
29-31
names of the persons desired on
road to Union. Phone or write ALENA 1
LOT of nice pigs for sale from four
that commission.
STARRETT, Warren. Tel 49
28 29 weeks to four months old; five new
UNFURNISHED 4 room apt. Refer milch cows, and sulky plow. PETER
Mrs. Mank wtas introduced by Mrs.
ences. No children See MRS. BAR
Chester Wyllie, who acted as pro BOUR at 225 Main St.___________ 28*29 EDWARDS 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806J.
________________ _________________ 28-30
gram chairman at the meeting.
FURNISHED room adjoining bath
EIGHTROOM house for sale or rent
JAMEI
Other numbers on the program to let. Centrally located. TEL. 768J at 560 Old County Road
after 6 p. m.
27*34 TAYLOR. 139 Cumberland Ave., Port
were: Talk on “New Books At the
land. 3. Me.
,
28*35
Library,” Mrs. Helen B. Overlock,
LOTS of used table model radios,
overnight
case,
portable,
battery,
librarian, who mentioned in a most
electric, like new; garage air com
interesting fashion, new books at
pressor. with *,i-horse power motor,
BOOKKEEPER
wanted
at
Hotel
the library, giving brief sketchs of Rockland. Male or female, full or part 5 ton floor jack, 1938 Chevrolet Coupe,
first class. 1934 Chevrolet 2-door, not
each. “The Weir,” by Ruth Moore; time. Apply Mgr A. B WETTENGEL classed buj good. I have a blue, and
at the Hotej_office.______
29-30 Ivory enamel stove with an oU burn
“The Harvest Is Late,” by J. H.
BICYCLE ln good condition wanted. er that I will sell at a real bargain.
I have some good used furniture,
Downing; “Tomorrow Is Forever,” FRANCES BLACKMAN
Tel. 736J.
that ought to be used by someone
Gwen Bristoil;
"The Bell For ___________________________________ 28*31 else
I also have a very nice 60-acre
WASHINGS wanted to do at home, farm on a good road, that I will sell,
Adano.” by John Hershey; “The dTy or wet or plain ironing
MRS. good buildings, electric lights, water,
Seas Stand Watch,” by Helen P. ANNIE HOWARD Tel. 184M. 26 Val hardwood floors, lumber wood and
ley View St., Rockland.
28*29 blueberries.
Almost
new
Electric
Mudgett.
HOTEL Rockland: Hostess and wait train, even I can operate this train.
The book review of “Look To the resses
wanted,
congenial
working Cabinet radios, table model and cabi
net Vlctrolas. very
conditions,
excellent
food,
good
. fine '39 Chevrolet
_________
Mountain,” toy Le Grand Cannon, and good pay, our employees knowtips
of 1 four-door sedan, Electric stoves, and
this
adv.
Apply
IN
PERSON
at
Hoj
we
always
have
Electric
refrigerators,
was presented by Mrs. Emmons in
tel Office.
28-29 1 lcw *rcn wheel wagon, Just what ycu
an
excellent
manner,
reading
need lf Spring ever domes; also single
ANTIQUES wanted.
Compare our harness, 2 very nice pre-war studio
passages in the headlights of the prices. We are now paying from $25
couches; havev 2 more 100 gal oil
books, and summarizing as she to $75 each for nice old arm chairs drums. These adv's cost money so I
and sofas with good carving on tnem; have got to stop. If you need any
went along. Other numbers of in $10 to $25 each for good, old marble thing let us know
HAROLD B KA
top tables; $5 to $10 each for old china
terest also during the program were parlor lamps. Equally good prices for LER. Washington Me. Tel. 5-25. Al
28-29
Write ways home Sundays.
the solos, “Forgetting” by Cowies, ether items now in demand
W. J. FRENCH. High St., Camden
ATTENTION, bird hunters. English
and for encore “I Went Roaming in _______________________
23tf Setter, female pup for sale, pedigree,
July 18, a beauty. PERRY
Love’s Garden,” by Cox, which
CHAMBER-MAID wanted. Congenial whelped
GREUNB KENNELS, Wafiren.
28*29
working
conditions.
Excellent
lunch
were sung by Mrs. Albert Burdick, provided. Well paid. HOTEL ROCK
HAY for sale. ALTON D~~WNCAPAW?
27-30 Tel, 56-54, Warren.
________
28*29
her accompanist Miss Verna Rob LAND_________________
MAN
wanted
to
live
and
work'on
THREE gas stoves for sale, delivery
inson.
poultry farm
WALTER TOLMAN, boay for Dodge coupe, shafting, hang
It was voted to send $2.50 to the Waldoboro, or TEL Rockland 664R ' ers, pulleys, belting; safe, 2nd hand
27tf floors and sashes; Marconi Rig 6ail
Good Samaritan Home in Bangor, _________
SIR Knights and Past Commanders' boat. 25’ water line Paint, glass, build
and $5 to the Cancer Control Cam K T. Uniforms wanted. PERCY Mc- ers Hardware. HERBERT B. BARTER.
27*30
27 29 10 Fulton St., City.________
paign. A nominating committee for PHEE Tel 41R.
BABY
crib
and
carriage
for
sale.
GIRL'S small bicycle wanted, must
the next meeting, appointed by the
27*29
be ln good condition.
LAWRENCE Phone CAMDEN 532,
Rowe, Mrs Philip Simmons and MILER. 26 Rankin St. Tel. 692M.
P05™ black oU and
range for
president,
included Mrs. Frank __________________________ ____ ____ 27-29 sale. Home Clarion range, also other

A. Emmons, With Mrs. Elsie Mank
of North Waldciboro, district direc

Walter Lyford, or

Mrs.

FOR SALE

The town was shocked Friday to
learn of the^sydden death from cor
sands including Fay McKenzie, glam
onary thrombosis of Clement T. orous movie star. Money refunded if
Moody, 70.

f fYuSsaay-FridaV

NATIONAL-BEN FRANKI
COMPANY OF PITTSF

_

r ■

ASSETS DEC. 3

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents* Balances
Billg Receivable
Interest and Renta
All other Assets
Gross Assets
Deduct item* not admitted
Admitted

LIABILITIES DEC.

Net Unpaid Losses

Unearned Premiums

All other Liabilities
Cash Capital

Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplui

4*

6. Nwwvvd

__ __

TuSsBay-Friclayl

I Tuesflay-Friday

VINALHAVEN
fc fc fc fc
Correspondent*

The Atlantic Street Bridge ClOO
was entertained Friday night by
Mrs. Margie Chilles. Lunch was
served. Honors at cards went to
Mrs. Evelyn Chilles Patrick, .first;
Mrs Carrie Fifield. second.
Miss Marion M. Littlefield, S. K.
3( WAVES arrived Thursday lrom
the Naval Training School, Univer
sity of Indiana and spent the week< nd with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ccott Littlefield.
WMrs. Ethelyns Arey was hostes
Thursday night to the Nitaneat
Club, a shower party was given for
Mis Walter Lyford, one oft the

'TIVE

three lines labents. Additional
two times. Flee

iR SALE

thk travelers indemnity co.

Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Sto. ki and Bunds
$33,563,584.17
( H-h in Office and Bank
1.675,480.72
Atftnts’ Balances
3,641,214.23
Jnt rret and Renta
111,416.46
All other Assets
____ 66J 17.17
Cross Assets
$39,057,812.76
p.iloct items not admitted
410,095.95
Admitted
838.647,718.80
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Wt Unpaid Losses
8 6.447,337.00
I
earned Premiums
11,081,477.85
All other Liabilities
*11,945,352.97
( ash Capital
8,000,000.00
Suridus over al! Liabilities
6J78.548.98
7, ai Liabilities and Surplus 888,647,716.80
•Includes 18.209.097.26 Special Reserve.

20 acres with shore
road at Head of Bay
e of 8 rooms, shed barn,
667W_____________ 29 31
;e boiler tor sale; Gen.
1-3 h.p. Washer motor.
1AVENER. Tel. 370. 29*lt

spring for sale; 9 MILL

_____________ 29*30
Bull for sale. 2 years
3 mo old; heifer 2 yrs.
-eu CHAS ERICKSON.

___________________ ?9*lt

old, for sale; Inocu■Y FARM
Tel. 117W.

—

_____________ 29 30
FOR SALE

a CASUALTY INSURANCE

AlCIUENT

acre farm, near Rockhouse, bathroom; large
roodlot. Excellent farm

to. op WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND

U. S. BRANCH
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Slucks and Bunds
84.383,425.90
Cash in Office and Bank
256,096.51
Agents' Balances
620,799.48
interest and Kents
26,807.92
__
60,427.36
All other Assets
35.347.557.16
Gross Assets
Deduct items not admitted
__ U4.339.62
Admitted
36.333.217.54
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
81.347.047.81
Net Unpaid Losses
1,166,056.02
l iiearned Premiuma
220,113.71
All other Liabilitiea
856,000.00
Cash Capital
2^650,000.00
buiplus over all Liabilitiea
35.233.217.54
Tutsi Liabilitiea and Surplus

property; nice chance
d garden. Town water,
ac« (almost new,. Nice
irn. $1850

at North End; good
,y
water;
electricity
,100
farm in Waldoboro;
burn connected. Bulldcond Itlon.
tines In Thomaston vli-

H WOOL)
ause, Rockland.
29 30
FOR SALE
■d Ambrose

Mills home
■ck St. has been listed
There are 8 rooms, a
urches and garage, lhe
very reasonable as it ls
hot air heat,
nother very nice home
merock St., known as
b bungalow. Priced, at

Jnnni St., 8 rooms, Lath,
priced at $3500.
iouth End
double

with

tenement

it for $12 00 per month,
upled

by owner; proved

South End
y house In very nice
t'd at $5000.
r house, very nice coninnly house. nice loca,fif) .
•w
he Bay, Owl’s Head
the Ralph Philbrook
proeprty will be vacant
week.
You can then
our own way. The price
property with an estlland running to the
real nice property with
ges.
Dodge sedan; 17.000 ac5e owner, been In stortJwner wants $1000 for lt.
1

other

propei ties

that

later. Have cottages,
s properties listed. Been
■ss 25 years, learning It
and still learning lt.
idlng
IN S. YOUNG
Tel. 730
________________ 29-31
pigs for sale from four
months old; five new
,nd sulky plow

PEtER

Tel. U06J.
28-30
M house for sale or rent
County Road.
JAMEJ
Cumberland Ave., Port-

Limerock St.

_______ ,______ 28*35

>ed

table

model

radios,

portable,
battery,
[new; garage air com12 horse power motor,
k. 1938 Chevrolet Coupe.
14 Chevrolet 2-door. not
od I have a blue, and
stove with an oU bumsell at a real bargain,
good used fumituie,
be used by someone
lave a very nice 60-acre
)d road, that I will sell.
electric lights, water,
■rs. lumber wood and
Almost
new
Electric

ise

PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Concord. New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Stocks and Bonds
8541,896.18
Cash in Office and Bank
72,899.99
IK.< '.ts' Balances
13,144.13
rt/terest and Rents
6,097.21
All other Assets
20,472.53
Gross Assets
_8654,010.04
Admitted
$654,010.04
LIABILITIES DEC.* 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 16,718.43
Unearned Premiums
188,035.89
All other Liabilities
30,578.08
Surplus over all Liabilities
418.677.64
$654,010.04
Total Liabilities and Surplus

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Real Estate
$ 31,512, 518.44
Mortgage Loans
159,311, 792.01
Slocks and Bonds
831,819, 454.69
l ash in Offic? and Bank
11,845, 374.11
Interest and Rents
6,428, 901.18
Gross Assets,—AccidentDept. 182,186, ,388.74
104,673, 927.70
All ther Assets
$1,327,778 336.77
Gross Assets
11,962 662.84
Deduct items not admitted
$1,315,815 ,673.93
Admitted
I.IABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943
300 ,460.13
Net Unpaid Losses
'
2,904, ,774.10
Unearned Premiums
113.645,
H96.42
I.iabilities—Accident Dept.
1,111,647 ,885.43
AII other Liabilities
20,000, ,000.00
fash Capital
. .
67,317 ,457.85
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities
$1,315,815,673.93
aud Surplus

r

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Concord, New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
M. rtgaga Loans
*
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds
961.520..3
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Interest and Renta
7,303.1.
All other Assets
87.S1S.SS
Gros. Assets
81.187.98422
Admitted
„ »,1'}87'984’82
LIABILITIES DEC. «• »48
Net Unpaid losses
$ 20.896.05
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
“1,611.72
Surplus to Policyholders
900,656.06
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,187,984.82
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
New York. New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1043
Real Estate
$ 3’2?«™»48
Mortgage Loana
*76,081*.
Stocks and Bond.
Cash in Office and Bank

Ag< nts' Balances
Interest and Renta
All other Assets

table model and cablvery fine '39 Chevrolet
In. Electric stoves, and
ve Electric refrigerators,
wagon. Just what you
ever comes; also single
ry nice pre-war studio
v 2 more 100 gal. oil
id v s cost money so I
top
If you need anytnow HAROLD B KAton Me. Tel. 5-25. Al
in days
28-29
bird hunters.

English

pup for sale, pedigree,
18 a beauty.
PERRY
NNEL3. Waflren.
28*29
AI.TONI) WNCAPAW?
rren.
28*29
stoves for sale, delivery
e coupe, shafting, hangaelttng; safe, 2nd hand

ties; Marconi Rig sail
line Paint, glass, bulldHERBERT B BARTER.
City.________________ 27*30
and carriage for sale.
" 532_____________ 27*29
rt oil and gas range for
ilarion range, also other
beds and spring,-, large
E GROTTON, 138 Cam1091W. _______________ 2 ltf
?re war Studio Couchea,
ue used, some good, and
lots of used table model
lght case, portable, batllke new; two Phil Gas
enamel and
white
,'hlte one with oil burnator, ready to use. Very
pot burner oil heater,
oppressor, with (i-horee
5-ton Iloor Jack. 1938
first class, 1938 Oldaflrst class. 1934 Chev
iot classed but good, one
-ton truck extra good, I
and Ivory enamel stove
>urner In lt, that I will
bargain
Does anyone
Larger? I have a factory
unebody ought to need
7ay wood brooder stoves,
ve some good used fumlrht to be used by eome> have a very nlca 60-acre
itood road, that I will
dings, electric lights, wafloors lumber, wood and
hy we have almost every Washington. Earl Boyn>t of 1940, '41. and ’42
Murdick Cramer, has
and plenty of Gossip
the Neighbors, If you
let us know. HAROLD
ashlngton. Me. Teh 5-25.
Sundays,_____________ 18tf
property for sale in
sttle estate. J. HERBERT

or 3170. Camden*

?n'r8?229 69

20 681.229.69
i-o'Jr
sifi’os
_r563.2l6.25

Gross Assets
Deduct items notadmitted

?
Admitted
$182 106.900.82
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943

can operate this train.

Surplus over all Liabilities
48247JS92?
Total Liabilities and Surplus $132,106,900.82

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY DEPT.
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1V43
Real Estate
$
334.593.27
Mortgage l.o&ns

4^43,071.85

b ndn and Stocks (Book Value) 30.113,797.28
<’a>h in Office and Bank
3,872,981.41
nta* Balances
8,787.864.88
Bills Receivable
25,206.81
Interest and Renta
All other Assets:

168.s48.SI

Accident & Liability Dept.
12,627,706.22
Life Department
889,193,990.27
dross Assets
$910,768,060.80
Deduct items not admitted
>95.218.83
Admitted Assets
$940,372,841.97
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net I npaid Leases
$ 14,381,448.92
Vuearned Premiuma
4,568,492.63
A 1 other Liabilities:
X evident & Liability Dept.
4,435,016.56
l ife Department
867,508,853.56
Ca>h Capital
15.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
34,479*030*30
* ’.al Liabilitiea and Surplua 3043.3'‘3.80*07
THB

AMERICAN INSURANCE

CO.

Newark, New Jersey

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
$ 3.3681,043.47
Real Estate
1.074 ,538.26
V. rtgago Loans
$2,114 .859.17
S:,.cks and Bonds
5.452 .691.32
• ash in Office and Bank
1,970 ,345.41
•cents’ Balances
34 .299.62
k Is Receivable
73 .842.04
1' rest and Renta
1.174 .903.07
AU other Asseta
$45,263 .521.36
Gross Assets
3.148 ,690.68
Deduct items not admitted
$42,114 ,821.68
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
$ 4,863 .326.82
Net Unpaid Losses
17.359 ,256.45
Unearned Premiums
2.969 ,524.82
A I other Liabilities
3.343 ,740.00
Cash Capital
13.578 .973.59
Surplus over all Liabilities
tai Liabilities and Surplus $42,114,821.68

members who recently became a
bride. Mrs. Lyford received many
useful and attractive gifts. Lunch
included a delicious bride’s cake.
Members present were Doris Arey,
Dorothy Lyford. Phyllis Ouilford.
Elizabeth, Davidson, Althea Bick
ford, Edith Thomas, Frances Gil
christ, Barbara Healey, Dorothy
Bennett, Edine Chilles and Cleo
Shields with Miss Mary Maker as
guest.
Miss Muriel Chilles spent Thurs
day and Friday in Rockland.
Mrs. John Holgerson and son
Robert came Saturday from Camden
and were weekend guests of Mrs.
Cleo Shields.
Michael Williams of New York is
spending a short time here with
Mrs. Williams and son Peter before
entering the Army.
Mrs. Herbert MacDonald and in
FIREMEN'S INSURANCE COMPANY
OP NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Real Estate
8 4.701,976.74
Mortgage Loans
920,973.13
Stocks and Bonds
31,888,696.82
Cash in Office and Bank
2,530.993.07
Agents* Balances
2,032.060.36
Bilta Receivable
89,492.96
Interest and Renta
91,823.31
All other Assets
1,120,618.90
Gross Assets
843,376,524.28
Deduct items not admitted
682,658.13
Admitted
842,793,871.16
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
8 3.865,465.60
Unearned Premiuma
18,022,642.16
Ali other Liabilities
8,082,935.24
Cash Capital
9,897,690.00
Surplua over all Liabilities
8,485,288.26
Total Liabilities and Surplus 842,793.871.15
S. E. Norwood
Rorkland

THE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
ASSETS DEC. 31.
Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rent*
All other Assets
Gross Assets
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

1943
$
11.024.41
87o.366.48
9,658,818.77

916,676.95

1,407,082.85
89,460.40
73,047.81

276,723.57
$13,158,089.74
604,810.73
$12,553,279.01

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943

Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premium*

$ 5,009,028.54
8.492,281.46
All other Liabilities
947,040.31
Cash Capital
1,500.000.00
Surplus over all I.iabilitlM
1,604,928.70
Total Liabilities arid Surplus $12,568,279.01
Cochran Baker & Cross
Rockland

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INS CO.
St. Louis, Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Storks and Bonds
$21,447,143.23
Cash in Office and Bank
6,673,424.33
Agents’ Balances
2,912,827.78
Bills Receivable
7,591.98
Interest and Rent*
21,901.03
All other Asseta
1,694,332.43
$31,656 ,720.78
Gross Assets
77 590.07
Deduct items not admitted
$31,579,130.71
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
$ 9,541,,596.42
Net Unpaid Losses
1,763.23
7,021,'
Unearned Premiums
8,049.91
1,928,1
All other Liabilities
2.000,1
1,000.00
Cash Capital
7,722.18
11,087,'
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $31,579,130.71

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
COMPANY OP AMERICA

Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
3 103,095,236.52
Mortgage Loans
1,131,775,176.43
Collateral Loana (Polivy loans
and premium notes)
295,008,822.03
Stocks and Bonds
8,628,736.019.87
Cash in Office and Bank
71,354,399.11
Agents* Balancea
1,649.77
Interest and Rents
47,025,652.84
All other Assets
98,996,330.69
Gross Assets
$5,376,992,587.26
Deduct items not admitted
2,012,670.66
Admitted
$5,373,979,916.60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 30,638,418.61
Unearned Premiums
25,991,681.01
All other Liabilities
6,234,146,736.81
Surplus over all Liabilities
83,203,130,17
Total Liabilities and
Surplus
$5,373,979,916.60

Real Estate

THE TRAVELERS FIRE INS <O.
Hartford* Connecticut
Stocks and Bonds
$32,514,091.94
Cash in Office and Bank
2,265.989.18
Agents’ Balances
2,309,914.82
Interest and Renta
143,018.33
All other Asaeta
181,878,04
Gross Asset*
$87,414,892.81
Deduct items not admitted
130.811.40
Admitted
$37,284,080.91
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 3,196.274.00
Unearned Premiums
20.055.877.14
All other Liabilities
*6,166,038.85
Cash Capital
. . .
2’09?’22?°2
Surplus over all Liabilities
5.865,891.42
Total Liabilities and Surplus $37,284,080.91
•Includes $3,898,823.64 Special Reserve.

Surplus over all Liabilities
•ut»i Liabilities and Surplua

<•

Nwwuud

1,000.000.06

1,395.1O4A)9

15.187.867.49

fant daughter Cora Jean came Fri bridal party at the home of Mrs

day from Camden.

ElYie Teele.

Miss Ruth LytfOTd spent the week
News has been received by rela
end in Rockland.
tives here of the death April 5 of

Supt. Oeorge A. Bragdon re
turned Saturday after attending Su
perintendents Regional meeting at
Banger and making a short visit
with relatives in Rockland.
Miss Claire Smith, who has been
guest of her aunt. Miss Emmeline
Roberts at Bridgeeside, has re
turned to her home in Quincy, Mass.
Lavon Ames, US.N., stationed at
New York spent the weekend at his
home here.
Leon H. Arey and Mrs. Doris
Roberts Smith were united in mar
riage Sunday at Union Church
parsonage by Rev. C. S. Mitchell.
They were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
H. E Morton After the ceremony
a wedding dinner was served the
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
St. Lod*a, Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1943
Stocks and Bonds
$3,592,681.4*
Cash in Office and Bank
1,486,163.28
Agents' Balances
*88,419.41
Bills Receivable
2.184.36
Interest and Renta
12,196.84
All other Asseta
22.600.0$
Gross Assets
$6,064,144.37
Deduct items not admitted
80.207.40
Admitted
$6.02$.»S6.«7
LIABILITIES DEC. $1. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
8 484,740.00
Unearned Premiums
8,604,600.82
All other Liabilitiea
639.359.09
Cpsh Capital
600,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
1.8451237.54
Total Liabilities and Surplua $6,023.136 97

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia. Pennelyvani*
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1*43

Real Eatate
Mortgage Loan*
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances

Interest and Renta

$ 169,2*4.98
32,774.63
$.784,483.39
286.2S6.29
216.287.84
6,617.24

Sumner Pierce at Dorchester, Mass.
(Mr. Pierce married Miss May Rode
of this town and resided here for
several years where he followed the
trade of stone cutting. He is sur
vived by his wife, one daughter.
iMrs. Everett Sprague and one son
Victor Pierce.

Funeral services for Charlie War
ren, eldest son otf Lyford and Seraphlne (Dickey) Warren, whose acci
dental death occurred April 4 at
Matinicus were held Saturday after*
noon at the Latter Day Saints
Church, Elder Floyd Young officiat
ing. Burial was in the Cummings
cemetery. The bearers were Frank
Philbrook, William Polk, Richard
Walls and Clarence Warren.
Funeral services for Mrs. Nellie
Vinal were held Friday afternoon at
the J. F. Headley funeral home.
Rev. C. S. Mitchell officiating. Memtoers cif Marguerite Chapter, O.EB.,
attended ^n a body. Burial was in
John Carver cemetery. The bearers
were Herbert MacDonald, Joseph
Hutchinson, AJec Davidson, Free
man Roberts. Those from out oi
town to attend the services were:
Mrs. Effie Noyes, and Mrs. Nellie
Noyes of Portland and Herbert Mills
UJ3N. of Bar Harbor.
-----------------\

THI NEAT

TH/NG TO OO

210,018.89

All other Asseta
Gross Asseta

$4,699,713.2*
Deduct items not admitted
74.694.71
Admitted
$4,619,018.66
LIABILITIES DEC. $1. 1*4$
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 278,958.00
Unearned Premiums
1.066.986.46
All other Liabilities
167,109.67
Cash Capital
1,000.000.00
Surplus over all I.iabilities
2,106.966.62
Total Liabilities and Surplua $4,619,018.55

STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF HARTFORD
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1943
Bond* A Stock* (Book V«)u*l $6,589,911.63
Ca*h in Office and Bank
628,842.71
Premium Balances
682,804.89
Bill* Receivable
10,944.69
Interest and Renta
28,706.00
All other A»set*
83,946.04

Grut* Asaeta

$7,709,783.96
404,821.07

...with a can. Remove
label, wash, flatten. Store flattened
cant in separate container next to
your trash can. Save for local pickup.
PROTECTIVE INDEMNITY COMPANY
New York. N. YASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
62,500.89
Agents’ Balances
162.663.33
Interest and Renta
10.952.81
Grot* Asseta
Deduct items not admitted

82J30.«79-7«
.40,716.69

Deduct item* not admitted
Admitted
$7,804,982.89
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 466,863,94
Unearned Premiuma
8.159,209.06
All other Liabilities
187.688.88
Contingency Reserve
220,000.00
Cash Capital
1.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilitiee
2.272,221.50
Total Liabilitiea and Surplus $7,304,932.89

Admitted
$2,689,963.07
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1948
Net Unpaid Losses
$
Unearned Premiums
412.486.36
All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
I.OOO.UOO.OO
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
646.207.34

THE BALTIMORE AMERICAN INS. CO.

AMBUICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
Assert*. Dec 31, 1943
Stocks and. Bonds,
$6,953,143 94
Cash In Office and Bank.
636.444 45
Agents' Balances.
509,353 25
Bills Receivable,
39.264 71
Interest and Rents,
36.724 00
All other Assete.
22.663 62

New York, N*w York

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1948
Real Estate
$ 122,147.90

66,886.00
6,417,198.34

Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds

Cash in Office and Bank
869,998.54
Agent*' Balance*
39,694.86
Intere*t and Renta
80,146.00
All other Asaeta
3,094.10
$7,047,664.74
Gross Asseta
__ 82.711.90
Deduct item* not admitted
$6,984,852.84
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1948
$ 638,853.00
Nel Unpaid Losses
2.282,662.00
Unearned Premiums
126.308.27
All other Liabilities
1,500.900.00
Cash Capital
2,4)7.039.57
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
Total Liabilitiea and Surplus $6,964,862.84’

Total Liabilities and Surplus

$2,689,963.07

29-T-33

Oroes Aaacrta.
$8397.503 97
Deduct •Items not admitted. 256354 30

Admitted,
$7,941,439 67
U&bRltlee. Dec. 31. 1943
Npt Unpaid Louses,
$418,764 00
Unearned Premiums,
2,846,739 58
All other Lluhtlltlos.
208.054 00

Cash Capital.

l.oooooo oo

Surplua over all Liabilities. 3.467.882 09

THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO. OF
HARTFORD, CONN.

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
87.941.739 67
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1948
EDWARD W BRRRY, <St CO., Agents.
Real Estate
$
54,274.84- 40 Broad St.,.
Rockland. Me
Mortgage lx>ans
6.883.53
25-T-29

Bonds and Stocks (BookValue) 30.899.602.12
Cash in Office and Bank
3,745,909.24
Premium Balances
2,977,849.39
Bill* Receivable
7S.693.17
Interest and Renta
99,098.34
All Other Asseta
96,283.41
Gross Asseta
$87,481 .997.14
Deduct items not admitted
998 186.6)
Admitted
$86,463 ,860.61
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 6,013 .928.26
Unearned Premiums
12,827 .228.86
All Other Liabilities
1.661 .848.14
Contingency Reserve
.
1,260 000.00
Cash Capital
6,000 OO(UO0
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
19.710.87<T27
_____
Total Liabilities and Surplus $36,463,860.6$

ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford. Conn.
Assets. Dev. 31. 1943
Real HsUte.
$345,464 04
Stocks and Bonds,
5.609.389 69
Cash In Office and Bank.
465.678 34
Agents’ Balances,

Interest and Renta.
AU other Assets.

592.509 37

20.664 68

71697 74

Cross Assets,
$6,905,404 37
Deduct Items not admitted. 112391 52

Mairzy Doats Yarn

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Real Estate
*3 625 00
Mortgage Loan*
321 205 18
Stocks and Bond*
Cash in Of lice and Bank
1.093.244.98
Agents' Balances
1 a?’u9 00
Interest and Renta
22*077 38
All other Assita
-----Assets
$21,720,905.40
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted
$21,486,718.42
AJm'LIABILITIES DEC. SL »94’
Net Unpaid Losses
» L?55.313.00
Unearned Premia"..

Oh. Llnky bowles, and’ Goosey bowles
And Spldey bowles ls darnedest.
Oh, Blcky bowles. and Pattie bowles
And Derkap l^a exalted,
Butder Skip her's keepon wlnnln
woodn t yoo?
If the scores seem queer and sound

And the Ganders don't seem to be de
lighted.
Then It's Link he bowls
And Gocse he bowls.
And Snide he bowls his damde«t
But a kid could bowl as well, couldn't

you?

After singing this song in great
glee all Winter the 3kippers had to
change their tune a bit Monday
night, April 3, for the Ganders ad
ministered a thumping defeat to
them, although
the Skipmen
claimed it took seven men and a
baked bean supper to do it.
The baked bean supper entered
the picture at 6 p m. when some 16
bowlers and would-be bowlers
gathered around the festive board
at the home of Gander (Link San
born, and with the assistance of
heaping platters ctf crunchy brown
fish cakes, the baked beans proved
to be just what the doctor ordered
for the Ganders.
The seven men appeared on the
score sheet when the two teams
lined up, for some of the guests were
in such bad shape that lt was con
sidered an act of kindness to allow
them to bowl and work off some of
the surplus food energy.
Smarting under the constant rib»
blng they have been getting all
Winter, the Gander board of
strategy tock some otf their smart
ness out on the Skippers when they
rigged it so that all the’ 'good’’
men seemed to get on the Gander
side and all the "poor" bowlers were
stuck with the ©kippers, but an
analysis of the scores shows that
the regular five men of the Gan
ders won over the regular five Skip
pers by seven, pins, so the Ganders
will undoubtedly call all scores
official.
While some of the best scores
were made at the table against the
beans and fish cakes, it was evident
that the eating championship,. so
long held by a select few, was pass
ing into the hands of the younger
generation. When gocd trencher
men like “P. M.” Drew, and Goose
Arey, and ’’Uncle Harry” Young have
to sit by and watch fellows like
"Wym” Guilford and “Hen” An
derson and Fraiik Adams go on
eating after they have called it quits
is a sight to sadden the hearts of
all who knew these men in their
prime. AU that remains now is
for the defeated ones to tell the
story of their former prodigious
gastronomic feats by starting off
with that old tfamiUar refrain, ”1
remember when—although Uncle
Harry did. manage to win the pie
eating contest (his specialty) by a
pie.
What with the evening meal and
the added men on the teams it was
an extra long evening for the boys,
but everyone agreed it was a most
pleasant one. It is not every day
the bowlers have the pleasure of
entertaining a newlywed, and the
cigars passed out by Walter Ly
ford seemed to taste andi smell a

4.^:ooo:w

^\°cerpii;

S“plu?over all Liabilitiea

_8.533.6MJ8

CALVERT FIRE INSURANCE COMPANI

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

ASSETS DEC. 81. ‘94»
Stocks and Bonds
» ’’-so’fos'lO
Cash in Office and Bank
739.103.10
Agents’ Balance.
UbUMJ

Bill* Receivable

Interest and Renta
All Other Assets. Investment
p Subsidiary
Grose Asseta

Deduct items not admitted

14.120.44
220.392.86
$4,385,663.72
None

*v« ail Liabllitim

Tot*) l/lbi11*1**

Skfgld*

Interest and Renta
All other Asaeta

Gros* Asseta

12367.66

comxrciai
printing

admitted

Unearned Premium*
All other Liabilitiea
Cash Capital

8.000.000.06

Surplus over all Liabilitiea
8392.898.i3
Total Liabilitiea and Surplus $21,693.6*7.6$
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE CO.
New Yerk. Naw Yark
ASSETS DEC. 81, 194$
Stocks and Bonds

Cash in Offiee and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Interest and Renta

All other Assets
Gross Asaeta

$4,960,609.09

600.862.96
46.249.91
20362.09
____ 239137
98,519378.12
80.684.69

TotaJ Uabiiiliw and Surplua M.489340.64

4 394.332 ’8

1.620.697 80
All other Liabilities,
1,437 296 92
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00
Surplus over all LiabUlties, 3.500.000 00
Voluntary Reserve,

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$19,563,511 50
25-T-29

United States Branch
NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE
SOCIETY, LIMITED
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Real Estate,
*175.000 00
Stocks and Bonds.
5.794,154 91
Caah In Office and Bank.
533.694 39
Agents' Balances.
dl6.007 13
Bills Receivable
79 71
Interest and Rents.
50.047 25
All other Aseets,
123.816 90

7.J42..63.00

.134037884

I4.MS.WI.76

BUSINESS PRINTING

186,896,.)
$21.694,667.WLIABILITIES DSC. 81. 1948
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 2>254'54®'®*
Deduct item* pot
Admitted

l.^S

$4,336,653.72
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
»
Unearned Premium*

^"hotc.rpn.?

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1948
Stocks and Bund*
$19,868,701 A7
Cash in Offic! and Bank
1,787,731.78
Agents' Balances
117.073.48

Deduct items not admitted
98.489340.53
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1948
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 614.644.00
Unearned Premiuma
1.828,666.00
All other Liabilities
108.466.18
Cash Capital
1309.090.00
Surplus over all Liabilltia*
1,537.666.38

,„eo
Admitted

Unearned Premiums,

TUB FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Consult with ns sbont yonr
letterheads — well
make
them speak the l*n<n*ce of
year bn win teg,
TEL. 77«

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

Her Ancestors

Vinalhaven Lions

THE LYRIC MUSE

Membership Contest Ends
With Victory For Captain
Adams’ Side

Wherein Goosey Bowles and Spruce Head Woman Grate
ful To Those Who Have
Baked Beans Bring Home
Supplied Knowledge
a Winner

Admitted.
$6,793,212
85 U.S. BRANCH OF THE ATLAS ASSUR
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
ANCE COMPANY, LIMITED
55 Fifth Avenue, New Yortt, N. Y.
*Net Unpaid Lottes,
$209,014 00
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INS. CO.
Unearned Premiums,
2380.819 86
Newark, New Jersey
Assets, Dec 31. 1943
THE AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETT
ASSETS DEC. t). 1948
All Otber Liabilities.
173.469 60 Stocks and Bonds.
COMPANY
$6,413,989 08
Real Estate
$ 694.761.81
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00 Cash In Office and Bank, 1,419.507 72
Hartford. Connecticut
Mortgage Loan*
1,918.404,06
8urpluo over all Liabilities, 3.029.909 39 Agents’ Balances.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
563.624 11
Stocks and Bonds
8,024.240.82
Real Estate
$ 1'748'“8
Intere.-it and Rents,
28 020 71
Cas’ in Office and Bank
986.047.88
Ttotal
LiabUlties
and
Sur

Bonds a'nd S?X (Book Value) 82.54o’.539.34
All
Other
Assets.
57.805 07
Agents’ Balances
1,405.147.90
plus,
$6.793312
85
Bills Receivable
119.415.S5
6.187,683.68
Cash in Office and Bank
EDWARD W BERRY 8c OO. Agents.
Gross Assets,
$8.482346 69
Interest and Renta
46.247.04
9.386.419.85
Agents’ Balances
Rockland, Maine Deduct Items Not Admitted, 582.920 63
All other Asseta
121.$$*.81 40 Broad St.,
44,688.53
Bills Receivable and Suspense
837.128.42
25-T-29
$13,810,691.0)
Gross Asseta
Interest and Renta
__ 89L810J2
Admitted,
$7,900,026 06
492.889.46
Deduct item* not admitted
All other Asseta
812J17.701.66
Admitted
$100,826,202.82
Liabilities. Dec 31. 1943
THE UNITED STATES BRANCH of
Gross Assets
764.227.82
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1948
THE LONDON ASSURANCE
D'duct items not admitted
Net Unpaid Losses,
$783,024 89
8 4.504.094.41
93 John Street, N. Y.
$100,061,975.00 Nel Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums,
3.735.459 89
Amitted Assets
Ui<«-rned
Premium*
8.614.392.18
LIABILITIES DEC. 11, 1943
All other Liabilitiee.
400.457 76
Assets, Dec. 35, 1943
All other Liabilities
1.098,489.87
$ 38.961.415.91
Net Unpaid Losses
Statutory Deposit.
500 000 00
Mortgage
Loans.
9.000
00
Cash Capital
1.000.000.00
22.524.625.28
Unearned Premiums
Surplus over all Liabilities, $2,481,084 41
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
2,700.726.40
Stocks
and
Bonds,
8.924334
56
10,477.497.75
All other Liabilities
3.000.000.00 Total I.labilities and Surplus $12,817,701.56
Cash In Office and Bank. 1,264.011 35
Cash Capital
25.098.436.06 S. B. Norwood
Agent*’ Balances.
465.439 53 Total liabilities and Sur
Rockland
Surplus over all Liabilities
plus.
$7,900,026 06
Bills Receivable.
24J945 45
Total Liabilities »nd Surplus $100,061,976.00
EDWARD
W.
BERRY
*
CO..
Agents
Interest
and
Renta.
29,707
94
MILL OWNERS MUTUAL FIRE
___________ ____________ _!----------- - -------------------Rockland .Me.
A11 otber Assets,
127,415 88 40 Broad 8t.,
INSURANCE
COMPANY
OF
IOWA
27-T 31
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INS. CO.
Dea Maine*. law*
632 Beacon Str»»«. Boston Massaehasstto
Gross Assets,
$10,844,754 71
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1941
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Jin ..
63.584 91 AMERICAN EMPLOYERS' INSURANCE
Real Estate
$ 872.698.28 Deduct items not admitted,
Stocks and Bonds
’“'sno'lll 8S
COMPANY
Murtgage Loan*
22.000.00
Cash in Office and Bank
600.441.85
110 Milk SL, Boston, Mass.
Collateral Loans
660.90
Admitted.
$10,781,169
80
Interest and Renta
Stock* and Bonds
2.887,086.87
Assets. Dec. 34. 1943
Liabilities Dec. 31. 1943
All other Asaeta
43268.51
Cash in Office and Bank
321,628.81
$15,944,377 06
Gros. Assets
»2’’™'™8’4°
$1,660,242 82 Stocks and Bonds.
Agents’ Balancea
257.652.87 Net Unpaid Losses.
3.337,905 87 Cash tn Office and Bank. 1.709.975 47
Deduct items not admitted
43.820.83
Interest and Renta
24,829.28 Unearned Premiums.
701.524 45 Premiums lo course of colAll other Asseta
38,480.98 All other LlabtUtles.
Admitted
$2,926,887.57
^LIABILITIES DEC. $1. 1948
lection.
2.094.505 30
500.000 00
Gross Assets
93,864.80I.ll$ Deposit Capital,
Interest
and
Rents,
57221
03
Net Unpaid Losses
$ «M«-4’
Deduct items not admitted
88,606.06 Surplus over all Liabilities. 4.581.406 66
AU other Assets.
374.648 44
Unearned Premiuma
1.209.763.48
Admitted
98.276,196.68
Total LlahUltlee and 6urLIABILITIES
DEC.
81.
1948
^
‘cVpitafh
Grose Assets,
$20,180,727 30
rlus.
810.781.169 80
Stylus o*r all Liabilities
631.495.06
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 221.887.29
Deduct items not admitted. 617,215 80
Unearned Premiuma
2,017.681.66
EDWARD W BERRY Si CO.. Agents.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,926,887.57
All other Liabilities
186.979.58 40 Broad St.,
Rockland. Me
Admitted.
$19,563,511 50
Surplus over all Liabilitiea
909,177.18
25T-29
Total
Liabilitiea
and
Surplus
88.2
’
/
8.196.68
Liabilities. Oec. 31. 1943
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO.
New York. New l ora
Nert Unpaid Losses.
$7,611,084 00

Total Liabilities and Surplus 82L486.718.42

N 4TIONAL-BEN FRANKLIN FIRE INS.
COMPANY OF PITTSBURGH. PA.
Re >1 EstateASSETS DEC. $1. 1943 260.100.00
386,864.07
v r-gage Loans
$.685,095.89
’•>* and Bonds
352.370.60
»-h in Office and Bank
493.167.16
Agents* Balances
14.804.47
Dill, Receivable
28.675.56
Interest and Renta
26.914.87
All other Asseta
$5,242,992.62
Gross Asseta
106J35.1S
Deduct items not admitted
$5,137,867.49
Admitted
..
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
$ 449.804.91
Unpaid Losses
2,102.630.00
t earned Premiums
190.319.09
A 1 other Liabilities
Cash Capital
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Groan Assets.
87,292.800 29
Deduct Items not admitted. 102.515 21

Spruce Head. March 25
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Publication Limited to Brtatf
The letter to The Courier-Ga
Poema
zette from Mrs. Jennie Howard of
of Original ©omposltton
Nobleboro, brought to me many
By Bubecrlben
pleasant memories, although tinged
here and there with sadness. Nev
MYSTIC
ertheless memories of one’s child
(The beautiful Is the familiar tinged
hood are always sweet.
with the mysterious—Patrlstocrat).
Memories were of a lKtle white Music sings tn Nature.
whispers in the tiee.
house surrounded by a little white It
Clear crystal cymbals tinkling sweet.
fence as if to keep the world out As winds upon the sea.
waterfall among the hills.
side and with the hop vine that The
Swells out a rhapsody.
reached to the eaves, where the Though what they all are ringing
Is never known to me.
mother duck had her brook, which The mystics know Its meaning,
mystery.
so excited my childish curiosity, For it ls
•
—Archie Tech
and was the bane of my childish
Waltham. Mass.
fears, I loved1 to go there and as a
at at ft ft
child I spent many happy hours
THE SPRINGTIME
there.
| For The Courier-Gazette |
I have always known that Ten I love to watch the surging tide where
the feathery white-caps rise.
ant’s Harbor derived its name from And watch
the seagulls as they soar
mj forefathers but did not know ii
with strange discordant cries.
the salty spray and sting of
happened the way Mrs. Howard re To feel
the brine upon my face,
lates. My grandfather was Joshua But not so much as I Jove to watch
where the Springtime trails we
Tenant Maker and his wife was Re
trace.
becca Rackliff. They were my Her dainty touches on hill and vale
cause the heart of man to slug.
father’s parents.
The mighty trees hang out banners
gay and Invite each flashing wing
I have always been very proud of
To buUd and brood, and their loveli
my Indian blood, but did not know
ness trUl to the balmy pulsing alrl
it came from th e Apache tribe. While the listening ear exults to hear
each Jubilant songster there.
Thus pride goeth before a fall.
God be praised for the Springtime,
True to tradition that blood will
bright herald of lovelier days,
the fragrant flowers and the cool
tell down to the third) and fourth For ing
showers
And the rainbow's convex rays.
generation. The Indian blood is very
the rolling sea and Its dashing
noticeable in two of my sons, both For foam
and Its teeming world of
sound.
of whom are in the Armed forces.
We praise Thee. God. who made
I am also very grateful to Bernice
our land the loveliest ever found.
Mary E. L. Taylor,
Newborg. for the data she also sent
Rockland
in; it helped to clarify several
ftftftft
tilings that my memory wouldn't
CRABTREE LEDGE UGHT
supply.
|For The Courier-Gazette)
I have a great faculty of delving
Silent,
alone In the darkness,
into the past to leam all I can
Without a light you stand.
about the old time people and cus Abandoned and useless to sailors,
A quarter mile from land.
toms and when it touches my own
As a boy I watched them, build you
family it makes it doubly interest
To guide the way to the dock—
divers who anchored you firmly.
ing. Many thanks to both Mrs. The
Secure and snug to the rock.
Howard and Miss 'Newborg.
Forty-three years you served us,
Watching with faithful eye;
Margaret Elwei]
Sea jGulls At Dawning
Prose Poetry

•

In the mists of the dawning,
whirling a-pace, Gulls fly in ec
stasy like champions in race. Over
the tree-tops past mountain face—
Then back to the sea-shore they
swirl in their grace. With pinions
spread taut through heaven-lit
sky, They sail up and yonder as if
they'd prevailed a magic to cast
over hills and o’er dales. While
drifting above in cloud-crested sky.
To conjure their needs from humans
they’d spy. Ah! beauty and grace
swirling high through the air,
your charms are intriguing your
ease matchless their. Go gather
your fishes and clams to break, on
craggy rocks for hunger’s sake,
Then sail in your beauty infinitely
fair, our sky would be soulless with
out you flying their.
K. S. F.
little better because of the fact that
they came from "Young Walt.”
They were a relief from those
smoked by Captain Grimes, at least.
While there was some talk that
this might be the last match of the
season Captain Grimes gave out
some hints that there was one more
feed in the old feed bag, .and also
hinted more than broadly that the
Skippers had not yet come across
with a supper that he claimed was
due on a wager that the Ganders
won last Winter, by giving the
Skipmen a trimming. The Skip
pers promptly denied the charge (as
they have every time it has been
made) and claimed that the Gan
ders didn’t win a game last Win
ter, so the claim' had no founda
tion in fact. They expressed a
willingness, however, to be present,
and take part, in any supper that
Der Captain could get together, at
any time in the future.
Glorified Ganders—Sanborn 252,
Grimes 243. Bickford 220. Lyford
253, Dyer 273, Patrick 242, The
Goose 296. total 1779
Synthetic Skippers—Peterson, Sr.
267, Peterson, Jr. 233. Bdrgess 220,
Adams 230. Anderson 266. Young
218, Guilford 257, total 1600.

rf-iqht Gance*

You led us home In the darkness.
Smiled as we passed you by.
Lifted your voice In a warning:
"Beware of Crabtree Ledge,"
When tog lay thick on the water.
Keeping your solemn pledge
For years the steamers depended
On you to show them the way.
As they passed and repassed in cross
ing
The waters of Frenchman's Bay.
Now there are steamers no longer.
Your place (to save expense),
Usurped by a dangerous bell-buoy
Anchored a cable-length hence.

Though now you. have lost your com

mission.

And you're silent and dark at
night.
Old Friend, you are not forgotten;
In my heart you are still alight!
Sumner Ha/J ewood

ftftftft
PROUD SACRIFICE
(For The Courier-Gazette]
And If he needs must go, why wish
him well.
And to this greatest sacrifice be blind;
Nor think of pity for them, let it spell
Pride to the little ones he left behind.
This country of the brave and of the
free
Knows no distinction in this desperate
day;
Her only hope In this extremity
The strength there ts. and all there
ls to be.
So If his country need® him. who am I
To suffer? I who never had to see
Disaster, or to search the anxious sky
To know the ecstacy of being free?
Our country, ’tls of thee we sing re
nown.
Whose precious homes
make our vow—

SOO.COO 00

ftftftft
LEFT BEHIND
(For The Courier-Gazette)
I saw two youths «o past with foot
steps slow.

Young men scarce noticed 6ome few
months ago.
The one was lame and walked with
halting gait,
The other blind by some unfriendly
fate.
Each compensating for nts friend s de
fect.
Together their pathetic way they
trekked.
Conspicuous now for they are left
alone
Of all their age our neighborhood has
known..
Alas that war has stolen all the strong,
The straight and sound that to our
homes belong
And swept them from our street. som«
to destroy
And others to send back with little
Joy
Incompetent, deficient, crippled, blind
To Join these two defective left be
hind.
Also that men In posts of high con
trol
Should be so blind and so deformed
of soul
That they should curse the nations
with this war.
With all this wrack and ruin we
abhor.
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

WOMEN’S FIELD ARMY
AMERICAN POLICYHOLDERS’ INSUR
ANCE COMPANY
Boston. Mass.
Assets. Dec 31 1943
Stocks and Bonds.
$2228.118 78
Cash In Office and Bank.
485.879 22
Premiums tn Course ot
Collection.
183.688 51
Bills Receivable
600 00
Inte:est and Rente.
15.703 74
All other A-sets.
23.631 34

Gross Aseets.
$2,937,821 59
Deduct Items not admitted. 52.195 57

Onr boya moat keep oa flghtin<—we meat keep oa buy
ing WAB BONDS until vio
tory ia won. Keep oa BACK
ING THE ATTACK.

Harry Young, John Chilles, Walter

Lyford, J. O. Roberts George White,
Max Conway, Wyman Guilford, Edw
E. Smith. Jr., all of Vinalhaven;
Harry Hunt of Brewer, and Ralph
Merrill and Clifton Dunham of
Bangor.

“She holds the record for collect
ing waste fat.”

_9

America’s Finer Tea

SALADA'

350 000 00

Cash Capital.

Surplus over all Liabilities. 400.000 00

T»"U Liabilities ail Sur
plus.

Total Liabilitiea
plus.

_________

we

Constance L. Trott

Thomaston

ENLIST
i

Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.023.864 49

$7.190285 08

keep

now!

Admitted.
$2,885,626 02
Admitted,
87.190.285 08
Liabilities Dec. 31. 1943
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses, and
Loss Expense.
81.464.374
88
Net Unpaid Losses.
81.i5O.746 07
39726968
Unearned Premium*.
3322.768 38 Unearned Premium*.
273.98148
AU ether Liabilities.
392,306 14 AM other Liabilitiee,
Deposit Capital.

to

America, who never let us down.
Proudly we give our fathers to you

The Vinalhaven Lions Club con
cluded a successful three-meeting
contest for attendance and member
ship last Thursday night when it
met in Union Church vestry, with
21 members and 17 guests partaking
of thfe supper served! by Union
Church Circle.
Before the gathering sat down
to the tables there were whispered
consultations and secret meetings of
knots of the contestants, and final
ly the board of directors which was
in session announced a new mem
ber for the side which was captained
by Lion Drew. This seemed to cinch
the contest for t)rew, but in a few
moments another announcement
was made crediting Captain Adams’
side with a new member.
What had been jubilation turned
to consternation, for this put the
Drewites behind again. However,
in e few minutes another announce
ment came from the directors that
Capt. Drew had dug up another
future Lion and all seemed sereno
again.
But at the stroke of 12 Just as
the business meeting was about to
begin, the announcement came that
Capt. Adams had, by a superhuman
effort, unearthed one more mem
ber and thus had snatched victory
from defeat.
After the usual song session the
scores weie announced and Capt.
Adams received the congratulations
of Capt Drew. Ail that Capt. Drew
received was dire threats of what
the winning side was going to do to
his side when the ladies’ night and
supper came off sdmetime in tfie
future.
The only person who
seemed to have a heart at all was,
believe it cr not, Tail Twister Sel
lers, and while accepting his sym
pathy and condolences. Lion Drew
kept a sharp eye on his pocketbook.
During the business session it
•was voted to donate a sum of money
to Union Church; reports were
heard from the Lion members of
the citizens’ committee on the Vi
nalhaven Honor iRoll; and the date
of the ladies’ night set for May 11.
on which date the club will have
the pleasure of ■ having as guest
speaker F. Ardine Richardson of
Strong, candidate for the Republi
can nomination for Governor. A
tabulation of the three meetings
during which the contest was on
disclosed that the attendance had
been kept to approximately 90 per
cent of the resident membership,
61 guests had been in attendance,
and that good programs had been
provided, making for overall inter
est and enthusiasm within the club.
After the business session was
adjourned the members and guests
removed to the vestry proper where
a sound motion picture was pre
sented by the Johns Manville Co.,
represented by Harry Hunt of
Brewer. The picture had to do with
the Company's methods of making
and installing rockwood insulation
material in homes and dwellings,
and was of especial interest to all
Vinalhavenites, who know they
need something extra in the way
of protection from those cold winds
that blow in from old Atlantic.
The roster showed th? following
guests present: Maurice Teel, U. B.
Merchant Marine; Fred Chilles, Alber F. Osgood, George Lawry,
Henry Anderson, Allston Roberts,

Sur-

In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s
$2,885626 02

39-T-33
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Church Not Closed

Limerock Pomona

Outstanding Pianist

William Eves To Be Heard In Session At Wessaweskeag
Rubinstein Club’s Spring j Was Featured By Two Interesting Programs
Concert
William Eves of Topsham, out

umford-made baking
»«der that thousands of

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

GET A CAN TODAY FROM

ROCKLAND

SUNOCO STATION
MAIN’ST., AT TALBOT AVE
532 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1541

28-tf

Tenant’s Harbor. April 10

Friendship may point with pride
to its Women’s Auxiliary Fire De
partment. This was organized in
November 1942 by a small group of
ambitious,
civic-minded
young
women under the leadership of
Miss Helen Fales.
They studied first aid, learned to
drive and operate the town fire
engine and practiced fire-fighting.
Their loyalty and support have
been commended by the member.^!
of the town's Volunteer Fire De
partment.
In April 1943, after numerous
snppers, plays, parties, nrmmgae
sales and drives to raise the re
quired funds, they presented the
town with a small, but wellequipped ambulance.
This has been of great benefit
on ‘several occasions, but on Tues
day last the WARD, proved the
merit cf its existence as never be
fore.
A serious accident occurred in
which four persons were badly in
jured. But thanks to ready equip
ment and the quick action of Djj^
Hahn and four WARD, members
the victims were given first aid and
rushed to the hospital in Rockland
in good time.
This organization row has an
enrollment cf 44 members. Their
enthusiasm has in no way de
creased and their efforts to keep
alive their W A. F. D. is a great
credit to Friendship.
(Miss) Nora Beaver.
East Friendship.

The roads were good as far as the j —Alma Louise.
Cobb farm in West Rockport.
Appleton, March 4, to Mr and
The ice went out of Chickawaukie Mrs. Vivian Pettingill, a daughter.
Lake March 26.
Rockland. March 19, to Mr. and
Charles Weymouth was planting Mrs. John J. Padbury, a son.
peas and potatoes at the City Farm.
Warren, March 24, to Mr. and
Capt. John A. Stevens took com Mrs. Earl Maxey, a son—Earle
i Theodore
mand of Sch. Gilbert Stancliff.
Augusta, March 21, to Mr. and
The C. E. Waterman Company
was organized with C. E. Waterman Mrs. Harvey R Pease, a daughter—
as president, and Philip L. Brown as Virginia.
treasurer. The concern had taken
Rockland, March 22, to Mr. and
ever the fish tusiness and general Mrs David Curtis, a son—David.
store of the late Freeman W. Smith
Freedom, March 4, to Mr. and
at North Haven.
i Mrs. Walter E. Overlcck, .a son.
The Rockland. Thomaston &
Razorville, March 24. to Mr. and
Camden Street Railway changed its Mrs. Charles H. Savage, a son
• • • •
name to the Knox County Electric
Company, with William. T. Cobb as i Levi Gilchrest bought from his
president and H. Nelson MaDougall brother Waldo the heme flace on
as vice president. Alan L. Bird was Gilchrest street, Thomaston.
Fred Morse of the Meadows
elected clerk. It was voted to buy
two of the one-man cars. Ralph bought the Colley house on Creek
i Trim again became superintendent Hill, Thomaston.
Mrs. Mary Crute was elected
of Oakland Park.
A hen flew into the chamber president of the Ladles’ Aid So
window of a Rockland alderman and ciety in Cushing.
Rev. Arthur E. Coxon accepted a
laid an egg on the bed.
A new’ concern known as the call to the pastorate of the Baptist
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Com Church in Rockport.
A. P. Starrett w’as elected presi
pany took over the Thorndike & Hix
grocery department on Park street. dent of the Georges Valley Fruit
Grow’ers’ Association, with F. A.
Fred A. Carter was president.
The Emily B. Hitchcock property Gleason as vice president.
on White street was bought by Wal
A. H. Chatfield, Camden Summer
resident,
died in Cincinnati.
ter J. Rich.
Mrs. Hattie Patterson, 76, died
Fred M. Blackington was feeding
a refraefory horse on peppermint suddenly in Camden.
Mrs. Charlotte H. Glover, 67, died
drops, with goed results.
William Tarbox became assistant in Camden.
Mrs. Annie Alden, widow of Henry
manager of the Prince George Hotel
PLENTY
Alden, died in Boston.
in New’ York.
Phyllis Wyllie was elected presi
Emma E. fMetcalf), wife of Dr.
dent
of the Housekeeping Club
F. B. Adams, died at the age of 48
founded In Thomaston.
years.
Miss Edna Wardwell, sophomore
Mrs. Florilla Lermond, 73, died in
in Jackson College, w’as one of the Thomaston.
South Thomaston elected a new
principals in “A Comedy of Errors”
board of selectmen—Willard P.
given by her class.
Mrs. S. G. MacAlman broke one Sleeper, S. O. Hurd and Philip T.
Ware.
of her arms in a fall.
James S. Knowlton, 84, died in
William J. Sullivan was installed
as grand knight of Limerock Coun Camden.
cil,, K. C.
• • • •
VINALHAVEN
The marriages for this period
E. Parker Morse
were:
Did you ever notice the drastic
E. Parker Morse, contractor and
Rockland, March 16, Earle B.
revision
of settled sandards in
Smith of Rockland and Mildred builder, of Worcester, Mass., died keyboard technique it compels to
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
April 3 in St. Petersburg. Fla.
Kirkpatrick of Thomaston.
really
play
Debussy
intelligently?
FRANCHISED
BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN
Mr. Morse was a member of the
Stonington, March 13, William B.
Odd Fellows Lodge of Vancouver,
Greenlaw and Nellie M. Chase.
B.
C., and U.S.T of Worcester, Mass.
Rockland, March 6, A. C. Ingra
Services
were held at Caswell
ham of South Thomaston and Jen
King
parlors,
Worcester, Mass., by
nie R. Cfiough of Sedgwick.
Union, March 19, Harold S. Fos Rev. Hollis Bartlett of Raymond
ITTiz/e
Memorial Church officiating. Burial
sett and Annie H. Hughes
North Abington, Mass., March 19, was April 7 in this community.
Maurice C. Orbeton, formerly of Services were conducted by Rev,
Rockland, and Marion I. Arnold of Charles Mitchell. Bearers were
Fred Chilles. Everett Libby, Maurice
North Abington..
Rockland, March 14, Maynard W. Teele, Alex Christie, Andrew’ Gil
Jackson of South Thomaston and christ, and Harry Young.
He leaves his wife, Katherine
Isabelle O. Pratt of Tenant’s Harbor.
Cassie Morse; two sisters, Mrs. Jes
* ♦ ♦ ♦
The following births were re sie Palmer of Morristown, N. S.;
Mrs. Henry Sumnicht otf St. Louis,
corded:
Vinalhaven, March 20, to Mr. and Mo.; and a brother. Church Morse
Mrs. Edward E Smith, a daughter— of Morristown , N. S.
Pauline Winifred.
Dried apples are again available
Ottawa. March 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
in limited quantities for civilians
C. A. Johnson, a daughter.
Appleton, March 22, to Mr. and ' and how I would like to have some
Mrs. Pearson R. Brown, a daughter ,real dried apple sauce.

ALL OVERl

> .-2,

iLeach and daugh'J

Mveek-end guests of
Nelsen McDougall, i
present for Easter
and Mrs. Merrill /
dren, Edward and
Elizabeth, and Mr |
p. Chandler and <•:
Richard and Johnu
Friends were v
Rose Richards of F
on the street Saturl
long iliness.

A surprise birth |
given George Rus.J
home en the West a)
■^tis parents, recent I
ent were: Mr and \|
Mrs. Edna Brann, 1\|
ler, William Kossut.J
tuth Call, DorLs 1
iBillings, Helen Ha? I
June Barton. Eleai.

Russell. Maxine V
Johnsen, Winslow Ml
ielson and his “bud
the U. S. Navy, Bil;
Russell and Mr . |
Russell. Those invii
come, were: Mr. ail
Marshall, Mrs. Marj

Mrs. Ida Aronson.
WtVitham. Trussell w
Harry Curtis, Fred 1
Cayton and Raynn |
cent Fowlie,
If you ne|

BUIUJ
Rioei
Try this great blood-ir

Plnkham’s TABLETS
best home ways to ge
blood. Plnkham’s Tab!
mous to relieve symptoi:
monthly disturbances I
Soothing effect on one o
important organs. Foil
tions. Worth trying.

/• -

*
That glorious flavor—and fine quality—you enjoy

in our Sealtest Ice Cream, doesn’t just happen. It’s
the result of

knowing how to blend and freeze the

*

/

W..iT

The long-range downward trend of electric rates in general, is strikingly
indicated by a recent survey which compares today’s dollar with that of
1913: compared with that earlier year, the 1943 dollar bought 43% less
food, 45% less clothing, 52% less furniture — BUT 70% MORE electricity.

have gone up 24% as reported by the U. S. Department of Labor, the
Domestic Step-rates at which Central Maine Power Company household
customers buy electricity have produced a saving of 6.5% in the averagekilowatt-hour cost.
Electricity is a big household bargain, today — and every day!

CREAM

CERT

General Ice Cream Carparatien
Division ef National Dairy Projects Corporation

mn bis ra«N ihu m mhjutui mime stwh nmtM throats,imh

A

Mrs. John H. Ml
Billy, and Mr. ani

4 ’ W'

ICE

COUPON ON

EFA. Club wil:
Wednesday afternoi|
Davies at her hom
street.

THE AVERAGE COST OF ELECTRICITY
HAS GONE DOWN AND DOWN

(5aa&edt
1*

Mrs. Grace Rolli J
visiting friends in
Wednesday for hi
burg.

Other Prices Have Gone Up—

FRO-JOY

$6.2 5 at our store

ROCKLAND, ME. 25-tf

Tel. 2340

Richard Browne, S s-c U. S. N Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
An erroneous report has been
passed Easter with his mother, Mrs.
circulated to the effect that our
Myrtle Farnum.
The Baptist Mission Circle and church doors have been closed on
Ladies Circle will have a combined the Sabbath Day. On the con
meeting Wednesday April 12, at trary. we have had several morn
2 p. m. for their Gift Box opening. ing services (since being without a
Mrs. H. W. Flagg of Thomaston pastor) at which two candidates
and former missionary to China officiated, and a few guest preach
will speak of her life while there. ers, all having occupied the pulpit
All who do not have a gift box may ir. the evening also.
What Sundays we were without
take an offering. Members and
friends are urged to be present. The a preacher, the Sunday School was
Ladies Circle is having a box lunch in session as usual and in the eve
at the church Friday, at 6 p. m. ning the members of the church
The parish is invited and coffee will have been taking their turn lead
ing (with tht exception of very
be furnished.
few Sundays). The same may be
There will be another<• assembly I
said of the Wednesday night prayer
dance at the Masonic hall Thurs
meetings, thus carrying on as best
day night. On the committee are we could: under the circumstances
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames, Mr. and until a pastor can be secured.
Mrs. Elmer Joyce, Mr. and Mrs.
We have been fortunate in hav
Harold Weymouth, and Mr. and Mrs ing some minister with us on Com
Jack McDonough.
munion Sundays as well, thus not
Mrs. Robert Smith and daughter being deprived of the observance
Jean of Brunswick spent the Easter of the Lord’s Supper. Everyone
week-end with her mother, Mrs. > has been welcome and urged to at
Harriet Belyea.
tend all church services, including
The school band made its first Sunday School where the Word of
outdoor appearance otf the Spring God can be heard as well as at a
Classes are
season when they attended the preaching service.
held
for
all
ages,
preceded
by a
Commandery breakfast and then
song
service.
escorted the'Camden Commandery,
The latch string is out always
Knights Templar, to and from
for
those who desire spiritual up
Easter services at the Episcopal
lift.
Avail yourselves of this op
Church.
portunity which many foreign
Miss Velma Colson, who has been
countries are denied. “God Bless
a student at Deering High has
America.”
transferred here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. U. Dougherty are
spending a few days in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt of War
ren were callers Sunday on Daniel
PEPSI
R. Yates and Sadie H. Eugley.
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet
erans are serving a public supper
at the Grange Hall Friday night
from 5.30 to 7.
Funeral services for Marie Gamnache, wife of George F. Porter,
who diedi Friday, will be held from
the Good, funeral horns Wednes
day at 2.
Mrs. Frank Bagley is visiting
friends in Newton, Mass.

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON

IM Volt A, 90 Volt B Packs

House-Sherman, Inc.

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.

MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Even during the war period since 1941, although living costs in general

FARM RADIO
BATTERIES
$650 prepaid anywhere in Me.

Services Held Every Sunday Friendship Lauds Fine Work
Of Its Young Women *
At Tenant’s Harbor —
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Latchstring Always Out

ft ft ft ft

finest ingredients—and that takes years to learn.

thrifty housewives ha'
switched to.

School will be given at the High
School auditorium. The first at
3.30 Thursday afternoon lor school
children; the final at 7.30 Friday
night for adults only.

Town Is Proud

!

CAMDEN

■Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
standing Maine pianist, will be met in South Thomaston, with
The Women’s Field Army has as
heard in the Spring concert pro- Wessaweskeag Grange' Saturday
sisted 28 patients from Knox
(
County. Your membership of one gram cf the Rubinstein {Hub in the afternoon and evening. All suberdinate Granges in the jurisdic
dollar, a gift of more or a contribu- Congregational Church Wednes
tion otf less helps to make this day night at 8 15.
tion excepting one, were repre
Mr. Eves had two sessions of sented.
possible.
Miss Dorothy Kilton of Worcester,, study at the American ConservaThe afternoon program was in
Mass., was guest of Miss Alice tory of f Music, Fontainebleau, charge of Mrs. Lucia Hopkins. The
France, under Robert Casadesus, opening song was “Work fcr the
George for the Easter weekend.
Pvt. Vernon Burton, stationed at Nadia Boulanger, and ethers, re Night is Coming.” The greetirg
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, is visiting ceiving diplomas for piano and was given by Charles Watts of the
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar solfege. He is studying Summers host Grange and the response by
with Robert Casadesus, and teaches Lloyd1 Crockett, cf North Haven.
Burton, Dunn street and friends on
piano in Brunswick, Topsham and The Roll Call, “Bords that inter
Monhegan Island.
Freeport. Mr. Eves is organist at
Betty Pales, a student at Fisher’s the United Baptist Church of est me’ was responded to by all
present. Suggestions for reducing
Business College and her brother, Topsham.
taxes was discussed by F. L. S.
Ensign Eugene Pales, who has just
He has appeared as soloist cn Morse, Lloyd Crockett and Scott
returned from a trip to India were the Maine State Federation of
Rackliff. .
guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Music Clubs program in Portland;
The soaker fcr the afternoon
Foster Pales for a few days.
Plymouth District Convention in W'as Frank A. Winslow, Editor of
On April 21 tnere will be a sale of Portsmouth; Portland Rossini Club The Courier-Gazette, who took for
fancy work, aprons, candy and program as guest, and other Fed his subject “My Greatest Thrill.”
grabs at the K. of P. hall at 2 p. m. eration Club programs. He has Mr. Winslow’s lecture told of some
appeared in many concerts in of the “high spots” in his newsTliere will be a supper at 6 30.
A meeting will be held Thursday Brunswick, Freeport and Topsham, paper w’ork varied travels and was
night, Ajpril 13, in Watts hall, at for benefit cf U.S.O., Red Cross 1 very interesting to all.
w’hich the Ground Observation and church work. The program: X A discussion concerning rock
Jean Sibelius gardens wras given by Mary Nash
Corps of the First Fighter Command Finlandia,
Mrs. Kathleen Newman, organ
will show moving pictures of the in
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins, piano
and Lillian Rackliff.
Into the Night. Clara Edwards
vasion of North Africa and give cer Vocal
The closing thought “Ode to an
Morning.
Oley Speaks
Loves
In
My
Heart,
tificates to those observers who com
Easter Lily" was presented by
R Huntington Woodman
pleted the Third Aircraft Recogni
Sara Young. “Hobbies” were on
Mrs. Ruth Hoch, accompanied by
Mrs. Carol Jillson
display and proved cf interest to
tion Class. Further classes will be Piano Novelette.
F Major. Schumann
Scherzo, E Minor,
Mendelssohn many.
The following were the
announced. Admission free.
Walderauschen,
Liszt
“
hobbles;
” Collection of bottles,
Willis J. Spear, who is stationed
Mr. Eves
and Plano—Arioso,
Bach Mrs. Charles Watts; bird literature
at the Navy supply pier at Portland, Violin
Bouree
and pictures, Mrs. Sara Young;
is spending a few days with his par
Miss Bertha Luce.
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn
patchwork
andi crocheted articles,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear.
Piano- Reflections in the Water,
Debussy Louise Butler; clay models, F. L. S.
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams will be
Moonlight on the Terrace, Debussy Morse; buttons and scrapbooks,
hostess to the Thursday Club at her
Gardens in the Rain,
Debussy
Mr. Eves
Mary Nash.
home on Fluker street.
Star Spangled Banner,
Pomona Deputy George Cun
Mrs.
Newman,
organ
The Pythian Circle will meet Fri
Mrs. Hopkins, piano
ningham
announced that the
day afternoon w’ith Mrs. Earl F.
School
of
Instruction
for the sub
Woodcock. Hyler street.
ordinate
Granges
of
this
Pomona
Oeorge Green, M.O.M.M., 2c, U. S
GRANGE
CORNER
will
'be
held
at
Penobscot
View
Navy is passing his leave with his
ft ft ft ft
Grange Hall Saturday, April 15.
mother on Monhegan and Mr. and
Mews
Items
from
all
of
the
Pa

Supper
will be served at 6. A
Mrs. Foster Fales of this town.
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
bountiful
Grange supper was
Wilson B. Carter, CBM., is in
here.
served
Saturday
by the women of
sick bay at the Rockland Coast
Wessaweskeag
Grange.
Guard base.
Megunticook Grange of Camden
The evening program was a pa
Russell S. Young, stationed at Sel- meets tomorrow. The Circle as
triotic
play “The Minuteman,” and
man Field, Monroe, La., is passing sembles at 4 oclock followed by
consisted
of group singing of pa
his leave with his parents, Mr. and supper at 6, with Mrs. Elizabeth
triotic
songs
and readings of his
Mis. Hollis Young, Beechwoods Morton in charge. Miss Joyce
torical incidents.
Johnson,
home
demonstration
street.
The next meeting will be at
At a recent meeting of Mayflower agent, of Knox-Lincoln County
North
Haven. May 13 for an all day
Temple, P S., degrees were con Farm Bureau will be the speaker in
session
and boat arrangements will
ferred upon Mrs. Maude Gray, Mrs. the evening, her subjects, “Food be announced.
m. N.
Grace Jameson cf Rockland and Fights for Health” and “The
Mrs. Maiy Starrett and Mrs. Mar Common Coid.” All Grange mem
bers are urged to attend this im
jorie Sawyer of this town.
portant
foods meeting, and all
ROCKPORT
Miss Florence Fessenden and Miss
Anna Fessenden of West Newton, Farm Bureau members or others
«•«. X*.
Mass., spent the weekend with Miss interested are invited. Members of
E. A. CHAMPNEY
this Grange met Easter morning
Christine Moore.
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
IMiss Leona Frisbee, a student at at the hall and enjoyed breakfast
Fisher's Business College, spent the together. The meiu consisted of
Tel. 2229
Easter recess with her parents, Mr. fruit juices, muffins, and rolls, cof
fee. scrambled eggs, doughnuts and
and Mrs. George Frisbee.
Mrs. Orris Bums and daughter
cheese. Mrs. Sara Young and Mrs.
Daniel W. Carter of Port Clyde
Caroline leave Tuesday for Balti
Jessie Beverage were in charge.
visited his son Wilson B. Carter for
more, Md., to attend the gradua
Members attended the Baptist
over Easter.
tion exercises of Union Memorial
Church as guests and there en
Hospital,
Miss Dorothy Burns being
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Biggers of Lis
joyed a beautiful Easter service of
a
member
of the graduating class.
bon Falls spent the weekend with music and an inspiring sermon.
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dornan.
• • • 9
day
with Mrs. Fannie Thompson;
Mrs.
Carl J. Swanholm
and
Acorn Grange of Cushing held a
daughter Elaine, who have been vis box social Wednesday, proceeds of with Miss Hazel Wall as hostess.
The.. Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
iting her sister, Mrs. Anna Har- $9 donated to the Red Cross. The
meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Clara
naga in Rahway, N. J., the last three next meeting will be April 1&.
Lane
.
weeks have returned home accom
The Red Cross rooms will be open
panied by Mrs. Harnaga and Mrs
MEDOMAK
Tuesday
afternoon only. Two hun
Olof Hansen of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Mrs Regina Carter, Mrs. Freda dred dollars is needed to balance
who will be her guests for ten days.
Collamore and Mrs. Rosie Colla- the quota.
Two performances of the one-act n-.ore were Rockland visitors Satur
Fred A. Norwood, WKC. will
plays to be presented by the stu day.
meet
Friday with (Mrs. Beatrice
dents of the Thomaston High
Kenneth Genthner and Arthur Rider.
Stahl went last Tuesday to Fort
Miss Marion Weidman was in
Devens for induction.
Waterville Monday on business.
Local schools have been closed.
“THE MIRACLE
Pauline McLain spent Wednesday
in Portland.
Sunday school and Easter concerts
of
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey were were cancelled Sunday and the pub
lic library closed temporarily on ac
visitors in Rockland Friday.
ROCKLAND’S
count
cf the several cases of scarlet
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kaler and
two children and Nancy Genthner fever in town. Parents are request
SUCK”
and son Bernard were in Bath Sat ed to keep children at home for the
present.
,
(with apolcgieA to a famous
urday.
motion picture)
Msr.
Charles
H.
Wooster,
who
has
Mrs. Ina Stahl and three children
been
spending
the
Winter
in
Dur

and Mrs. Olive Teele and two chil
ham,
N.
H„
arrived
Saturday
for
dren visited last Tuesday with their
sister, Mrs. Evie Merchard in War the season. She was accompanied
by her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hollis
ren.
Wooster, who returned to Durham
Mrs. Astor Willey spent Thursday
Sunday.
.
with her siste, Mrs .Katie Eugley in
Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain I
EFFIE. thf
were Rockland visitors Saturday, ,
COOKIE
Mr. and Mrs. William Cyr ctf Wal- '
doboro were guests uSdnay at Ralph
COUNTESS
The performance of this amaz
Genthner
’
s.
ing new cleaner is nothing short
5
>Mrs. Linwood Castner and son
of a miracle. It cleans every
were in Waldoboro Wednesday.
thing with a magic ease that is
Stanley Yeaton went Friday to
The secret of my success
a revelation to housewives and
Fort
Devens.
Hearth
Club, that fine
mechanics.
TsL 113-3
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>wn Is Proud .

Tea And A Shower

hip Lauds Fine Work
ts Young Women *
The Courier-Gazette:—
lip may point with pride
men's Auxiliary Fire DeThis was organized in
1942 by a small group or
civic-minded
young
mdcr the leadership or
<n Fales.
udied first aid, learned to
operate the town fire
d practiced fire-fighting,
alty and support have
mended by the member^
urn’s Volunteer Fire De
ll 1943. after numerous
plays, parties, nimmgae'
drives to raise the re
ads, they presented the
h a small, but wellimbulance.
s been of great benefit
occasions, but on Tuesthe WA.P.D. proved the
ts existence as never beaccident occurred in
ir persons were badly to
rt thanks to ready equipthe quick action of D^
four WAFD. members
is w’ere given first aid and
the hospital ur Rockland
ime.
•ganization row has an
t cf 44 members. Their
n has in no way dcnd their efforts to keep
ir W A. F. D. is a great
Friendship.
(Miss) Nora Seaver.
iendship.
ius

»LENTY

Social Matters

Given In Honor Of Miss Ruth
Nichols, Soon To Be
Wedded

Mrs. Orace Rollins, who has been Miss Marjorie Hicks of Portland,
Miss Ruth Jane Nichols of Port
visiting friends in this city, leaves ; student at Westbrook Junior Col- land. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Wednesday for her home in Frye lege, was guest last week oi Miss J. Nichols of Rockland, whose mar
burg.
riage to Aviation Cadet Roy A. Ja
Aimee F. Karl.
cobs, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ja
EF A. Club will be entertained
Mrs. John F. Karl and daughter cobs of South West Harbor, former
Wednesday afternocn toy Mrs. Hattie ~ nthia, spent the weekend with ly of Rockland, will take place at
Davies at her home on South Main Mrs. Karl’s mother, Mrs. Adella Pine Bluff, Arkansas, the latter part
street.
Piker in Fairfield.
of the month, was honor guest at a
tea and shower given by Mrs.
Mrs. John H. McLoon and son,
Mrs. Maude M. Tibbetts is visit Nichols and Mrs. George A. HuntBilly, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. ing her daughter, Dorothy Joyce, ley at the Copper Kettle Sunday
(Teach and daughter, Nancy, were in Baltimore. Mrs. Tibbetts was afternoon.
nveek-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. accompanied by her daughter, Mrs
Mrs. Huston Long of Portland.
Nelsen McDougall, Portland. Others Laura Mank. Beth will visit in Vir 6ister of Mrs. Nichols, and Mrs.
present for Baster dinner were: Mr. ginia and Washington, D. C., be Kenneth Post, poured, and those
and Mrs. Merrill A. Hay and chil fore returning home.
serving were: Mrs. William A. Karl,
dren, Edward and Sara, of Cape
Mrs. Edward Noyes and Mrs. War
Elizabeth, and Mr. ahd Mrs. Marcus
Miss Edna M Littlefield, teacher ren Barrows. Table decorations
P Chandler and children, Eleanor, of English and mathematics at were irises, jonquils and carnations,
Richard and Johnny, of Portland. Junior High Schcol, left Sunday for and refreshments included a bride’s
a visit with her parents in Guilford. cake, sandwiches and cup cakes with
Friends were welcoming Mrs.
the icings in pastel colors.
The
Rose Richards of Philbrick avenye
Mrs. Charles H. Lowe and chil “shower” of silver certificates, ar
on the street Saturday, following a dren, Janet ancl Martha, have
ranged in an Easter basket, decora
long illness.
joined Captain Lowe in Orlando, ted in orchid and yellow, was pre
sented to Miss Nichols by Master
A surprise birthday party was Florida.
Robert Huntley.
given George Russell, Jr., at his
Mr. and Mr.s. Oeorge W. Dyer of 1 Those present other than those
home cn the West Meadow road, by
Portland, formerly of Camden, were named were: Miss Laura Pomeroy,
parents, recently Those pres
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. John Kaler, guests at the Thorndike Hotel Sun Mrs. Frederick W. Robie, Jr., Miss
day.
Margaret Havener, Mrs. Francis E.
Mis. Edna Brann, Mrs. Harold Ka
Havener. Sr., Miss Virginia Bowley,
ler, William Kossuth, Shirley Eaton,
Opportunity Class of the First Miss Betty Beach, Mrs. Frank S.
^Ruth Call, Doris Butler, Marian
Baptist Church met with Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Karl B. O’Brien, Miss
■ Billings, Helen Haskell, Goldie and
Urban Leach. It was reported that Betty O’Brien, Mrs. Elizabeth FlapJune Barton. Eleanor Libby, Doris
31 calls w’ere made in March. Mrs. ders, Mrs. Burton E. Flanders, Mrs
Russell, Maxine Wentworth, Alva
Clara Gregory presented a program Herman J. Weisman, Miss Prudence
Johnson, Winslow Miller, Roy Dan
of readings by Elizabeth Williamson, Dinan, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Miss
ielson and his “buddy”, Jerry, ot
Lena Rokes and Bernice Leach, and Jeannine Leach, Mrs. Ronald Mes
the U. S. Navy, Bill Butler. Ronald
there were several Easter quiz ser, Miss Mary Egan, Mrs. Hector
Russell and Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
games. Refreshments were served G. Staples, Mrs. Alvis B. Epps, MrsRussell. Those invited, unable to
toy Blanche Sylvester, Bertha Alfred Nichols Mrs, Karl B. French,
come, were: (Mr. and Mrs. John
Greenlaw and Alice McIntosh.
Mrs. Elmer Hart, Mrs. Ray A. Ja
Marshall, Mrs. Margaret Kossuth,
cobs,
Sr., Mrs. Hervey C. Allen, Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Aronson, Mrs. Jennie
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne, who has George B. Davis and Mrs. George
^MVitham, Trussell Wentworth, Jr,
„
, been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Gheradi.
Harry Curtis, Fred Tolman, Elmer
„ ,
,
i K. Orne in Wilmington, Del., several
Cayton and Raymond and Millii weeks, has returned home.
MRS. GRACE M. WINSLOW
cent Fowlie.
Friday morning, March 31, Mrs.
, IMrs. E. D. Spear and Mrs. Seth
Grace
Winslow died at home in
If you need to
j Low will arrive today from Utica,
Bath following a long illness. She
New York.
had resided there the last two
Miss Frances Collette left yes years. The deceased was born in
terday for a visit with relatives in Rockland and spent most of her
life here. She was active as an air
Tampa, Florida.
Try this great blood-iron tonic—Lydia
raid warden prior to her moving to
Plnkham’s TABLETS—one of the very
beat home ways to get iron into the
Bath.
She attended schools in
Miss
Alice
M.
Nickerson
of
Sears

blood. Plnkham’s Tablets are also fa
mous to relieve symptoms of functional port spent the week-end with her Rcckland and graduated from the
monthly disturbances because of their
soothing effect on one of woman's most sister, Mi^f Ruth A. Nickerson ot business college here.
important organs. Follow label direc
Services were conducted at the
Summer street.
tions. Worth trying.
Burpee funeral home Monday aft
ernoon, Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald officiating. There were many
beautiful floral contributions.
Mrs. Winslow is survived by her
husband Fred P. Winslow, her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Thomas; and
four uncles, Everett Green of Bath,
Herbert Green cf Bath, John
Green, Skowhegan and Edmund
Green of Camden.
The bearers were her four
cousins of Bath, John, Robert, Le
land and Millard Green.
After her failing health Mr.
Winslow was devoted to her care
and comfort and was in constant
attendance to her needs.

J
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eutwup
RCO BtOOO!

d Citu. N. Y.
PTLING CO. OF AUBURN

The Mite Club was entertained
Monday by Mrs. George L. St. Clair
at luncheon and contract. IJigh
scores went to Mrs. Sanford W.
Delano and Mrs. Arthur P.
Haines. Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb will
entertain the club April 24.
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY,
FRIDAY, SATURDAY

NOTE

EVENING SHOWS 6.15, 8.30
LGTS’S GO
TO TUG
BIG SHOW!

Switch to softer, safer Modess

now—and save! Recently, 10,086
women wrote whv they switched
to ModJss. "So soft." "So safe," or

"So comfortable," said 8 out of 10!
special softspun filler makes! See
what a boon Siodess’ full-way pro
tection is! (There’s a triple, fulllength safety shield at the back.)
Modess also comes 12 for lit
and 56 for 89c.

in. MURPHY * im SIMMS *
SLORIA

CHARLES

WINNINGER- DeHAVEN
HORNE • Mia SCOn
due ‘ROCHESTER* uieum
NANCY WALKEN * NEW BLUE

is strikingly
with that of
?ht 43% less
IE electricity.

UMT

WALLACE M. LITTLE

Wallace M. Little. 63. sales rep
resentative for the H. K. Webster
Grain Oompany of Lawrence,
By the Pupils
Mass . died at his home on Broad
way, Saturday, following a long
The cast of the contest play ' for the second of the “Four Free
period cf ill health.
“Grenachika" and the coach, Mr. doms” plays, “Freedom from Fear.”
Mr. Little, a native of MosswipSmith, plan to attend the finals of Miss Ruth MdMahon. Honor Thes
the State-One Act-Play Contest pian, who was the student director pee, Province of Quebec, son of
for the Eastern part of the State to of the first cf these Thespian plays, Murray and Ella (Neil) Little,
be held in Bangor, tomorrow — I will also direct this production The came to Rockland in 19C6 and for
! cast is as follcws: Muriel Adams, several years was manager for ArCharlotte Ccwan.
• • • •
Pauline Stevens. Betty Hempstead, meur <te Company. He acquired
Vina Delmonico did volunteer Evelyn Sweeney^ Wendell Webber, the beef department cf Thorndike
typewriting at the City Clerk’s i and Ernest Munro These plays & Hix. Inc., in 1920, and conducted
1 form part of the National Thespian a wholesale beef business for sev
Office last week
• • • •
■ Society’s contribution to the High eral years, under the firm name of
Three girls have been chosen from School Theater for Victory Program W M. Little Company. He was
the Debating Department of the and the voluntary contribution de proprietor of the New York BakHigh School to represent us at the rived from their production go to *ery at the corner of Main and
Peace Conference at Colby College the support of the Stage Door Can Lindsey streets, and sold this busi
on Mayflower Hill, May 6. These teen and the Service Man’s Library. ness in 1929 to George C. Sandner,
• • • •
who had been employed as baker
students, Pauline Stevens, Joan
Abbott and Betty Hempstead, will Catering for the delicious banquet by Mr. Little. Since then Mr.
represent France and uphold her which preceded the One Act Play Little has represented the H. K.
rights at the signing of the Peace Contest Friday night, was done by Webster Co. and has conducted a
Treaty. They will be accompanied Miss Katherine Taylor and a group grain business at his premises on
by Mrs. Pitts for the weekend at 1 of Home Economics girl’s who were I Broadway.
Lois Winchenbach, Doris Gray, i He was Junior Warden of St.
the Women's Union.
• • • •
Frances Guistin. Carolyn Candage, Peter’s Episcopal Church, and a
Students of the Junior Type Eleanor Libby, Gloria Swanson, and member of the church for many
writing Class held a sewing bee J Elaine Achorn.
years. He was a former member of
Thursday when they mended torn
• • x-• •
Aurora Lodge, F.A.M.
typewriter covers.—Vina Delmonico j The beautiful centerpiece of yel
He is survived by his wife, Matie
• • • •
low jonquils accenting the color Buchanan Little; sons, Hugh W.
A program given under the super
Little and Neil B. Little, both of
vision of Miss Hughes, and announ scheme was presented by the Thes
Rockland; two sisters, Mrs. Bertha
ced by Norman Fitzgerald, was pre pian Society to Miss Taylor in rec I Mourey of Northampton, Mass.,
sented at the Junior High assembly, ognition of her conscientious work. and Mrs. Carrie Sharon cf TomeWednesday: 23rd Psalm, Lords Tables placed in the form of a T fobia. Province of Quebec, and a
Prayer, Flag Salute, “Star Spangled
were effectively decorated in Thes grandson, Charles Wallace Little of
Banner,” by the assembly; piano
pian colors cf blue and yellow. Dec Rockland.
solo, “Idilo” Earlene Perry; poem,
orations were in charge of Polly
Services will be in St. Peter's
“Morning” Louise Connolly; music, Havener with a group of assistants. Episcopal 'Church tomorrow morn
Albert Havener. A play, “Party
| Welcome was extended to the visit ing at 10.30, Rev. Ernest O KenFavor,” was presented with these
ing guests by Ralvan Welker, presi on, officiating. Interment will be
characters: Beverly Fickett, Ina
dent cf Troupe 431, in behalf of the in Orleans. Vt.
Bickford, Richard McIntosh, Ruth
l society, and Principal Blaisdell exRoberts, David Ulmer, Jean Young,
' tended a cordial greeting in behalf bled off with her,« to our great
Leonard Galiano, Jack Passon, Wal
i of the school. The speakers were relief —D. J. P.
ter Dyer, Virginia Manning, Jean
| introduced by Mr. Smith, director
• • • •
Weir, Elizabeth Moore, David Cas
of the preliminary contest. Seated
At Tuesday’s assembly, in charge
sens, Margaret Young. Frank Mac
at the head table were Principal of Mr. Sturtevant, a movie was
Laughlin, Gail Clark. James Con
and Mrs. Blaisdell, Principal and shown describing development of
nellan, Arlene Rollins, Harry John Mrs. Fred L. Perkins, Miss Mary Declaration of Independence. Diane
son, Madeline McCombs, Russell i Drewett, Mrs. Florence Gardner, Curtis led morning devotions. Jack
McWhlnney. and Barbara Gold Joseph Emery, Sr.. Miss Relief Hatterson made the announcement
smith. Music, Albert Havener; a
' Nichols. Christine Newhall, Albert that Senior and Junior High had
dialogue, “Traffic,” Adelbert Small Hallowell, Jo Ann Look, Louise
won a Minute-Man flag because of
ey and Philip Gray. Music for the Veazie, Ralvan Welker, and Rich their 90<~e purchase of War Stamps.
entertainment was furnished by ard Stevens;—Betty Holmes
He also reported on a letter writ
Albert Havener, Senior High, and
• • • •
ten by Dan Hoegg, Publicity Di
Paul Halligan, Jr., High. Stage Echoes from the English Dep’t: rector cf the War Finance Commit
manager was Rollo Watkins.
With all due respect to the critics tee, Portland, to Principal Blaisdell,
• • • •
who have been singing the praises saying “You certainly have a fine
The National Latin Examinations
cf
the movie, Jane Eyre, we wish group of students and they are do
were given Tuesday to the folcwing
to say that we didn’t like it—and ing a real job in selling War Bonds
students: freshmen, Irene Anderson
Jane Eyre has been one of our pet and Stamps.”—Joan Abbott
Mary Sawyer, Anna Heino, Mary
heroines for years, too. Bret Harte
• • • •
Carrillc, Paula Gray, Beverly Merch
wrote
a
burlesque
cf
this
book
and
Five schools will compete in the
ant, Jaije Perry, Carolyn Howard,
Orson
Welles,
fine
actor
that
he
is,
Western
Division finals of the
Lorraine Curry, Leo Connellan;
was right in character with Harte’s Maine Interscholastic Drama Con
sophomores, George Morton, Cath
version of Edward Rochester. All test which will be held at Bowdoin
erine Young, Betty Gray, Priscilla
he needed to do was to enter his College, Saturday, April, 15 The
Anderson, Louise Barton, Barbara
mansion by smashing through the schools, all winners in preliminary
Koster, Kenneth Chatto, Charlotte
drawing room windowslass as per eliminations, include
Brunswick,
Cowan, Elizabeth McPhail; juniors,
Bret Harte, and a few other such Cony of Augusta, Rockland. St.
and seniors, Virginia Farrell, Joan
subtleties. As for our dear friend Francis College Preparatory of
Abbott, Melzine McCaslin, Alice
Jane, she had certainly lost her pep Biddeford and Westbrook.
The
Rogers. This exam is sent out by
and continually dissolved in tears— contest will begin at 11 a. m. One
the Auxilium Latinum. at Elizabeth,
a washout, to say the least. The contestant will be chosen from this
N. J.
gay Blanche, with wig awry, re group, and one from the contest be
• • • •
ceived
her come-uppance at the ing held in Bangor, tomorrow, to
Winners in the essay contest re
cently sponsered by the W C. T. U hands of Orson, whose voice would represent the state at the New Eng
were: Lucille Koster, 1st prize; Lois drop to unintelligible sounds just as land Drama Festival to be held
Tootill, 2nd prize; Margaret Hughes we w’ould get Interested.. Mr. this year at Dover, New Hampshire
• • • •
3rd prize; Joafi Prock, 4th prize. Rochester surely did suddenly snap
Honorable mention was given to up Jane at the last in an abrupt
An especially interesting Faculty
Carolyn Chisholm and
Grace ness to suit even Harte’s fancy, and, Meeting was held Monday, after
Thompson. The subject of the looking like a lame Knowles, hob- school, in Mr. Smith’s room, where
essay: “A’cohol and The American
the play, “Freedom of Religion,”
Home.” Prizes were awarded on
coached by Ruth McMahon, was
originality, development of the
presented. Those in the cast were
PHONE 2511
theme a/id construction, the awards
Pauline Havener, Ruth Emery, Onni
being War Savings Stamps.
Kangas. Horatio Cowan, Norma
TODAY
• • • •
Blom, Elsie Norton, Virginia With
Miss Barbara Crieghton
ol
am- Melzine McCaslin, Johnny
“DESTINATION
Wheeloek College, Boston, visited
Gatcombe. Marjorie Harte. This
Miss Hughes and her classes Tues
TOKYO” was well acte dand enjoyed by all
day afternoon.
the teachers.
• • • •
‘ with
Following the play, the faculty
Rehearscls are now in progress
adjourned
to the Library where tea
Cary Grant, John Garfield
wa^ served from a long table deco
rated with Spring flowers, with
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Miss Littlefield and Miss Kussan■ ROCKLAND IB
sky pouring.| The girls who served
Fred MacMurray
TODAY, WED., THURS.
were Anna Bullard, Ruth Bowley,
Feature No. 1
Claudette Colbert
Ruth Dorman, Barbara Fuller.
Those who participated in the pre
in.
parations were Carol Ann Wolcott,
Madeline Rubenstein, Eunice Riley,
“NO TIME
Audrey Butler, Kathleen Paul, EarlFOR LOVE” tne Perry, Vera Proctor,. Genevieve
Mair, Constance Barton, Helen
Craig. The tea was in charge of
COMING SUNDAY
Mrs. Green, who is substituting for
a month for Mrs. Ruth Wiggin.
“THOUSANDS
Miss Dorothy Havener, from the
Conservatory of Music, played dur
CHEER” ing the tea, several instrumental
»
MOXFtS W emu KENYON
numbers which were greatly en
•rruniOFT a monooram pictur
Thirty Stars
joyed.
Plus This Second Hit
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J
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GET MORE NAPKINS
’ts in general
if Labor, the

nv household
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FOR THE MONEY!

“WOMEN IN BLUE’

NEWS

LAST TIMES TODAY
“THE SULLIVANS”
Evening Shows: 6.15, 8-30

y day!

| TOWARD NORRIS
i
IRIS ADRIAN
1 craig Woods
I LINDA BRENT
"
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PLUS LATEST NEWS
STARTS NEXT SUNDAY
“STANDING ROOM ONLY*

I

ALEC CRAIC
ARIEL HEATHl

COMING SUNDAY
“DESPERADOES”
with Randolph Scott

Al
POTTER & CD .INC
BOSTON.MASS

THERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE FOR^TEA
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR VOURS /

BATEMAN-SOULE
Staff Sergeant Robert Taylor
This And That
Bateman of Bar Haitoor and Miss
Mary Morton Soule of Augusta were
married Saturday in St. Mark’s
' Episcopal Church. Augusta, Rev.
Charles Asa Clough officiating.
Mrs. Bateman is the danghter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Morton G Soule
cl Augusta and Woolwich. She is a
By K. S. F.
native of Woolwich; is a graduate
of Cony High School in Augusta;
attended Gorham Normal School
No fear of baby famine when ap
and the University of Maine and
proximately one million more ba.
imii .graduated from Emerson Sehool
bies were born in 1943 than in 1933.
She taught at Cony High School,
Gould
Academy in Bethel and until
Guests in some hotels are being
recently
was on the English teach
asked to make their own beds if
ing staff of Rockland High School.
they stay more than a day. Soon
Sgt Bateman is a native of Con
there will be no point in staying
out of the Army for the maids who cord, N. H He graduated from
Bellows Free Academy at Fairfax,
used to do this work.
Vt , and the University of New
• • • •
The pictures of girls without Hampshire. He also did graduate
enough clothing on to cover them work at the University of Maine
decently, is getting on women’s | and at the University of Vermont,
nerves and it’s time long past for He « stationed at the Army Air
them to rise up and rebel.
Force Eombardier School at Big
Spring, Texas, as instructor. He
• • • •
Father: “When I was your age, taught at Bar Harbor when he was
son, I was glad to get dry bread to inducted and was previously on the
staff of teachers at Gould Academy
eat.”
Bright Five-year-old:
“You’re He is the son of Charles W. Bate
much better off now that you are man of Bar Haitoor and the late
living with us, aren't you daddy?” Lena Taylor Bateman
• • • •
Tlie bride was attended by her
Will they never get over the feel sister. Mrs. Raphael W. Mayer of
ing that Earhart may be found? A Augusta and Launeelot Cooper of
new rumor comes which makes her Lexington, Mass., was best man.
Mrs. Bateman is a sister of Dr.
a Jap prisoner.
• • • •
Gilmore W. Soule cf Rcckland, now
Before World War 11 the United In the Army Medical Corps.
States imported more than a mil
MRS. ELLA M. SHELLENS
lion tons of cinnamon from Cey
lon annually.
i
Ella M Shellens, wife of Capt.
• • • •
Michael Shellens, died suddenly at
“When I look at this congrega hei home 371-73d street, Bayndge,
tion,” said a certain preacher, “I Brooklyn, March 21. She was Born
ask myself, ‘Where are the poor?’ at Vinalhaven Sept. 22, 1873,
And then, when I look at the col daughter of Capt. James C. and
lection, I say to myself, ‘Where are Eunice (Garrett) Collamore. She
the rich?’ ’’—Spatters, Mononga is survived by her aged husband,
who for many weeks has been in a
hela, Penn.
• • • •
hospital too ill to be told of the
A beachhead is a position estab death cf his wife; one son, Mar
lished and fortified on a shore by shall, is in the service of his coun
an invading force. A bridgehead try somewhere in Italy; two daugh
is a defensive area on the enemy’s ters, Miss Ruth M. Shellens and
side of a stream, held to guard a Hazel, wife of George Epple who
is an officer in the Navy; a sister,
bridge, ford or other crossing.
• • • •
Mrs. Sadie J. Hauf and a nephew.
When you desire a night
Everett Smith, also survive.
Of refreshing sleep
Mrs. Shellens was a rea! home
Count your blessings
maker and her unselfishness and
Instead of sheep.
thought cf ethers were prominent
♦ * * •
among her many fine traits of
Dogtooth violets, trilliums and
character. For several years she
ether Spring flowers may increase
devoted her life to the care of her
this season as few will be able to
husband in his failing health, and
get to them and1 pull up roots as
yet when a call came for assistance
well as flowers.
fcr the church, she was ever ready
• • • •
Compliments must be handed to to respond, one of her last acts be
movie houses and theatres for the ing to contribute to Its welfare.
Funeral services were held at the
great work accomplished in co
operating with the government in Bay ridge Methodist church Fri
the World War work of selling day evening conducted by her pas
tor, Dr. Frederick Poten, who paid
Bonds and Red Cross giving.
• » » •
high tribute to her memory in the
What joy it is to listen to Lily presence of many friends. A large
Pons sing! She sings with author quantity of beautiful flowers added
ity and a rare finish, thrilling to their softening touch to the occa
lovers cf perfection in this great sion Burial was in the family plot
art. Her voice has been cultivated in Greenwood cemetery. A good
to such rare technique of action woman has gone to her reward, but
one gets new values in possibili the memory of a life devoted to
ties when listening to her bird- ethers remains in the hearts of
like tones.
many friends.
♦ * * *

Mrs. Guy P. Gannett of Portland
national president, and Miss Ruth
Bradley, national chairman of
the department of music in hos
pitals, w’ill attend the State convenion of the Maine Federation
of music Clubs afc Rockland, May
25 . 26 and 27, the State directors
of the federation announced.
One hundred boys and girls
from all parts of the State will
participate in the Sate junior or
chestra and band at the conven
tion.
* • • •
When one looks at the modern
divorce lists, one can’t but thing
too many persons marry to have
someone to be untrue to.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’3
second floor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, foT Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
.
9tf
Buy War Bonds and Stamp®

SPRING

BEAUTY

»

* • * •
This thought ccmes to me from
a contemporary: Dwell long upon
the lovely^nd briefly upon the’
sordid. Never visit friends when
morbid. They have troubles of
their cwn to stand up under.
• • • •
The study of words is delightful
In themselves they give a form of
growth and are an active reality.
Study words for their full mean
ing.
• • • •
A shipwrecked sailor, who had
spent three years on a desert
island, was overjoyed one day to
see a ship drop anchor in the bay.
A small beat came ashore and an
officer handed the sailor a bunch
of newspapers.
“The captain suggests,” he told
the sailor, “that you read what's
going on in the world and then
let us knew’ if you want to be
rescued.”
• • • •
|
Tin was known among the early
peoples as the devil of the metals.
Why has never been solved.
• • • •
One is apt to miss his mark ih
life if he has a low aim, or in fact
is not a straight shooter in the
hunt.
i

/

At a Price That Is Sure To
Please You
'
INDIVIDUALIZED
OIL
*

PERMANENTS

Including Razor Cut,

Shampoo, and Set

GILBERT’S

BEAUTY SALON
PHONE 142
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
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Page Eight
Good School Morale

The Memory Man

Engendered By the Junior Doesn’t Know Whether He’s
Bert Farnham, Or Not—
American Citizens’ Club
But Many Readers
—Teach Love Of
Think They Know
Country
(By Iree Member)
In many a school house of the
Here's a delayed “scoop" in local
“rugged home spun State, perched
news.
Here’s the how and why of
on the Nation’s edge” the flag
epeaks with a more intimate tone it. An old friend and I were talkas the boys and girls of the more 1 ing a few days ago A fragment
than 400 Junior American Citizens of our conversation went about as
follows “By the way, Iree, recall
Clubs scattered over the ‘‘Pine Tree
i that I called you on the phene re
State” reverently raise and lower
the Stars and Stripes as part of cently?” Sure, I remembered. "Well
said my friend, “I was going to tell
their club activities.
!
you
that that day was our 58th
The clubs in Maine have been
wedding anniversary but my wife
carried on for five years wholly as
a classroom project. Those engaged said not to tell you—said you would
ln training our young people tell probably WTite something about it
us what the results have 'been. The and everybody from Rockland to
first is from a report of a super Everywhere would read about it."
Well why not? Looks like a
intendent with many rural schools.
“I have found that the J. A. C. choice tidbit of news to me! It isn’t
Clubs have been of a decided help every couple who can boast that
In making a good school morale in have worked in double harness 58
tny rural schools. Each child has years.
The name of this remarkable
become more thoughtful of his
neighbor, discipline in the class couple? Sorry—I’d ilke to tell you
room lias become more simple and but when a lady says “no” I don’t
fighting on the playground all but dare tell the name. However, I
disappeared. The entire tone of the feel that it will be O. K. to drop a
school is improved and in many in gentle hint—my friend has, in the
stances it has spread to the com past, been known to shear off
munity as well. I am pleased to hirsute and adornments and re
Blve the program my hearty ap construct disabled musical instru
ments and, without resorting to
proval and support.”
the
use of bucksaw, axe or hammer,
“The next report is from a city
superintendent. "J. A. C. Clubs are lias created a lot of things from
just what their name implies. They pipes to fiddles. No I wouldn’t
are clubs in which young Americans dare tell the names of this fine
can learn effectively many of the couple. Bless you my friends and
duties of citizenship by actively may you enjoy many more returns
taking part in forming and carrying of our wedding anniversary.
As Spring weather advances and
out their cluto programs in a demo
snow
and ice vanish and the air
cratic way. The club is an ad
gets
warm
I assume that A. Jay See
mirable vehicle for teaching loyalty
and love of Country.” The principal will emerge from his Winter quart
of a large grammar school says: ers and call on us at 215—If you
“The J. A C. Clubs are of intesti- can’t Artie, please send a sample
tnable value to develop in the boys of that famous smile of yours?
and girls of America respect and (Send by freight—collect.)
Now that I haven’t enough space
love for ideals for which our coun
try stands. Personally I have left for a sketch I would like to say
found the Clubs a wonderful help that I am getting somewhat con
to me in the every day running of a fused as to my name and identity.
For one reason or another there are
large grammar school.
Third grade teachers says: ‘‘I have a lot of pecple who get me all mixed
had a J. A. C. Club in my school for up with one Bert Farnham whom
the past six years. I cannot begin to they say lived here at one time.
enumerate the value of such an or Every so often I meet up with
ganization to my grade. It helps to someone I knew years ago and they
foster our American ideals, it instills say, "Well, if it isn’t Bert Farnham!
a love of country, and develops a Haven't seen you for 30 years!
sense of responsibility necessary for Where ye bin keepin’ yerself!”
the future citizens of a democracy.” This happens so often that I am be
An Eighth Grade teacher reports: ginning to think that Bert must be
“The importance of J. A. C. Clubs my double. I haven’t met Bert
cannot be over-emphasized. Pupils face to face for a long time but he
have “become good citizens” con and I must have grown to look a
scious not only in school but at lot alike—or something. I’m getting
home and in public places. As a a bit confused, Is I hp, or is him me,
teacher I have found the clubs to or is we both?
The last chair I took to Ira Hilt
be of greatest value in the class
for needed repairs I stopped our
room."
An officer of the Maine Teachers’ ancient Ford go-cart in front ot
Association writes: "I cannot say Oscar EXincan’s grocery store. Well
enough in commendation of the es when I got ready to leave my gotablishing of J. A. C. Clubs. The re cart had suddenly changed to a
sults of these clubs go far beyond stay-cart and all my efforts failed
the power of w’ords. Every part of to get the wheels to turn. Oscar
the organization is a definite train came to my rescue, got out his
ing for future citizenship. This truck and landed my stubborn old
year we have added a chaplain to go-cart at Stanley’s garage pronto.
our list of officers. She leads the Hew much? Not a penny—wouldn’t
club in prayer and will preside over take a cent for the helping hand.
=he morning devotions.”
Just another proof to bolster my
What the boys and girls think of contention that there are more
these clubs is clearly shown by the good folks in the world than there
following, from a Seventh Grade are bad Oscar didn’t remember me
pupil: “We leam about the laws of at the time and even now he has
our land, our national songs, creeds, me tangled up with that Bert
and about our flag. In short, it Farnham feller Thanks is poor
teaches us about America. I believe pay for the jcb, Oscar but thanks
that the clubs are helping to in just the same. When I can return
sure America's future by shewing the favor, call on.
By the, way I was one ctf the first
her future citizens what a democ
racy is.”
I would seem as if the above and broken homes.
is conclusive preof that the J. A. C
Mrs Howard E. Andrews of Gard
Clubs are providing a valuable ed iner, is national vice chairman Jun
ucational and character building aid ior American Citizens Commute
in these days of teacher shortages D AR —M E. Blodgett.

WHEN SEEKING THE BEST

in COFFEE or FLOUR

.

ALWAYS INSIST ON
LA TOURAINE and NORMAN R

customers who patronized “Pres
Soldiers Like Music intelligence section of a headquar
cott and Duncan” when they
ters squadron. He served in the
opened their market at “the brook”
Says Sgt. Richard I. Thomas Middle East before coming to the
about 50 years ago.
United Kingdom “The American
Of
Rockport
Who
Conducts
goldier enjoys gcod music and he
Oscar’s brother, Walter, and
listens to it at every opportunity,”
Programs
In
England
Walter Prescott were the proprie
said Sgt. Thomas.
tors and did a good business from
A Mustang . Base, Engl?,nd—
Sgt. Thcmas entered the service
the start. Not quite sure about tire j “A merican soldiers like to hear in April, 1942, at Bangor, Ohio, ard
name “Walter” but will let it stand classical music and opera,” related completed his basic military train
As I remember it there were three Sergeant R!charJ I. Thomas sen ing at Bradley Field. Conn., before
Prescott boy®, Walter, Charlie and of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas having for the Middle East The
Washington R Prescott, “lawyer” of Rcokport,< who is conduct:’*? a sergeant, has high praise for the
I remember him well—I used to concert program of phonograph British Eighth Army and says:
attend court a lot and was present records to American soldiers each ‘ The Eighth Army did what it al
when the colorful “----- Case" was : week at the Red Cross Aero Club ways said it would do. It outtried.
“That man is not only . of a Ninth Air Force Mustang base I fought the Germans at every tutm."
famous, he is infamous!" shouted , in England
He attended the Rockport High
Mr. Prescott, as he pointed an ac
Sgt
Tohmas, former school School and graduated from the
cusing finger at the defendant. So ' teacher cf languages at Rockport ; Trinity College, Hartford.
Sgt.
what?
‘ High School, is chief clerk in the Thomas also attended Harvard

University.
Sgt Thomas thinks the English
countryside very beautiful and
says: “The English countryside is
very picturesque and it often re
minds me of Maine. The English
people are very nice and I enjoy
talking to them.”
Serving his 19th month overseas.
Sgt. Thomas is planning to return
to Rockport after the war and con
tinue his duties as a school
teacher.

■

ROCKVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Bronkie and
son Peter who recently returned
i from Rio de Janeiro. Brazil, where
Mr. Bronkie was engaged in mining
engineering, have been guests of his

’

mother, Mrs. Inez Bronkie and sis
ter, Mrs. Edgar Hallowell.
V. B. (Chum) Crockett is working
for the Quality Marine Hardware
Co. in Belfast.
Mr. Ihander is a patient at Knox
Hospital.

*0

NOTICE
I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of
property.

What have you that you want to sell
quickly?

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 77
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WOMEN’S FIELD ARMY

SMART WOMEN LOOK TO SCOTT FURRIERS
FOR A SOUND

THIS WEEK AT

INVESTMENT IN

RIITI ER’S
1

SCOTT SUPER-BILT
FUR COATS!

1

ROCKLAND

Yes, for dependability it’s SCOTT FURRIERS.
Come in and find out why more New England
women prefer SCOTT Furs than any other.

THURSDAY, APRIL

20%

TAX

INCLUDED

20% TAX INCLUDED

20% TAX INCLUDED

BEAUTIFUL NEW SdOTT SUPER-BILT
• SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS

DYED CARACUL PAWS

• MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

SEAL DYED CONEYS

• SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

BEAVER DYED CONEYS

• NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS

BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS
r

NATURAL SQUIRRELS

• LET-OUT RACCOONS
RED FOXES
• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMBS

• DYED SKUNKS

PLATINUM NORWEGIAN FOXES

SILVER DYED FOXES

• SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

• BLACK DYED KIDSKINS

RACCOON* DYED AMERICAN

OPOSSUMS

NEW SPRING FURS
SABLE DYED MUSKRAT SCARFS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $10.75 per skin

NATURAL MINK SCARFS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $16.25 per skin
GENUINE SILVER FOX PAIRS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $108.00 a skin
SABLE DYED GIANT RUSSIAN TWIN SQUIRRELS ... $14.00 per skin
SILVER FOX TAIL CAPES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $16.25
GENUINE SILVER FOX JACKETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $217.00
SABLE DYED GUANACO JACKETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $64.00

BRING IN YOUR WINTER GARMENTS
BRING IN your Furs and other Winter Garments to

laToaraine

CUTLER’S and help Uncle Sam and your pocketbook at the

same time. Trucks consume tires, gas, and oil, in calling
for garments! For your co-operation in BRINGING your
garments into our store, YOU PAY ONLY 1%, NOT THE

CUSTOMARY 3</o

YOU SAVE TWO-THIRDS!

Deposit
is all you

need for
Sold by all

Choose your own way of payment with
the SCOTT UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN!

FLOUR

independent retailers
DISTRIBUTED BY

JOHN BIRD CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
21T31

that luxurious

Scott SUPER-BILT Fur Coat!

